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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This Analysis and Recommendations for Increasing Restoration and
Conservation on Private Lands in the Gulf of Mexico Region Report was
funded by a competitive grant awarded to the Land Trust Alliance by the Gulf of
Mexico Foundation (GMF) in response to a Request for Proposals (RFP) issued
by GMF in May 2010. GMF is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose mission
is to promote and facilitate conservation of the health and productivity of the Gulf
of Mexico and its resources through education, public awareness, research, and
leadership programs. The Land Trust Alliance is a national non-profit
organization representing 1700 land trusts across the U. S. whose mission is to
save the places people love by strengthening land conservation across America.
As part of its activities, GMF coordinates planning and implementation efforts of
the Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) Habitat Conservation and Restoration Team
(HCRT). Led by the Gulf States and supported by federal and non-governmental
partners, the GOMA is a collaborative partnership that has tasked six Priority
Issue Teams (PITs) with specific priority areas. The HCRT is one of the PITs
under GOMA whose mission is outlined in the Governors’ Action Plan II (GAP II –
2009) and in the HCRT’s Synthesis Report (October 28, 2008) available at
www.gulfmex.org.
The Action Plan addresses specific issues and projects which will result in a
healthier Gulf of Mexico ecosystem and economy with a vision toward healthy
and resilient coasts and communities in the Gulf of Mexico such as:
¾ Expanding partnerships by identifying habitat conservation and restoration
goals and defining and addressing limitations of critical stakeholder
participating; and,
¾ Addressing specific public policy issues that impede habitat conservation
and restoration by identifying policy and economic limitations that restrict
private landowner participation in conservation and restoration on private
lands.
The Synthesis Report lists priority issues identified by each of the five Gulf
States: Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas. Private land
restoration and conservation was identified by the HCRT as one of four main
Topic Areas. The HCRT recognizes that to fully address the need for
conservation and restoration in the Gulf region, it is critical that many
stakeholders cooperate, including private landowners. They also recognize that
existing policies and regulations sometimes create impediments to private
landowner participation in conservation and restoration. In an effort to identify
improvements to policy and regulatory programs to increase coastal habitat
restoration and conservation with landowners, the HCRT through GMF invited
proposals from partners and provided subgrants to fund these projects under a
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grant from the NOAA Coastal Services Center during the spring 2010 (see RFP in
Appendix IV).
The Land Trust Alliance received a grant to address Topic Area 3 of the RFP:
Analysis and Recommendations for Increasing Restoration and Conservation on
Private Lands as described in the RFP (see Appendix IV). The task for
investigators was to identify policy and economic, geographic, and other
limitations that currently limit the extent and success of initiatives designed to
promote private landowner and industry participation in coastal habitat
conservation and restoration activities and to develop recommendations and
corresponding implementation strategies for improvements in the five of the U.S.
Gulf States. The investigators chose to assess the status of private land
conservation in the Gulf of Mexico states by conducting two online opinion
surveys and a facilitated workshop designed to gain input from land trusts and
land protection organizations and agencies in the Gulf region in 2010 and early
2011.
The following is an overview of the results of these three assessments. Each is
followed by a summary of recommendations for the HCRT to consider.
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2. ANALYSIS OF PRIVATE LANDS CONSERVATION – SUMMARY OF
WORKSHOPS AND SURVEYS
Three tools were employed by investigators to assess various aspects of private
land restoration and conservation activities occurring in the five Gulf of Mexico
States and to glean input on specific programs, policies and issues regarding
private lands including:
1. A facilitated stakeholders workshop (November 2010)
2. A survey of land trust and land protection organizations in the five Gulf States
(November – December 2010)
3. A survey of stakeholders identified by HCRT including federal, state and local
agencies that assist with or provide programs or support to private landowners,
conservation organizations, landowner organizations and other identified opinion
leaders (February – March 2011)
The workshop agenda and survey questions were developed by the LTA and its
subcontractors, the Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal Plain and Elizabeth
Barber of Barber and Mann, Inc. in collaboration with HCRT members and
GOMF staff. The workshop and two surveys were designed to garner input from
professionals and volunteers within organizations, agencies across the Gulf of
Mexico region who are active in some manner in private land conservation,
restoration and protection efforts. Relevant reports and literature were consulted
in the development of these reports as well.
The workshop and surveys were conducted between November 8, 2010 and
March 11, 2011. The following is description of the approach and a
summary of key findings for each assessment tool.
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ASSESSMENT 1: GULF COAST LAND TRUST MEETING AND WORKSHOP
Approach and Methodology: The first activity undertaken as part of this project
was to plan and convene a meeting and workshop of land trusts and public
agency partners to discuss private land conservation in the coastal region. The
Land Trust Alliance working in cooperation with the HCRT compiled a list of 95
individuals that represent land trusts and conservancies that operate in the five
Gulf of Mexico and representatives from public agencies that work with private
lands programs and distributed invitations via mail and e-mail to them on October
11, 2010 to attend a two-day facilitated meeting and workshop. The meeting and
workshop was held on November 8 - 9 at the Sheraton 4 Points Hotel in Biloxi,
Mississippi (hosted by the Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal Plain). Forty
(40) participants (42% participation) representing land trusts staff, leaders and
volunteers, HCRT members and other public agency partners.
The purposes of the workshop were:
¾ To continue the discussion begun on August 16 - 17, 2010 of Gulf Coast
land trusts and public agency partners held at Weeks Bay National
Estuarine Research Reserve in Fairhope, Alabama about regarding
potential partnership, funding for private land conservation and restoration,
capacity building and the potential development of a “Gulf Coast Coalition
of Land Trusts”.
¾ To enlist participants in evaluating existing public and private land
protection programs and funding sources, to discuss barriers and
limitations of those programs and to make recommendations for
improvements.
¾ To gain input on the development of the two survey instruments.
Johanna Garsenstein, a project manager for the Land Trust Alliance’s Midwest
regional program described the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, a regional
consortium of land trusts. She presented information on the history and evolution
of three land trust coalitions developed in the upper Midwest U.S. to improve
capacity building, networking and to increase collaboration among land trusts.
The meeting included a facilitated discussion about potential improvements to
private land conservation programs, and the two-day meeting concluded with
agreement among the land trust participants in the Gulf region to form a Gulf
Coast-wide (five states) coalition of land trusts. An initial steering committee was
formed to draft a development plan for the partnership, to seek funding and to
staff the organization. The coalition that resulted from this meeting is tentatively
called the Partnership for Gulf Coast Land Conservation.
A list of participants, the Workshop Agenda and the complete notes from the
Workshop are in Appendix I. The following is a summary of recommended
actions developed by workshop participants for the HCRT to consider.
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Major Recommendations from Assessment 1 - The Workshop:
1. Develop a formal coalition of coast region land trusts: Recognizing the
limited capacity of land trusts operating individually in the five Gulf states, and the
enormous challenges to coastal land conservation and restoration across the
Gulf region exacerbated by major disasters such as the BP/Deepwater Horizon
Oil Spill, there is significant interest and motivation among land trusts and
conservancies in the five Gulf of Mexico states, particularly in the Coast region,
to develop a formal coastal land private lands protection coalition. Established
regional land trust coalitions around the country can serve as useful models.
Note: Since the November meeting, the Partnership for Gulf Coast Land
Conservation (tentative name) has assigned a Steering Committee, held several
organizational calls and meetings, has attracted a $50,000 start up grant from the
Charles Stuart Mott Foundation, and is in the process of hiring a part-time
coordinator to advance this effort through the next steps of planning, fundraising
and collaborative projects. A copy of the draft Purpose of the Coalition is in
Appendix V.
2. Increase participation among land trusts in the GOMA through
participation in the HCRT. The HCRT should invite involvement of coastal land
trust via the newly formed Partnership to participate in the HCRT and conversely
the land trusts in the Gulf Region should immediately increase their active
participation in the GOMA through the HCRT.
3. Land trusts should engage in the Gulf of Mexico Ecosystem Restoration
Task Force efforts and provide recommendations for coastal land
protection and restoration. Recognizing that the Task Force is moving quickly
ahead, this should be a priority for the new coordinator of the Partnership.
4. Land trusts, agencies, HCRT and other land protection organizations
should collaborate to ensure that the evolving GIS databases of protected
lands are easy to access and use for conservation planning and decisionmaking in the Gulf region. The Protected Areas Database or PAD by USGS,
the updated Conservation Almanac by the Trust for Public Lands and National
Conservation Easement Database that will be released in 2011 by multiple
partners are examples of important new or revised tools that partners need for
landscape level conservation planning.
5. The Partnership for Gulf Coast Land Conservation and GOMA/HCRT
should work together to encourage increased funding/support of existing
effective private land programs and to develop other funding sources for
land protection and restoration such as local bond initiatives and ballot
initiatives. The following is a list of major federal conservation programs that
support private land protection and restoration in the Gulf States with a short set
of recommendations developed by the Workshop participants. A similar list was
developed from survey responses as well.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS TO IMPROVE PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS IN
THE GULF OF MEXICO STATES
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTES
BUREAU OF OCEAN
ENERGY, MANAGEMENT,
REGULATION AND
ENFORCEMENT
(BOEMRE)

- Need more information on how funds are being spent or will be spent
by states and counties/parishes.
GULF OF MEXICO ENERGY
SECURITY ACT (GOMESA)
- Reauthorize CIAP (currently a one-time program/fund)

NOAA

COASTAL IMPACT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (CIAP)
COASTAL ACQUISITION
RESTORATION ACT
COASTAL ESTUARINE AND
LAND CONSERVATION
PROGRAM
COASTAL WETLANDS
PLANNING, PROTECTION AND
RESTORATION ACT OR
CWPPRA - LOUISIANA
COMMUNITY BASED
RESTORATION PARTNERSHIP
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM (DARP)
ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION
TASK FORCE

NOAA/USACOE

ESTUARY RESTORATION ACT

BOEMRE
BOEMRE

NOAA

NOAA
NOAA
NOAA

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
US DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE (DOD)

CLEAN WATER ACT
READINESS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION INITIATIVE (REPI)

- Needs to be funded.
- Increase funding.
- Address management capacity/funding concerns of the local partner.

- Increase funding to allow for larger, more effective projects.

AL, LA, MS, TX
Program will be
transferred to USFWS
in Oct. 2011.
States with offshore
drilling want access.
Supports fee and
easement acquisition on
private lands.

All states

- Allow acquisition as viable compensation for damages.
- Prioritize projects for restoration.

- Fix wetland definition to address isolated wetlands.
- Focus mitigation more on land protection, private lands, conservation
easements, recreation, other habitat types (uplands) besides wetlands
for connectivity (holistic).
- Floodplain buyouts – use to prevent development.

FL water management
districts use mitigation
to treat stormwater –
water management
banks.

- Provide administrative funds to land trusts to coordinate the work.

AL, MS

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS TO IMPROVE PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS IN
THE GULF OF MEXICO STATES
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTES

USDA - FSA

ARMY COMPATIBLE USE
BUFFER (ACUB)
CONSERVATION RESERVE
PROGRAM (CRP)
STATE ACRES FOR WILDLIFE
ENHANCEMENT (SAFE)

USDA-FOREST SERVICE

FOREST LAND ENHANCEMENT
PROGRAM

US DOD
USDA - FARM SERVICES
AGENCY (FSA)

USDA-FOREST SERVICE

USDA-FOREST SERVICE
USDA-NATURAL
RESOURCES
CONSERVATION
SERVICE (NRCS)

USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS

FOREST LEGACY PROGRAM

FOREST STEWARDSHIP
PROGRAM

CONSERVATION
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
COOPERATIVE
CONSERVATION
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
EMERGENCY WATERSHED
PROTECTION PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
INCENTIVES PROGRAM
GRASSLAND RESERVE
PROGRAM
HEALTHY FOREST RESERVE
PROGRAM
WETLANDS RESERVE
ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
WETLANDS RESERVE
PROGRAM
WILDLIFE HABITAT
INCENTIVES PROGRAM

- Needs more funding and increased cooperation among agencies and
partners.
- Congress should continue to fund this important program.

All states

- Need to improve promotion of this program; awareness lacking.

- Needs additional funding
- Allow other entities besides state agency to run program or hold
easements.
- Incorporate Southern Forest Futures a new plan that identifies actions
to save forestlands – based on state assessments.
- Land trusts should actively participate in their state Forest
Stewardship Coordinating Committees.

No land trusts in region
appear to be working
with this program.
All states.

All states.

No clear role for land
trusts.

- Allow land trusts to be direct applicants.
- Land trusts should help promote this good program.
- Improve management after land is protected.

Limited in coastal zone.

- Improve management after land is protected.

Limited in coastal zone.

- Not enough funds for large scale projects; but works for small projects.
- Needs additional funding.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS TO IMPROVE PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS IN
THE GULF OF MEXICO STATES
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTES

USEPA

FARM AND RANCH LAND
PROTECTION PROGRAM
NATIONAL ESTUARY
PROGRAM (NEP)

USEPA

SECTION 319

USFWS

COASTAL PROGRAM

USFWS

FISH PASSAGE PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

- Expand participation in all Gulf States.

Not used in all states.

- Ease state match requirement

All states

- Allow it to be used for land acquisition, not just water quality.
- EPA is concerned - States hold onto funds without spending.

MS, LA land trusts use
this program.
TX, FL don’t use for
acquisition. AL, MS
have more flexibility.
No land trusts in region
appear to be involved.
DU works with this
program in region for
restoration, not
protection.
TPL uses for
acquisitions in FL.

- Increase awareness among land protection organizations of this
program.
USFWS

USFWS

USFWS
USFWS
USFWS

USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
OTHER – FEDERAL
HIGHWAY
ADMINISTRATION

MIGRATORY BIRD
CONSERVATION FUND
NATIONAL COASTAL
WETLANDS CONSERVATION
GRANTS
NORTH AMERICAN WETLANDS
CONSERVATION ACT
PRIVATE STEWARDSHIP
GRANT PROGRAM
LANDOWNER INCENTIVES
PROGRAM

PARTNERS FOR FISH AND
WILDLIFE
SOUTHEAST AQUATIC
RESOURCES PARTNERSHIP

- Standardize appraisal review requirements among federal land
acquisition programs (possibly have one agency serve as lead
reviewer).
- Needs funding. Has potential to support programs for management,
fire and T & E on private lands.
- Needs funding.

All states.

- Partnership Coordinator could assist in organizing land trust partners
for this program.
- Needs additional funding.

Land trusts in region do
not appear to be
involved with this
program.
Will fund restoration, but
not acquisition.
LA engages in this
through CWPRA.

- Support the National Fish Conservation Habitat Act and National Fish
Habitat Conservation Plan.

SAFE HARBOR
- Used in past for scenic viewsheds. Revisit this.
T-2 HIGHWAY FUNDS (BLOCK
GRANT)
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS TO IMPROVE PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS IN
THE GULF OF MEXICO STATES
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
NOTES
OTHER - IRS
OTHER – LAND AND
WATER CONSERVATION
FUND

FEDERAL ENHANCED TAX
INCENTIVES

- Make enhanced tax incentives for conservation easement donations
permanent.
- Need to have robust and consistent funding.

LAND AND WATER
CONSERVATION FUND
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ASSESSMENT 2: SURVEY OF LAND TRUSTS IN THE GULF REGION
Approach and Methodology: The Land Trust Alliance and subcontractors for
this project compiled a master contact list of land trusts and land protection nongovernment organizations (ngos) that actively operate in the five Gulf of Mexico
States and designed an online survey instrument via SurveyMonkey ™ to solicit
feedback from this target set of stakeholders on several key issues of interest to
the HCRT. The questions were developed by the Land Trust Alliance to better
define the capacity of land trusts and land protection organizations in the region
and also to gain insight into barriers that ngo leaders have experienced in their
work to protect private and restore lands and recommendations for
improvements. The 17 question survey was deployed to 122 recipients on
November 6, 2010 and closed on December 3, 2010. Two reminders were sent
during the response period and the 43 full or partial responses were recording,
representing a 35.2 % response.
Note that the master list was composed of representatives primarily of land trusts
and land protection organizations operating in one or all of the Gulf States.
According to the Land Trust Alliance website there are currently 79 regional or
state land trusts operating in the five Gulf States. Of those, 38 were identified
that operate in the coastal region and have a conservation/land protection
mission and invited to participate in the survey in addition to four national land
trusts that operate in the Gulf region.
The following is a summary of responses with the number of responses indicated
for each question (e.g. N = 43). See Appendix II for the survey instrument and
full report with verbatim responses.
1. What year was your organization founded?
¾ Responses ranged from 1937 to 2004.
¾ Most land trusts and land protection organizations operating in the Gulf
region report (71%) were formed since 1990 and 47% were formed since
2000.
¾ N = 43
2. What is your mission statement?
¾ The verbatim mission statements can be found in Appendix II.
¾ The top five words used in the mission statements of respondents
were:
Land (65%)
Coastal Plain (44%)
Future Generations (16%)
Natural Resources (16%)
Bay (16%)

¾ Most mission statements for respondents are similar, using phrasing
such as:
To protect, conserve, preserve and/or restore natural resources…
¾ While 18% reported having a continental or international focus, and
10 % reported having a statewide focus, over half (53 %) specified
regional geographic areas in their mission statements such as:
Coastal Plain of Florida
East Mississippi
Florida Parishes of Louisiana
Galveston Bay
Guadalupe River Watershed
Mississippi Coastal Plain
Weeks Bay
Wolf River Watershed
¾ Other often mentioned focus areas were:
Agricultural lands
Biodiversity
Green space
Open space
Rural land
Water quality
Wetlands
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3. State(s) of operation.
¾ While the distribution list was fairly evenly divided among Gulf States,
more responses were received from representatives in Mississippi.
¾ Representatives of 22 identifiable organizations participated.
¾ The following were response rates by state:
AL - 42% of those invited participated in the survey
FL - 16% of those invited participated in the survey
LA - 24% of those invited participated in the survey
MS - 60% of those invited participated in the survey
TX - 29% of those invited participated in the survey
Other - 42% of those invited participated in the survey
The following chart depicts the state of operation for respondents.

N = 43
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4. Geographic service area:
¾ Over 58 % of respondents serve a region covering multiple counties or
parishes.

N = 43
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5. Staff size:
¾ Of those responding to this question, 54.3% reported a staff size of five or
less.

N = 35
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6. Annual operating budget:
¾ The majority of respondents (57.2%) have an annual operating budget
between $100,000 and $1,000,000.

N = 35
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7. Does your organization have an endowment?
¾ For land conservation organizations, having an endowment is an important
indicator of their long-term financial stability. For land trusts, an endowment
such as a legal defense fund is critical to ensure their lasting ability to protect
land through conservation easements.
¾ 68.6% of respondents reported their organization has an endowment
(compared to the 2005 Land Trust Alliance Census which report 54% of
member organizations had an endowment).

N = 35
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8. Top three sources for land protection organizations are:
¾ Private donations (fundraisers, memberships, gifts, bequests) – 74.3%
¾ Federal grants – 62.9%
¾ State grants – 45.7%

N = 35
Other sources of funds mentioned include:
¾ Fees for programs/services provided
¾ Foundation support
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9. What local state, regional and/or national conservation plans or guidance
documents does your organization use to target your priorities for and
conservation?
In order of priority, the following are plans or categories that respondents
reported using to target their priorities for conservation (rankings were tied for 4th,
5th and 6th place)
1. Land Trust Alliance Standards
2. Developed own organizational conservation plan or strategic plan priorities.
3. No specific plan was mentioned.
4. County level conservation/watershed or zoning plans.
4. State wildlife action plan.
5. North American Waterfowl Management Plan
5. Joint Venture Plans
6. Regional Bird Plans.
6. Coastal Zone Management Plans
7. All others mentioned at least once were:
¾ National Estuarine Research Reserve Plans
¾ Wetland Inventory
¾ Coastal Impact Assistance Program Plan
¾ State Land and Water Conservation Plan
¾ National Estuary Program
¾ National Wildlife Refuge/Comprehensive Conservation Plans
N = 35
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10. How many total acres has your organization permanently protected in the Gulf states for conservation
through fee acquisition, conservation easements or conveyance to another organization or agency?
¾ All three tools are frequently used across the region by respondents. The most used tool reported for private land
protection reported is the conservation easement (35%), but fee acquisition totaled 33% and acquisition and reconveyance totaled 32%. Tract sizes fall into a large range – 41% of protected tracts are over 1,000 acres in size
and 13% are between 100 and 499 acres.
Combined Totals for AL, FL, LA, MS and TX Land Protection Organizations
Type
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
Easement/
Servitude
Acquisition and
re-conveyance to
another
organization
Totals
Percentage

Not
applicable

0 acres

1-99
acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

1000 9,999
acres

Over
10,000
acres

Response
Count /
Percentage

6

13

3

2

2

12

1

39 / 33%

1

4

1

7

4

14

11

42 / 35%

3

9

3

6

6

4

7

38 / 32%

10
8%

26
22%

7
6%

15
13%

12
10%

30
25%

19
16%

119 / 100%
100%

N = 31
¾ Totals by state indicate the most often used protection tools are: Alabama – acquisition and reconveyance, Florida – fee acquisition, Louisiana – conservation servitude, Mississippi – conservation
easement, and Texas – fee acquisition and easement.

Q. 10 Responses by state:
Alabama Land Protection Organizations
Type

Not
applicable

1-99 acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

2

1

0

0

1000 9,999
acres
2

0

0

3

1

1

0

0

3

1

0 acres

0 acres

1
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
0
Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and re0
conveyance to
another organization
Totals
1
Florida Land Protection Organizations
Type

Not
applicable

1
3
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
0
3
Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and reconveyance to
0
3
another organization
Totals
1
9
Louisiana Land Protection Organizations
Type
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and reconveyance to
another organization
Totals

Over 10,000
acres

Response
Count

0

6

1

1

6

2

2

2

7

3

3

5

3

1-99 acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

1

0

0

1000 9,999
acres
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Over 10,000
acres

Response
Count

0

5

1

0

4

0

0

1

4

0

0

1

1

Not
applicable

0 acres

1-99 acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

2

3

1

1

0

1000 9,999
acres
0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

4

3

1

2

Over 10,000
acres

Response
Count

0

7

2

4

9

2

0

2

6

3

2

6
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Mississippi Land Protection Organizations
Type

0 acres

1-99 acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

2

0

1

1

1000 9,999
acres
6

0

0

1

1

2

2

5

4

2

Not
applicable

0 acres

1

Not
applicable

Over 10,000
acres

Response
Count

1

12

8

4

14

1

1

1

13

7

3

15

6

1-99 acres

100-499
acres

500-999
acres

3

0

0

1

1000 9,999
acres
4

0

1

1

2

1

1

2

0

1

2

6

1

3

1
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
0
Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and reconveyance to
1
another organization
Totals
2
Texas Land Protection Organizations
Type
Fee Acquisition
Conservation
Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and reconveyance to
another organization
Totals

Over 10,000
acres

Response
Count

0

9

2

2

9

1

1

1

7

3

7

3
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11. What do you consider the greatest success or accomplishment of your
organization?
The 35 responses to this question fell into nine general categories.
Successes were expressed as follows in rank order (the third and fourth place
ranks received equal responses).
1. Protection of a specific area was most often mentioned (such as expansion of
the Weeks Bay Reserve, fee owned land acquired in Galveston County,
acquisition of the Myron and Helen Gibbons Nature Preserve, etc.)
2. Acres protected or restored (e.g. protecting 358,000 acres in the Mississippi
Alluvial Valley)
3. Partnerships
3. Development pressures abated
3. Capacity increases (having a land trust where there once was no option in an
area)
4. Funds raised for conservation activities
4. Education of landowners/increased awareness of private land conservation
options
5. Stewardship reputation

12. Who are your main partners on private land conservation projects in the
Gulf of Mexico States (besides private landowners)?
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

State agencies – 87.9%
Federal Agencies – 72.7%
Other Land Trusts – 54.5%
Businesses/Corporations – 54.5%
Local Governments – 45.5%

N = 33
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13. What do you think are the greatest challenges or limiting factors to
protecting or restoring private lands for conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
coastal region?
¾ Top five responses:
1. Funding - private – 69.7%
2. Funding – government – 51.5%
3. Capacity – few organizations/agencies working on private land
conservation– 39.4%
4. Lack of awareness of existing programs – 36.4%
5. Match or cost share requirements – 36.4%

N = 33
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14. Are there any existing programs or services that provide incentives or
funding for private land conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region
that should be improved or enhanced?
The most frequently mentioned programs and recommendations (top four)
below are followed by a table of all recommendations by program. A similar
list was produced by Workshop participants and the second (Stakeholder)
Survey.
1. Bureau of Ocean Energy, Management, Regulation and Enforcement
(BOEMRE) – Coastal Impact Assistance Program:
¾ Not effective at coordinating with local conservation organizations, poorly
managed by BOEMRE.
¾ Need another round of CIAP
¾ Remove politics from selection process
¾ Funding is slow, expedite process of grant approval.
¾ More flexibility
2. All federal grant agencies (no specific program or agency mentioned):
¾ Increase awareness/education about programs
¾ Analyze programs that are not being used by landowners.
¾ Allow certain federal funds to be given to local qualified ngos to purchase
target properties (now restricted to local or state governments)
¾ Reduce match requirement in federal programs
3. The following three programs received the same number of responses
and are ranked third. Note the comments are similar (reduce match
requirements, fully fund).
3a. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) –
Coastal Estuarine and Land Conservation Program:
¾ Reduce match requirement
¾ Very effective at coordinating with local conservation organizations.
¾ Fully fund
3b. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) – North American
Wetland Conservation Act (NAWCA):
¾ Reduce match requirement
¾ Expand focus to all wetland species (beyond waterfowl)
¾ Fully fund
3.c. USDA Forest Service (USFS) – Forest Legacy Program
¾ Reduce match requirement
¾ Fully fund
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4. The following two programs received the same number of responses and
are ranked fourth.
4a. Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
¾ Fully fund
4.b. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service – Farm and
Ranch Land Protection Program (FRPP)
¾ Reduce match requirement
¾ Increase funding
A list of responses by agency begins on the next page.
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Q 14 – LAND TRUST SURVEY - EXISTING PROGRAMS OR SERVICES THAT PROVIDE INCENTIVES OR FUNDING FOR PRIVATE LAND
CONSERVATION THAT SHOULD BE IMPROVED OR ENHANCED
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT

BOEMRE

COASTAL IMPACT ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM (CIAP)

NOAA

COASTAL ESTUARINE AND LAND
CONSERVATION PROGRAM

STATE – AL
STATE – AL DEPT. OF
TRANSPORTATION

FOREVER WILD
TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT
FUNDS

STATE - FL
STATE – MS DEPT. OF
MARINE RESOURCES

FLORIDA FOREVER

STATE – TX
STATE - TX GENERAL
LAND OFFICE
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

FARM AND RANCH PROTECTION
PROGRAM

USDA-FOREST SERVICE

FOREST LEGACY PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

GRASSLAND RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

WETLANDS RESERVE PROGRAM
FARM AND RANCH LAND PROTECTION
PROGRAM

USFWS

3

1

- Allow transportation enhancement funds to be used for bikepedestrian paths.
- Renew funding

1
1

- Use for acquisition

1

- Texas needs a larger dedicated source of funding for land
acquisition.
- Improve

1
1

- Restoration pace and impact could be improved in coastal LA

1

- General improvement

1

- Reduce match requirement
- Fully fund
- Allow ngos to apply for funds.

3

- Increase funding

1

- Reduce match requirement
- Increase funding
- Reduce lapse in time that grant is awarded and project is
implemented.
- Reduce match requirement
- Expand focus to all wetland species (beyond waterfowl)

2

CLEAN WATER ACT
GENERAL

USEPA

9

TIDELANDS TRUST FUND

USDA- NRCS

USDA-NRCS

- Not effective at coordinating with local conservation organizations,
poorly managed by BOEMRE.
- Need another round of CIAP
- Remove politics from selection process
- Funding is slow, expedite process of grant approval.
- More flexibility
- Reduce match requirement
- Very effective at coordinating with local conservation organizations.
- Fully fund
- Extend program/funding

SECTION 319
NORTH AMERICAN WETLANDS
CONSERVATION ACT

1

1
3

Q 14 – LAND TRUST SURVEY - EXISTING PROGRAMS OR SERVICES THAT PROVIDE INCENTIVES OR FUNDING FOR PRIVATE LAND
CONSERVATION THAT SHOULD BE IMPROVED OR ENHANCED
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT
- Fully fund
USFWS

SECTION 6

OTHER

OTHER – ALL AGENCIES

GRANT PROGRAMS (GENERAL)

OTHER – BP

SPILL RELATED FINES

OTHER - IRS
OTHER – LAND AND
WATER CONSERVATION
FUND

FEDERAL ENHANCED TAX INCENTIVES

- Land acquisition funds are insufficient to acquire and protect habitat.

1

- Improve coordination among federal and state agencies and land
trusts
- Increase awareness/education about programs
- Analyze programs that are not being used.
- Allow certain federal funds to be given to local qualified ngos to
purchase target properties (now restricted to local or state
governments)
- Reduce match requirement in federal programs
- Use for acquisition of threatened marshland

1

1

- Make enhanced tax incentives permanent

1

- Fully fund

2

7

LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION
FUND

N = 30
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15. Are there any new programs or services or incentives for private land
conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region that should be created?
Thirty respondents made suggestions for new programs or services. Some were
diverse and a few were specific to a state. Recommendations listed more
than three times were:
1. Need funds for landowner outreach and education and for capacity building.
2. Use fines from BP to restore and protect coastal lands.
3. Develop a fund that supports up front costs of acquiring or facilitating donation
of conservation easements and for stewardship of easements.

16. Other comments or suggestions:
Verbatim comments are in Appendix II. The following is a summary.
¾ Increase awareness about private land conservation in the Gulf region.
¾ Land trusts need to increase capacity/training/funding across the
region.
¾ Increase landowner incentives.
¾ Land trusts should get involved with GOMA.
¾ Need a master map of priority areas for the Gulf region on private
lands.
¾ Create a coordinated mitigation bank.
¾ Identify policies and actions in existing Gulf management plans
including GAP and the GOMA plan.

Major Findings and Recommendations from Assessment 2 - Land Trust
Survey:
1. About land trusts in the Gulf states:
¾ Most land protection/land trust organizations in the Gulf of Mexico states
(71%) have been operating since 1990 and have a specific regional or local
geographic focus (53%) such as the coastal plain, a bay, watershed or
multiple counties/parishes.
¾ Over half (54.3%) have less than five full or part-time staff.
¾ Most annual operating budgets are less than $1,000,000/year (75%) and
68.6% of organizations responding have an endowment.
¾ Main sources of funding are: private donations or state and federal grants.
¾ Besides the organizational standards and strategic plans, the most often cited
planning documents/guidance land trusts use to target priorities are: their own
conservation plans, county level watershed/zoning plans, state wildlife action
plans, North American Waterfowl Management Plan, Joint Venture plans.
¾ Land trusts in the region use fee acquisition, easements and re-conveyance
fairly equally as their main tools for land protection/conservation.
¾ Protection of a specific area (29%) or acres protected or restored (23%) are
the most often cited measures of success.
¾ State (87.9%) and federal agencies (72.7%) were most often cited as main
partners.
2. Challenges/limiting factors to protecting/restoring private lands:
¾ Private funding
¾ Government funding
¾ Capacity
¾ Lack of awareness of programs/conservation measures
¾ Match/cost share requirements
3. Programs/services that should be improved or enhanced: (increase
funding/reduce cost share requirement/increase flexibility in program or recipient
requirements)
¾ BOEMRE/Coastal Impact Assistance Program
¾ All federal grant agencies
¾ NOAA/CELCP
¾ USFWS/North American Wetlands Conservation Act
¾ USDA Forest Service/Forest Legacy
¾ Land and Water Conservation Fund
¾ USDA NRCS/Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program
4. New programs/services to create:
¾ Landowner outreach/education and capacity building
¾ Direct oil spill fines to restoration and protection
¾ Create fund for costs of acquiring or facilitating land protection and for
stewardship of easements.
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ASSESSMENT 3: STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
With extensive input from HCRT members, the Land Trust Alliance and
subcontractors for this project developed a master list of key stakeholders
(representatives of federal, state and local resource management agencies, nongovernment conservation and landowner organizations, individuals, academic
institutions and others) that were identified as having some involvement in
restoration and protection of private lands for conservation in the five Gulf of
Mexico states. Land trusts and private land conservancies in the region were not
included in this list because they were targeted in the first survey (Assessment 2)
conducted for this project in late 2010.
This second survey was also conducted online via SurveyMonkey™. The
questions were developed in consultation with the GOMF staff and HCRT
members and were designed to solicit feedback from key opinion leaders on
limitations to private land restoration and protection and recommendations for
improvements. The 13-question survey was deployed to 299 recipients via email invitation on February 25, 2011 and closed on March 12, 2011 (16 days).
Where possible, options for responses were randomized to reduce bias. Two
reminders were sent during the response period and the 114 full or partial
responses were recorded, representing a 38.7% response.
The following is a summary of responses, with the number of responses for each
question indicated (e.g. N = 114). See Appendix III for the survey instrument and
full report with verbatim responses.
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1. State of operation:
¾ All states were represented in the responses with Alabama the least
represented at 15.9% and Texas with the most representation at 33.6%.

N = 113
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2. Type of agency/organization
¾ Most respondents were either a representative of a non-government
organization or a federal agency, which reflects the makeup of the
distribution list for the survey.

N = 108
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3. Programs/services you provide to private landowners:
¾ Respondents were asked to mark all that apply. The top five in rank
order were:
1. Education outreach/training
2. Developing conservation and management plans
3. Technical support
4. Conservation easements
5. Cooperative agreements

N= 110
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4. What do you think are the most successful private land protection,
restoration and/or conservation programs in the coastal region of your
state or in other Gulf of Mexico states?
¾ Of the top five reported programs, four are programs of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS). The following are the top five followed by a summary table of all
programs mentioned listed by agency with the raw score and explanation
of why the respondents think the program is successful.
1. USDA NRCS - Wetland Reserve Program
2. Conservation Easements
3. USDA NRCS - Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
4. USDA NRCS - Environmental Quality Incentives Program
5. USDA NRCS - Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program

N = 93
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Q4 – STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – MOST SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE LAND PROTECTION, RESTORATION AND / OR CONSERVATION
PROGRAMS IN YOUR STATE/OR IN THE GULF REGION.
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT
BOEMRE

NOAA

NOAA
U.S. ARMY
CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
USDA - FARM
SERVICES
AGENCY (FSA)
USDA - FOREST
SERVICE
USDA - FOREST
SERVICE

COASTAL IMPACT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(CIAP)
COASTAL ESTUARINE AND
LAND CONSERVATION
PROGRAM
COASTAL WETLANDS
PLANNING, PROTECTION
AND RESTORATION ACT
CWPPRA - LOUISIANA

CLEAN WATER ACT

USDA - NRCS

CONSERVATION RESERVE
PROGRAM (CRP)
FOREST RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FOREST STEWARDSHIP
PROGRAM
RESOURCE
CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
MIGRATORY BIRD HABITAT
INITIATIVE

USDA - NRCS

GENERAL

USDA - NRCS

USDA - NRCS

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
INCENTIVES PROGRAM
GRASSLAND RESERVE
PROGRAM
HEALTHY FOREST
RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA - NRCS

WETLANDS RESERVE

USDA - NRCS
USDA - NRCS

- Parish sponsored projects.
- Resources to protect high risk areas.
- In LA this started the Coastal Forest Conservation Initiative
- Has helped expand NOAA’s National Estuarine Research Reserve –
requires significant involvement from the community and works closely
with local stakeholders.
- Public benefits provided
- Provide incentives to private landowners
- Most successful in dealing with LA coastal wetlands loss.
- Steers federal and state restoration partnerships.
- Protecting wetlands helps prevent private property from being
degraded by flooding.
- Regulating dischargers help landowners preserve their property value.
- Public benefits provided
- Provide incentives to private landowners
- Emergency program beneficial.
- Provides 50 to 75% cost share for reforestation.

7

3

7

3

9

1
1
1

1
- Well funded incentive/cost share programs.

9

- Public benefits provided
- Provide incentives to private landowners
- Reduces sediment, nitrogen, phosphorus and improves water quality

16

1
- Protects threatened and endangered species habitat.

2

- Public benefits provided
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Q4 – STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – MOST SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE LAND PROTECTION, RESTORATION AND / OR CONSERVATION
PROGRAMS IN YOUR STATE/OR IN THE GULF REGION.
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT
PROGRAM

USEPA

WILDLIFE HABITAT
INCENTIVES PROGRAM
FARM AND RANCH LAND
PROTECTION PROGRAM
FOREST LEGACY
PROGRAM
NATIONAL ESTUARY
PROGRAM (NEP)

USEPA

SECTION 319

USFWS

COASTAL PROGRAM
MIGRATORY BIRD
CONSERVATION FUND
NATIONAL COASTAL
WETLANDS
CONSERVATION GRANTS
NORTH AMERICAN
WETLANDS
CONSERVATION ACT
LANDOWNER INCENTIVES
PROGRAM

USDA - NRCS
USDA - NRCS
USDA-FOREST
SERVICE

USFWS

USFWS

USFWS
USFWS

USFWS

OTHER
OTHER

OTHER

PARTNERS FOR FISH AND
WILDLIFE
LANDOWNER EDUCATION
AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
FLORIDA FOREVER
CONSERVATION
EASEMENTS AND FEE
SIMPLE ACQUISITIONS

- Provide incentives to private landowners
- Restores wetland habitat
- Builds relationships between landowner and agency.
- Public benefits provided
- Provide incentives to private landowners
- Where used – not in all Gulf States.

17
13
7
12
1
3
1
2

- Focused on wetlands

4

- TX LIP program – provides financial assistance to landowners.
- Cost share for burning.
- Financial and technical assistance to landowners.
- Flexible and provides cost share.
- Cost share for burning.
- Build relationships
- Local, regional and statewide programs.
- Tree Farm Program provides technical assistance.

4
12

4

- Used bonds to protect lands.

8

- Particularly TNC’s program (2)
- CEs for long-term protection.
- Land trusts

23
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Q4 – STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – MOST SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE LAND PROTECTION, RESTORATION AND / OR CONSERVATION
PROGRAMS IN YOUR STATE/OR IN THE GULF REGION.
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT
- LTMCP
- Woodlands Conservancy
- Upper TX coast.
- FL acquisition of CEs at state and county level.
- DU
- Florida Communities Trust

OTHER
OTHER
OTHER
OTHER
OTHER
OTHER
OTHER
OTHER - TX

OTHER - TX
OTHER - FL
OTHER - IRS
OTHER - LA
OTHER - LAND
AND WATER
CONSERVATION
FUND

MS RIVER BASIN HEALTHY
WATERSHEDS INITIATIVE
LONGLEAF PINE INITIATIVE
JOINT VENTURE
PARTNERSHIPS
503 WATER QUALITY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
INVASIVE SPECIES
CONTROL GRANTS
TREE FARM PROGRAM
SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE
PROGRAM
LONE STAR LAND
STEWARDS PROGRAM
TX PARKS AND WILDLIFE
DEPARTMENT – PRIVATE
LANDS ASSISTANCE
WATER MANAGEMENT
DISTRICTS
FEDERAL ENHANCED TAX
INCENTIVES
DUCK WING TERRACES

1
- Nokuse Plantation is 49,000 acres of land being restored to longleaf
pine.
- Gulf Coast JV – ability to leverage funding and focus conservation
work.
- Provides tech assistance, engineering, design and financial resources
to landowners.

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

- Technical Assistance to landowners

2

- Purchase CEs and fee title with ad valorem taxes.

1
6

- Effort to reduce wind and salt water intrusion

2
1

LAND AND WATER
CONSERVATION FUND
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Q4 – STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – MOST SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE LAND PROTECTION, RESTORATION AND / OR CONSERVATION
PROGRAMS IN YOUR STATE/OR IN THE GULF REGION.
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT

OTHER - Tax

TIDELANDS AND COASTAL
PRESERVES
ALTERNATIVE PROPERTY
TAX VALUATION

OTHER - TX

TX PRAIRIE WETLANDS
PROJECT

OTHER -AL

FOREVER WILD

OTHER - MDMR

1
1
- Wetlands conservation on private lands
- Cooperative between DU, TPWD, NRCS and USFWS
- Protected over 45,000 acres

1

2
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5. How can partnerships between private land conservation organizations,
public agencies and others be improved to be more effective at conserving,
restoring and protecting habitat on privately-owned lands in the coastal
region?
¾ The following are the top five most frequently cited recommendations.
The entire text can be found in Appendix III.
1. Advocate together (partners, agencies, organizations and landowners) for
funding to administer and implement programs.
2. Focus collective efforts on a specific geographic area and develop explicit
conservation targets.
3. Timely publicity about availability of programs and improved outreach and
technical information on programs.
4. A clear plan with a focused mission and objectives and defined
responsibilities.
5. Increase/enhance voluntary incentive programs.
N = 83

6. Who are your main partners on private land protection, conservation or
restoration projects in the Gulf of Mexico states, besides private
landowners? Also, for those partners types marked "Yes", please specify if
your partnership is based on funding support, technical support or both.
¾ Government agencies (federal, state and local in that order) were the top
ranked partners for both technical support and funding. For funding alone,
businesses/corporations were ranked highest. For technical support
alone, academic institutions ranked highest.
Q6Stakeholder
Survey
Main Partners
Federal agencies
State agencies
Local
governments
Other nongovernment
organizations
(non-land trusts)
Academic
institutions
Businesses/
Corporations
Private land trusts

Partnership Basis
Rank
(overall)
1
2
3

10.3%
7.5%

Technical
Support
23.7%
26.7

65.0%
65.8

Total
Response
100
100

16.7%

28.3

55

100

10.3%

32.3

57.4

100

1.7%

70.7

27.6

100

53.0

17.6

29.4

100

13.3

44.4

42.2

100

Funding

Both

4

5
6
7

N = 94
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7. What local, state, regional and/or national conservation plans or
guidance documents or methods do you use to target your priorities for
private land conservation in your service area?
¾ In order of priority, the following are plans or categories that respondents
reported using most often to target their priorities for conservation.
1. ArcGIS technology
2. State wildlife action plans
3. Aerial imagery/remote sensing (multiple sources)
4. USFWS Recovery Plans
5. Joint Venture Plans
6. Multiple responses:
¾ State watershed basin plans
¾ State/Federal Coastal Restoration Plans
¾ Natural Areas Inventory Survey (particularly FL)
7. Multiple responses:
¾ EPA 303d List
¾ Northern Bobwhite Quail Initiative
¾ North American Waterfowl Management Plan
8. Multiple responses:
¾ State Forest Resource Strategy and Assessment
¾ TX Land Trust Council Protected Lands Inventory
¾ CWPPRA Plan (LA)
¾ Multiple sources
¾ National Wetlands Inventory
¾ State Soil and Water Conservation District Survey
¾ National Estuary Management Plan
¾ NRCS Web Soil Survey
¾ USFS priorities
¾ National bird plans
¾ Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Plan
9. All other plans mentioned at least once:
¾ Master Farmer RMS for certification
¾ Animal Waste Plans
¾ Southern Wildfire Risk Assessment
¾ NatureServe
¾ Lesser Prairie Chicken Conservation Initiatives
¾ Tax Assessor/property appraiser websites
¾ Private landowner input
¾ LA Birding Surveys
¾ State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
¾ Municipal master plans
¾ Wetland birding trail plans (LA)
¾ Florida Forever Mapping
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

DOI Priorities
USFWS Partners for Fish and Wildlife Focus Areas
Ecoregional plans (TNC)
NRCS Natural Resource Inventory
Trust for Public Land Conservation Almanac
MS Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks Regional Plans
Ducks Unlimited Continental Plan
Water management district mapping
Florida Office of Greenways and Trails Mapping
Strategic Habitat Conservation Plan
Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan
Galveston Bay Plan
GOMA Plan
Regional Longleaf Conservation Plan
Initiative Planning documents such as Migratory Bird Habitat Initiative
State Land and Water Resources Conservation and Recreation Plan (TX)
NOAA Restoration Center/Gulf Sea Grant hydrological restoration and
prioritization criteria

N = 74
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8. Greatest challenges or limiting factors to protecting or restoring habitat
on privately owned lands for conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal
region.
Respondents were asked to mark all that apply and then were asked to rank
them in Question 9. The top five responses were:
¾ Inadequate state funding (63.3%)
¾ Inadequate federal funding (60%)
¾ Extensive development pressures and rapid land use changes in the
coastal zone (57.8%)
¾ Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl (54.4%)
¾ Private landowners lack knowledge/skills in conservation practices (50%)

N = 90
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9. Of those challenges/limiting factors you marked in Question 8 above, list
the top five (5) you think are the most important to address today.
1. Inadequate state funding
2. Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl
3. Coordination and cooperation among conservation organizations and agencies
4. Inadequate federal funding
5. Inadequate funding (non-specific to government or private sector)
When all of the funding (state/federal) categories are combined in the top
five, the following is the modified rank order.
1. Inadequate funding (state, federal)
2. Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl.
3. Coordination and cooperation among conservation organizations and
agencies.
4. Extensive development pressure and rapid land use changes in the coastal
zone.
5. Lack of trust in government.

N = 66
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10. Are there any EXISTING programs, services or policies/laws that
provide incentives or funding for protection, restoration or conservation of
coastal land/habitats on privately owned land that should be IMPROVED
OR ENHANCED
1. USDA NRCS (no specific program or agency mentioned):
¾ More cost share that leverages impact with private funds.
¾ Less emphasis on row crops/pasture and more emphasis on
forests/coastal habitats.
¾ Maintain funding for cost share programs
¾ Need to do compliance checks for programs.
¾ Address limitations that restrict participation in Farm Bill programs.
¾ Landowners are not adequately serviced.
¾ Require conservation plans for eligibility and incorporate monitoring and
evaluation into plan.
2. The following two programs received the same number of responses and
are ranked second.
2.a. Bureau of Ocean Energy, Management, Regulation and
Enforcement (BOEMRE) – Coastal Impact Assistance Program:
¾ Transfer program to NOAA.
¾ Expand to private lands.
¾ Should allow land trusts to own land.
¾ Funding takes a long time.
¾ Allow the development of the coastal forest conservation initiative.
2.b. USDA NRCS – Wetland Reserve Program:
¾ Easement rates.
¾ Include lands not impacted by agriculture.
3. The following three programs received the same number of responses
and ranked third.
3.a. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) –
Coastal Estuarine and Land Conservation Program:
¾ Should allow land trusts to own land.
¾ Additional funding needed.
¾ CZMPs inadequate to provide protection for non-wetland habitat.
3.b. NOAA - CWPPRA
¾ Address federal agency voting bias.
¾ Additional funding needed.
3.c. Florida Forever
¾ Fund program.
¾ Water management districts were removed from program.

A list of all programs mentioned by respondents with recommendations and the
total response count follows the summary below. N = 50

Q10– STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – EXISTING PROGRAMS, SERVCES OR POLICY/LAWS THAT
PROVIDE INCENTIVES OR FUNDING THAT SHOULD BE IMPROVED OR ENHANCED
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT

BOEMRE

COASTAL IMPACT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(CIAP)

NOAA

COASTAL ESTUARINE AND
LAND CONSERVATION
PROGRAM

NOAA

CWPPRA - LOUISIANA

U.S. ARMY
CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

USDA - FARM
SERVICES
AGENCY (FSA)
USDA-FOREST
SERVICE

USDA- NRCS

USDA - NRCS
USDA - NRCS
USDA – NRCS

CLEAN WATER ACT

CONSERVATION RESERVE
PROGRAM (CRP)

- Transfer program to NOAA.
- Expand to private lands.
- Should allow land trusts to own land.
- Funding takes a long time.
- Allow the development of the coastal
forest conservation initiative.
- Should allow land trusts to own land.
- Additional funding needed.
- CZMPs in adequate to provide
protection for non-wetland habitat.
- Address federal agency voting bias.
- Additional funding needed.
- Redefine mitigation and work with
states to implement common-sense
mitigation measures.
- Should allow ownership by land
trust.
- CRP (CP13) should be relaxed to
include marginal pasture on longleaf
sites.
- Less emphasis on soil erosion, more
emphasis on water quality.
- Base rental rates on opportunity
costs and environmental benefits.
- Cropping history limits participation.
- Additional funding

6

- More cost share that leverages
impact with private funds.
- Less emphasis on row crops/pasture
and more emphasis on forests/coastal
habitats.
- Maintain funding for cost share
programs
- Need to do compliance checks for
programs.
- Address limitations that restrict
participation in Farm Bill programs.
- Landowners are not adequately
serviced.
- Require conservation plans for
eligibility and incorporating monitoring
and evaluation into plan.
- Make it easier to use native grasses.
- Allocate funds to practices that have
most benefit.
- Place greater emphasis on
ecosystem services rather than
habitat improvements.
- Emphasis contributions to rural
quality of life.

8

4

4
2

3

2

FOREST LEGACY PROGRAM

GENERAL

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
INCENTIVES PROGRAM
GRASSLAND RESERVE
PROGRAM
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT

3

1
- Beach restoration program.

1
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Q10– STAKEHOLDER SURVEY – EXISTING PROGRAMS, SERVCES OR POLICY/LAWS THAT
PROVIDE INCENTIVES OR FUNDING THAT SHOULD BE IMPROVED OR ENHANCED
RESPONSE
AGENCY
PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATIONS
COUNT
PROGRAMS
USDA – NRCS
WETLANDS RESERVE
PROGRAM
USDA – NRCS

USDA – NRCS
USDA - NRCS
USEPA

USFWS
USFWS
USFWS

OTHER

OTHER - TX
OTHER – BP

OTHER – FL

OTHER
OTHER - IRS
OTHER – LAND
AND WATER
CONSERVATION
FUND

WILDLIFE HABITAT
INCENTIVES PROGRAM
FARM AND RANCH LAND
PROTECTION PROGRAM
MIGRATORY BIRD HABITAT
INITIATIVE
SECTION 319
NORTH AMERICAN
WETLANDS CONSERVATION
ACT
LANDOWNER INCENTIVES
PROGRAM
PARTNERS FOR FISH AND
WILDLIFE
LANDOWNER EDUCATION
AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
TX GENERAL LAND OFFICE FARM AND RANCH
PROTECTION PROGRAM
BRITISH PETROLEUM – OIL
SPILL FINES

FLORIDA FOREVER
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS
AND FEE SIMPLE
ACQUISITIONS
FEDERAL ENHANCED TAX
INCENTIVES

- Easement rates.
- Include lands not impacted by
agriculture.
- Improve region-wide ranking
system.
- More payments to landowners in
coastal areas.

6

1

1
1
1
- Additional funding

1

- Bring back this program.

1

- Needs additional funding

2

- Improve invasive species program.

1

- Program needs to more effectively
engage with other funding sources.

1

- Disaster funding needs to go to
states asap.
- Fund program
- Water management districts were
removed from program.
- Allow landowners to donate surface
rights but maintain sub-surface rights.

1

- Make tax incentives permanent.

3

- Permanent funding

1

4

2

LAND AND WATER
CONSERVATION FUND
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11. Is there a need for any NEW program, service, policy/law (local, state,
federal or other) or incentive to increase protection, restoration or
conservation of coastal lands/habitat on privately owned land in the Gulf
region?
Suggestions for new programs or services were diverse and some were specific
to a state. Recommendations listed two or more times were:
1. A Farm Bill type program for coastal lands (patterned after CRP, WRP).
2. Policy programs to target special areas such as living shorelines, fire,
mangrove protection, seagrass meadow protection, long term investment in
trees.
3. Federal or state buy out of coastal property in sensitive areas.
4. Reinstate Florida Forever.
5. State or NGO program to provide non-federal cost share/match.
6. Landowner education.
7. Flood insurance policy reform.
8. Invasive species control program cost share.
N = 48

Major Findings and Recommendations from Assessment 3 – Stakeholder
Survey:
1. About the respondents:
¾ All states were represented with Alabama the least represented at 15.9% and
Texas with the most representation at 33.6%.
¾ Most represented a ngo (38%), federal agency (31.5%) or a state agency
(18.5%) that work with private land protection/restoration efforts in the region.
¾ Main partners for private land conservation are government agencies (federal,
state, local).
¾ The most often cited planning documents/guidance or methods stakeholders
use to target priorities were: ArcGIS technology, State wildlife action plans,
aerial imagery/remote sensing, USFWS Recovery Plans and Joint Venture
Plans.
2. Programs/services offered to landowners:
¾ Education/outreach 72.7%
¾ Developing conservation/management plans (61.8%)
¾ Technical support (61.8%)
¾ Conservation easements (53.6%)
¾ Cooperative agreements (52.7%)
3. Most successful private land protection/restoration/conservation
programs in Gulf region:
¾ USDA NRCS – Wetland Reserve Program
¾ Conservation Easements
¾ USDA NRCS – Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
¾ USDA NRCS – Environmental Quality Incentives Program
¾ USDA NRCS - Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program
4. Ways to improve partnerships:
¾ Advocate for funding to administer and implement programs.
¾ Focus collective efforts on a specific geographic area and develop explicit
conservation targets.
¾ Timely publicity about availability of programs and improved outreach and
technical information on programs.
¾ A clear plan with a focused mission and objectives and defined
responsibilities.
¾ Increase/enhance voluntary incentive programs.
5. Challenges/limiting factors to protecting/restoring habitat on private
lands:
¾ Inadequate government funding (state/federal).
¾ Extensive development pressures and rapid land use changes in the coastal
zone.
¾ Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl.
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¾ Private landowners lack knowledge/skills in conservation practices.
¾ Match/cost share requirements.
¾ Coordination and cooperation among organizations and agencies.
6. Programs/services that should be improved or enhanced: (increase
funding/reduce cost share requirement/increase flexibility in program or recipient
requirements, evaluate, improve or expand services)
¾ USDA NRCS - (no specific program)
¾ BOEMRE - Coastal Impact Assistance Program
¾ USDA NRCS – Wetland Reserve Program
¾ NOAA - Coastal Estuarine and Land Conservation Program
¾ NOAA - Coastal Wetland Planning, Protection and Restoration Act Program
7. New programs/services to create:
¾ A Farm Bill type program for coastal lands (patterned after CRP, WRP).
¾ Policy programs to target special areas such as living shorelines, fire,
mangrove protection, seagrass meadow protection, long term investment in
trees.
¾ Federal or state buy out of coastal property in sensitive areas.
¾ Reinstate Florida Forever.
¾ State or NGO program to provide non-federal cost share/match.
¾ Landowner education.
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APPENDIX

I. Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Workshop Notes, Agenda and Attendees
November 8 – 9, 2010

Gulf Coast Land Trust Meeting
Biloxi, MS
November 8-9, 2010
Agenda
Objectives:
• Review the outcomes of the meeting of Gulf Coast Land Trusts, which took place August
16-17 at the Weeks Bay NERR, and develop next steps for action items;
• Provide a professional sharing opportunity for Southeast Land Trusts;
• Conduct an assessment of meeting participants to determine conservation needs and
constraints; and,
• Form a coalition to work with the Gulf of Mexico Alliance to increase restoration and
conservation on private lands in the Gulf States.
Monday, November 8, 2010 – Land Trusts Business Meeting
1:00 p.m. Registration
1:30

Welcome and Introductions – Chuck Roe & Judy Steckler
Review Outcomes and Action Items from the Meeting in Weeks Bay – Chuck Roe
Discuss the status of the letter to Secretary Mabus – Mary Pope Hutson
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative – Johanna Garsenstein
Q/A

2:45

~Break~

3:00

Gulf of Mexico Alliance Conservation Goals and Perspective – John Bowie

3:15

Next Steps: Where do we go from here? – Elizabeth Barber, Facilitator
1)

Does the group want to formalize a LT coalition for the Gulf States?

2)

Proposal to establish a LT Service Center in the Gulf
a.
Discuss briefly the purpose and function of the coalition
b.
What would be the purpose and benefits
c.
Consensus?
d.
Next steps

3)

Who else needs to be at the table for future conversations who is not here today?

Gulf Coast Land Trust Meeting

November 8-9, 2010

4:00

Introduction to survey goals and objectives and review activities for Day 2
– Elizabeth Barber

4:45

Current Land Conservation Issues/Professional Sharing – Chuck Roe

5:00

Adjourn

5:30

Schooner excursion

Gulf Coast Land Trust Meeting

November 8-9, 2010

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 – A Facilitated Discussion on How to Increase Restoration and
Conservation on Private Lands in the Gulf States
8:30 a.m

Registration

9:00

Welcome and Introductions – Chuck Roe & Elizabeth Barber

9:15

Overview of Objectives for Discussion/Recap of Monday Land Trust Meeting
– Elizabeth Barber

9:30

The Landscape – Where we are today in Private Lands Conservation in the Five States
– Elizabeth Barber, Facilitator
1. What is being done in each state?
2. Successes
3. Tools currently available and in use in your state for private land protection and
restoration (also includes national/regional programs that may have a specific state
focus)

10:30

~Break~

10:45

Update of the Gulf Ecosystem Restoration Task Force – Bryon Griffith

11:00

What are the major barriers in the Gulf region, your state, your target area that limit
restoration and land protection on private lands? – Elizabeth Barber, Facilitator
1. Policy barriers
2. Specific funding/economic issues
3. Geographic
4. Other

11:45

What existing tools (programs, incentives, policies, agencies, organizations) are in place
now to address some of these barriers/limitations? (Note those that may need some
refocus or slight changes)? What new tools need to be developed?
– Elizabeth Barber, Facilitator

12:30

BREAK FOR LUNCH (may give a task during lunch – or opportunity to prioritize
some recommendations.

1:15

Strategies for Getting There – How do we encourage, develop, maximize priority tools
(programs, incentives, policies, agencies, organizations) for private land protection and
restoration in the Gulf Region? – Elizabeth Barber, Facilitator

2:15

Wrap up/Next Steps – Chuck Roe & Elizabeth Barber

By 3:00

Adjourn

Gulf Coast Land Trust Meeting

November 8-9, 2010

GULF OF MEXICO LAND TRUST MEETING/WORKSHOP
NOVEMBER 8-9, 2010
SHERATON FOUR POINTS, BILOXI, MS
NOTES: MONDAY NOVEMBER 8, 2010
1.Welcome – 1:30 P.M.
Chuck Roe, LTA – Overview of Weeks Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
(WBNERR) Meeting held in August 2010
• 50 of us came together for discussion in aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon spill
(DWH).
• 5 states and the Gulf region conservation community was represented.
• Began with briefings from public agencies on response to oil disaster.
• Special attention to opportunities for land trust were emphasized.
• This transitioned to an overview from Gulf Coast Land Trust and 4 national
organizations of profiles, areas of interest, objectives, etc. for coastal restoration
and protection.
• Minutes of meeting are on national website. Discuss/list needs to advance efforts
in Gulf Coast restoration was a 3rd component of meeting.
2. Purpose of this Meeting/Workshop
• This meeting is a continuation of our discussion about goals and next steps.
• We expect this meeting to address 1) where we go in forming a coalition among
NGOs, LT and conservancies and benefits from coalition building; 2) need for
more communication among local land trusts about overall Gulf restoration; 3)
conduct survey of needs, potential roles of LTs. This meeting is funded via Gulf
of Mexico Foundation grant to the Land Trust Alliance.
• Finally (at WBNERR) we discussed our need to overcome capacity issues and/or
gaps. Many of us are short on resources to accomplish intended goals. How can
we work together to expand capacity?
3. Introduce participants
Jay Addison; Land Trust for SE Louisiana
Stanley Anderson; Alabama Forestry Commission
Elizabeth Barber; Barber & Mann, Inc.
Sister Shirley Bodisch, O.P.; Land Trust for SE Louisiana
Jerry Boos; EPA Gulf of Mexico Program
John Bowie; EPA Gulf of Mexico Program
Laura Bowie; Land Trust for the MS Coastal Plain
Leah Bray; Natural Capital Development
Honora Buras; LA Office of Coastal Protection & Restoration
Chris Canfield; Natural Audubon Society
Dan Dumont; Alabama Forest Resources Center
Bob Fairbank; MS Power Company
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Johanna Garsenstein; Land Trust Alliance
Meg Goecker; NOAA Fisheries Office of Habitat Conservation
Mary Gutierrez; West Florida Regional Planning Council
Marion Hanisko; NOAA Gulf Coast Services Center
Tracy Heggins; MS Power Company
Ray Herndon; The Conservation Fund
Mary Pope Hutson; Land Trust Alliance
Dale James; Ducks Unlimited
Albert Joerger; Conservation Foundation of the Gulf Coast
Donny Latiolaos; Land Trust for SE Louisiana
Bonnie Lewis; Land Trust for SE Louisiana
Don Morrow; The Trust for Public Land
Mike Murphy; The Nature Conservancy
Marsha O’Brien; Land Trust for SE Louisiana
Julia O’Neal; Land Trust for the MS Coastal Plain
Drew Puffer; EPA/Gulf of Mexico Program
Cynthia Ramseur; Natural Capital Development
George Ramseur; GOMA/Habitat Conservation, Restoration Team & MS Department of
Marine Resources
Charles Roe; Land Trust Alliance SE Program
John Sands; Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelly Foundation
Larry Schmidt; The Trust for Public Land, New Orleans Office
Matthew Singer; Galveston Bay Foundation
Judith Steckler; Land Trust for the MS Coastal Plain
Bob Stokes; Galveston Bay Foundation
Elaine Vaudreuil; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Tommy Vincent; East MS Foothills Land Trust
Rick Wallace; Weeks Bay Foundation
Heather Young; NOAA
4. Review Status of Letter to secretary Mabus
After our meeting in August, we composed a letter to Secretary Mabus. Many of us
signed on to the letter that reported on our assemblage in WBNERR meeting outcomes,
and next steps.
Mary Pope Hutson, LTA
• Letter that went to Mabus outlines what you asked us to put forth.
• This letter has made a difference. National conservation groups and local trusts
are being recognized in the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).
• Spoke of this gathering uniquely positioned to assist with restoration of the Gulf
to members of CEQ.
• Dedicated to making sure that funding resources, tools come together over next
50 years.
• The Alliance is here to listen. Keep relevance in mind. Together we are more
relevant than we are as seen in separate parts.
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•

Mabus letter has been received. Meeting has taken place about it. CEQ, NOAA,
FWS are interested in this meeting. At the end of the day, think about the goals
we set for ourselves and make sure they are realistic.

Chuck
We reported in letter to Mabus that we would pursue a process linking conservation
groups in initiating process for Gulf Coast Restoration and Protection Initiative to
identify critical targets in Gulf restoration plan. Would like to introduce Johanna
Garsenstein from the GL region. She has experience working on regional collaborative
efforts.
5. Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI)
Johanna Garsenstein (speaking on 3 initiatives – GLRI, CRLCC, Blufflands)- Power
Point
• Congress approved 475 million funds to restore the Great Lakes (GL). Five focus
areas: toxic substances, invasives, near shore health, accountability, monitoring,
communication and partnerships.
• 3 operating principles: urgency, action, accountability.
• EPA is leading this effort. 270 grants have been funded so far ($160 million).
This group might be interested to see how groups collaborated to apply for these
opportunities as well as types of projects EPA is funding.
• In 2004, President Bush issued executive order to create a task force (11 cabinet
federal agency leads; also a GL regional collaboration formed).
• Why focus on the GL? 42 million people get drinking water, 31,000 islands in
GL, 543,000acres of coastal wetlands, world trade, etc.
Chicago Region Land Conservation Coalition (CRLCC)
• Composed of 12 land trusts (NE Illinois and SE Wisconsin)
• Did a needs assessment and formed CRLCC in 2004.
• Coalition developed a 3-year plan that included capacity building, networking,
individual and group capacity building. The Chicago plan is in its 2nd iteration
looking at resource sharing, group projects, policy advocacy, etc.
• This has become the “go to” group for anything related to private land protection
in the region.
Lesson: if you work together long enough folks will recognize you as a cohesive
authority on the issues.
How do these coalitions stay afloat? They are staffed and facilitated by LTA.
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Blufflands Alliance
• Began in early 90’s. 7 LTs are members spanning 4 states.
• It’s not staffed.
• Funded by McKnight Foundation, but this requires leverage (now also getting $
from Doris Duke and the Conservation Fund). Funding was originally for
capacity building but now is for land protection.
• Strong, visionary leader also makes this initiative work. Not sure about the
budget size.
Lessons for Gulf Coast Land Trusts (from Johanna)
• Have heard repeatedly that federal agencies often have misperceptions of land
conservation community. It’s critical that to be at the table to explain LT function
and that LTs are voluntary.
• LTs should be in the conversation as strategies are developed.
• Lisa Jackson has said that DC is relying on “homegrown” coalitions to set the
agenda.
• Put an emphasis on protecting water quality through land protection.
• Need for coordination and consensus on high priority lands and ensuring that
strategies are in tune with existing efforts.
• Show leverage.
• Talk about people affected by disasters.
• Show examples of successful projects.
Chuck
Thought this discussion would be timely as we look to develop an initiative for the Gulf
region. Common barriers to the process include:
•
•
•
•

Funding
Capacity
Need for consensus
Need to use more science-based assessments in decision-making to establish
sellable target areas.

Note that there have been some folks not participating in these meetings because they feel
they haven’t been affected by Deepwater Horizon Spill (DWH). Note that DWH is the
most recent hurt to the Gulf. It’s a reason to come together, but not the only one.
Liz Barber, Facilitator: Are there other NGOs interested in supporting the efforts? How
did you deal with it involving conservation orgs that aren’t land trusts?
Mary Pope: It worked in Maine. The state was part of the coalition. Advocacy groups
added to the picture and were part of the coalition but there were specific roles and
outcomes. Coalition can include others that aren’t land protection entities.
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Johanna: In Chicago, we work closely with entities that aren’t LTs, but no one has tried
to influence the governance.
Liz: Can see interest from other entities in the Gulf that want to support this effort.
6. Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) Conservation Goals and Perspectives – Power
Point
John Bowie
John Hankinson will be the first director of the Ecosystem Restoration Task Force
reporting to Lisa Jackson.
What is GOMA?
• State-driven plan supported by 5 states.
• Born from National Ocean Policy. It’s the GOM’s response to that.
• 1st workplan was a 3-year initiative to allow states to build capacity and work
together better.
• Governor’s Action Plan II has a 5-year timeframe. Includes 6 priority areas. Two
areas where conservation fits best: habitat conservation and restoration (HCRT)
and coastal community resilience (CCR). Each priority has action items. Habitat
restoration is looking to expand partnerships, promote policy changes, reverse
downward trends, etc.
How can LT’s help?
• Developing long term restoration plans, new restoration task force, and links to
local agencies, business leaders, and the public.
• Find balance b/w development and conservation
• Identify target critical lands for conservation that will
1) reduce nutrient loading,
2) facilitate future estuary migration in advance of sea-level rise (SLR)
trends,
3) enhance community resilience by conserving future inundate-able
lands
• Identify policy and economic limitations that restrict private landowner
participation in conservation and restoration on private lands.
• Recommend revisions such that conservation is considered economically
beneficial to projects and environmental degradation is considered an economic
cost.
What Gulf Coast Land Trusts Can Do Now
• Active participation in HCRT and resilience PITs.
• Recommend policy changes.
• Consider innovative restoration techniques on your lands.
• Encourage conservation easement concepts.
Q/A
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Chuck: Assuming we come from this meeting reaching agreement on coalition. What is
sense of time commitment on these teams?
John: Teams meet 6-8 times a year, sometimes on very specific issues.
Bob Fairbank: How many NGOs have participated in these meetings to date? I don’t
think there have been many.
John: There have been some, but we definitely want to see more participation. Must
have diverse participation to make the work of the Alliance a success.
Go to www.gulfofmexicoalliance.org for a list of team leads and members.
Note that GOMA has agreed to work with BP to administer research dollars to the tune of
500 million dollars over 10 years.
Chuck: If we want to be a member of a team, how do we join?
John: Just begin participating.
Mary Pope: Is HCRT developing a list of critical lands? How many NGOs are on team
as participants?
Drew Puffer: We have an action to address public policy issues impeding conservation.
We are just beginning to make inroads in connecting with the appropriate organizations.
Mary Pope: We need to make sure that we bridge the gap in terms of connecting HCRT
with critical parcels that need to be restored and acquired. Also need to make sure that
right groups participate to give this input.
John: This is an area where a consortium could play the most effectively and have the
loudest voice. Helping to develop long term master plans for conservation. The new
Gulf Restoration Task Force may have money associated with it.
John: Do you think HCRT will consider forming a subcommittee focused solely on
conservation?
Heather Young: Yes. Would love to see it happen.
Are there any links to EPA directives to enhance water quality?
John: It’s there, but it’s not specifically named.
Chuck: Will there be an editor of the new conservation plan assigned from your agency?
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John: GOMA is a state-led entity. With regard to how the alliance may staff the regionwide plan, I can’t answer that.
Chuck: Would TNC be a driving force?
Mike Murphy: Can’t say for sure, but we have been at the table for all meetings so far.
Chuck: Is the TNC door open for input from the rest of us.
Mike: I think it is.
Cynthia Ramseur: At some point we have to stop planning and start implementing.
Albert Joerger: Is there any chance EPA will get funding to sweeten the pot on nutrient
criteria?
John: Can’t answer.
Q: In planning for restoration meeting today, it sounded like they were counting on using
NRDA, CWA to fund the effort. In Exxon, this never came to fruition.
John: We don’t know what will happen
Is there a role in the collaborative to help serve as an intermediary to help find funds for a
plan
John: Funding matrices are put together by state partners and feds too. In my opinion,
the federal agencies don’t do a good job in coordinating our funding opportunities. We
could do better, but don’t have a solution.
Q: You spoke of the importance of grassroots efforts coming into this. I thought EPA
was leading some public forums to solicit ideas for this?
John: Those meetings were run by the states and the info is being implemented.
7. Next Steps: Where do we go from here?
Liz Barber, Facilitator
Goal for the afternoon is to circle back around to our thoughts on a Gulf LT Coalition.
What do you want to see come out of it?
Tomorrow we will work through discussion about things GOMA, the GOM Foundation,
HCRT and LTA are trying to gather feedback from folks on the ground regarding what
you’re seeing in land protection and restoration programs, what the limitations are to your
work and to identify things that reasonably could be changed to improve your work.
Who’s missing from this room? Who do we need to work together better with? Also
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we’ll take a look at our organizations and our planning that needs to be done in
partnership with others. Through the outcomes of this meeting, a survey to LTs and a
survey to state and federal agencies with restoration goals, we will learn some important
info about private land conservation that will be compiled and sent to Gulf of Mexico
Foundation around February 1st.
Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Coalition - Discussion
What would be the purpose of the coalition?
• Information sharing
• Influence-sharing; sum is greater than it’s parts.
• Power in numbers
• We should form the coalition to get a seat at the table
• We are better speaking as 1 voice for all five states.
• Create multi-tiered approaches to restoration
• We need to filter to info that’s pertinent to our orgs to keep us inspired but doesn’t
tell us what to do and helps us share info but doesn’t have us competing for funds
• Generate funds
• Create Gulf Coast “atonement” fund
• I feel a sense of urgency as rapidly as we are losing coastline to development, Sea
Level Rise, etc. Having a coalition to help facilitate the states in recognizing
grass roots influence is important.
What are your concerns about a coalition?
• Will there be an overlap of 3 coalitions (FL, TX, MS-AL); are we talking about
the full-fledge 5 state coalition?
• Are we talking JUST about the coastal areas of the 5 states? How far inland
should we consider membership?
o Laura Bowie: It would be great to open partnership to as many inland
trusts as possible. They may be more selective participants, and that’s
okay. It’s awesome to have them at the table if they want to be there.
• How formal does this need to be? Seems like you don’t need to be an established
group to participate in GOMA.
• (Think about this as a LT coalition. It helps create a unified voice that can engage
this group in GOMA, DWH, etc.
• Need a committed staff person to participate in all the meetings and conference
calls that we don’t have time for. We are better speaking as 1 voice for all 5
states. Answer is yes, we need to do this, but mirror this under GOMA initiative.
• Will we be stepping on toes? FL has a loose network w/o paid staff, similar to tristate network (MS-AL-LA). Texas has a more formal association with paid staff.
• Competition for funds will increase.
• Need to act quickly. NOAA and EPA have been inviting LTs to the table. This
might be our last chance.
• Finding match for federal funds is a barrier (this is not just about the coalition…)
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•
•

Geography is so large. At some point habitats will need to be prioritized and
cohesion of group might fall apart b/c some groups may have more funding than
others.
How would LTA turn away any group that wanted to participate? We wouldn’t.

Other things to consider:
• Mary Pope: GOMA isn’t the only entity that could be getting funds. GOMA is
significant but there are also other federal agencies that will receive funds. Need
to make sure this entity we discuss today represents the group across the board.
• Bonnie Lewis: Wonder if we should be going at this from a habitat perspective
rather than a LT perspective. What is our purpose?
• Mike: Interesting idea. Maybe just list habitats you’re interested in and this
becomes your mission statement and you can attach (or not) at will.
• Coastal Restoration and Protection Authority has worked well in LA. It has
legislative authority to manage LA’s coast. Maybe we need to begin to discuss
this type of authority, rather than another non-profit.
If there was someone in place to support a coalition, what would their job be?
• If this was to be an additional LTA position, it would be an extension of LTA
services focused on the Gulf Coast. No doubt that person would be physically
stationed here.
• That’s happened in 3 other regions. LTA started it up and then exited once it
could run on its own. Maine, Rockies…. The positions were spin-off from LTA.
This effort needs to bubble up organically. You need to decide what you want.
• Could work as chief of staff for coalition and help to convene the groups.
• Facilitate match opportunities.
• Needs a development background.
• Grant-writing experience
• Advocate
• Capacity-building
• Education/outreach (note some concern that this could become a goal in and of
itself, and that’s not really what the coalition is about.)
• Networker
Next Steps
• General consensus is that a coalition would be good and group should take steps
to pursue it.
• Write a white paper as a proposal to be circulated among LTs that aren’t here. Go
from there to see if we can get funding for the coalition.
• Establish a working group to iron out the details of the coalition, including a
budget and timeline.
8. Wrap-up - Monday
• Liz handed out a survey that was distributed to LT interests in our region via
Survey Monkey. If you want to forward the survey to other leaders in your
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•
•
•

organization, please do so. This is to help develop the report and
recommendations to the GOMF.
Another survey for NGO’s, state and federal agencies will be launched in a couple
of weeks.
Will also do some in-depth interviews with key stakeholders for the report. If you
have folks in mind who would be good for this, let Liz know.
Will consider including potential industry partners.

END MONDAY SESSION
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GOMF WORKSHOP NOTES TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2010
9. Welcome, Overview and Recap of Monday Discussion:
Chuck: Looks like we are headed in the direction of forming a coalition of LTs across
Gulf States. We will speak later this morning about the shape of this effort. LTA is
willing to play a coordinating role. Hope to establish a steering committee to help us
continue this conversation.
Liz then reviewed outcomes of our conversation about the coalition – purpose, concerns,
role of a coordinator, next steps.
John recapped LT’s potential role in Alliance. He emphasized working with HCRT to
establish a working group focused on conservation.
Heather Young added that the Alliance is also looking for information from this group.
Describe barriers that the group encounters in private land conservation that Alliance
might be able to help with. There is a role for coordinating body to help ease process so
that people doing the work can be more effective. There is more money for restoration
than acquisition.
Leah Bray pointed out that the money situation is opposite in MS. There is more money
for acquisition. Other states suffer from general lack of funds.
Liz: Is there any other history about why the GOMF issued the RFP is out and LTA
responded to it? Remind group that this is one part of a series of surveys and interviews
that will go out to LTs, partners, other agencies etc. this fall/winter.
Heather: HCRT started out as wetlands conservation, but we recognized this was too
narrow. In early stages, GOMF had workshops in each state and conservation of private
lands rose to the top in these meetings. In 2008, we put out an issue paper that
summarized the workshops. It’s a synthesis report. Will forward it. Private lands
conservation and working with private landowners was a priority. Team wanted to work
closely with folks who are already doing this work. The time is right to get more
involved and you can help shape how the HCRT approaches this.
HCRT is set up with 2 reps from each state. This is our main membership. Each priority
issue team (PIT) has a lead. For HCRT, LA is the state lead. Also have federal
facilitators from EPA and NOAA. All funding so far coming to team has come from
NOAA and EPA. There is much participation on team from COE. The Gulf of Mexico
Foundation (GOMF) was hired to handle coordination, administration, etc. Awards for
the HCRT have gone to GOMF.
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10. Discussion of Private Land Conservation Programs – What is happening now in
the GOM states?
Liz: Today we want to talk about where we’ve been successful and get to barriers to
federal/state programs. Today we need to come up with some draft recommendations
for HCRT to consider. Also want to talk about other private lands efforts. What else is
going on that might be something you haven’t been involved in (e.g., CRP, WRP). Are
there things from your perspective that need to be enhanced to support private lands
conservation?
Chuck: LTA will do a national census next spring cumulative through 2010. This will be
the first in 5 years. Below is a summary of acres protected via Gulf States land trust
(from the LTA’s most recent surveys). This table does not include regional/national land
trust acres.
LAND TRUST CUMULATIVE LAND PROTECTION BY
STATE - 2008 LTA SURVEY
OTHER
FEE
CE
TRANSFERRED MEANS - TOTAL
STATE
ACRES ACRES ACRES
ACRES
ACRES
ALABAMA

5,623

109,122

4618

23,937

143,300

FLORIDA

11,885

38,760

3,922

23,962

78,529

LOUISIANA

0

18,701

0

0

18,701

MISSISSIPPI

1,857

83,002

1,075

0

85,934

28,597

131,520

TEXAS

83,246 N/A

243,363

NOTES:
6 LTS
REPORTED
19 LTS
REPORTED
2 LTS
REPORTED
5 LTS
REPORTED
32
LTS/2005
SURVEY

Liz passed out stats from a 2005 TPL survey that summarizes private and public land
conservation by Gulf States. Numbers are derived from LT members, not national
organizations. Interior agencies, USDA, states, and local governments, water
management districts are polled as well. TPL does not look at TNC, Audubon preserves.
Don’t know if there is a GIS layer to accompany database.
The following is a copy of the TPL table distributed during the meeting.
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TPL COMPARISON OF GULF STATES
CATEGORY
State Population
State Land Area
Total Acres Conserved (baseline)
Percent of Total State Land Conserved (baseline)
Total Conserved Acres per Capita
Total Fee Acres (baseline)
Fee Acres Conserved as Percent of Total
Total Easement Acres (baseline)
Easement Acres Conserved as Percent of Total
Total Acres Conserved 1998-2005
Acres Developed 1998-2005
Fee Acres 1998-2005
Easement Acres 1998-2005
Easement Acres as Percent of Conserved 1998-2005
Fee Acres as Percent of Conserved 1998-2005
Total Dollars Spent 1998-2005
Fee Dollars Spent 1998-2005
Easement Dollars Spent 1998-2005
Dollars Spent per Capita 1998-2005
Average Dollars Spent per Year: 1998-2005
Average Acres Conserved per Year: 1998-2005
# of Passing Conservation Ballot Measures
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Alabama
4,661,900
32,480,000
990,357

Florida
18,328,340
34,558,100
10,049,676

Louisiana
4,410,796
27,882,200
1,967,787

Mississippi
2,938,618
30,025,000
1,583,215

Texas
24,326,974
167,625,000
3,870,662

3.05%
0.21
988,272
99.79%
2,086
0.21%
124,662
586,973
124,000
662

29.08%
0.55
8,965,982
89.22%
1,083,694
10.78%
2,015,078
944,189
1,412,115
602,963

7.06%
0.45
1,942,244
98.70%
25,543
1.30%
107,179
253,035
107,024
154.87

5.27%
0.54
1,566,802
98.96%
16,413
1.04%
32,292
269,455
32,248
43.2

2.31%
0.16
3,815,137
98.57%
55,525
1.43%
184,577
1,502,214
178,270
6,307

0.53%
99.47%
$92,195,034
$90,993,740
$1,201,294
$20
$11,524,379
15,583
2

29.92%
70.08%
$3,673,473,431
$3,372,827,108
$300,646,323
$200
$459,184,179
251,885
78

0.14%
99.86%
$89,155,539
$89,155,539
$0
$20
$11,144,442
13,397
1

0.13%
99.87%
$77,713,215
$77,713,215
$0
$26
$9,714,152
4,036
0

3.42%
96.58%
$157,388,078
$151,075,605
$6,312,473
$6
$19,673,510
23,072
81
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Liz: There will be an updated survey from LTA next summer. The database is an annual
update of LT activity. PROTECT database won’t be available until later next year.
These are things that probably need to be included in HCRT decisions, and
recommendations needs to be easy to access.
Albert: Is there a goal to make a GIS database of conserved lands?
Yes: Protected Areas Database (PAD) is doing this for the US. Will send to Liz for
distribution. TPL database too.
Is anyone doing this for their state? Texas and Florida are doing this.
Mary Pope: 23 states have service centers, and almost all pull together state data.
Liz: Dale James (DU), can you tell us what you have?
Dale: WRP datasets.
Northwest FL has started this including military bases, areas in conservation easement,
TNC, and other lands known to be in conservation. University of FL has a program
called CLIP that has mapped all lands in state of FL.
Albert: Is any work done via NOAA or other agencies to preserve military base lands?
Mary Pope: DOD has a partnership (Bruce Beard) working with LTs to protect buffer
lands. North Carolina also has examples.
Mike: We’ve acquired properties around Camp Shelby.
Mary Pope: DOD is interested in knowing the outcome of this meeting so they can
connect with conservation groups in Gulf. We need to make sure we involve them.
11. Review of and Recommendations for Existing Programs (Government) that fund
Private Land Conservation
Liz: Let’s talk about partners and funding sources, and to get a handle on where you’ve
had the most support as land trusts. Also, let’s look at government programs designed for
land protection where you’re not working but have an opinion about program
enhancement. I’m passing out an incomplete list of federal programs that have a
component focused on private lands protection. Look at this list first and make sure I
haven’t missed anything. Then we’ll circle back to popular ones. Last we’ll talk about
ways to better utilize existing programs and recommend new ones.
This list of federal programs that provide support for private land conservation came
from Private Landowner Network – it is a good source of info. but this is not a complete
list. Note, we need to give the HCRT a good comprehensive list of private land
conservation programs and any recommendations we have. Tell me if anything is
missing from this list:
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FEDERAL PROGRAMS THAT FUND PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION
AGENCY

PROGRAM

EPA

SECTION 319

USDA- FARM SERVICES AGENCY

CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA - FARM SERVICES AGENCY
NOAA

STATE ACRES FOR WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT
COASTAL ESTUARINE AND LAND PROTECTION
PROGRAM

NOAA

CWPPRA - LOUISIANA

NOAA
US DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

COMMUNITY BASED RESTORATION PARTNERSHIP
READINESS AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
INITIATIVE

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

COASTAL PROGRAM

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

FISH PASSAGE PROGRAM

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

MIGRATORY BIRD CONSERVATION FUND
NATIONAL COASTAL WETLANDS CONSERVATION
GRANTS
NORTH AMERICAN WETLANDS CONSERVATION
ACT

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

PRIVATE STEWARDSHIP GRANT PROGRAM

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
USDA-FARM SERVICES AGENCY

LANDOWNER INCENTIVES PROGRAM
CONSERVATION RESERVE ENHANCEMENT
PROGRAM

USDA-FOREST SERVICES

FOREST LAND ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

USDA-FOREST SERVICES

FOREST LEGACY PROGRAM

USDA-FOREST SERVICES

FOREST STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

CONSERVATION STEWARSHIP PROGRAM
COOPERATIVE CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS
USDA-NRCS

EMERGENCY WATERSHED PROTECTION PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INCENTIVES
PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

GRASSLAND RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

HEALTHY FOREST RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

WETLANDS RESERVE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

WETLANDS RESERVE PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS

WILDLIFE HABITAT INCENTIVES PROGRAM

USDA-NRCS
BUREAU OF OCEAN ENERGY,
MANAGEMENT, REGULATION
AND ENFORCEMENT

FARM AND RANCH LAND PROTECTION PROGRAM

COASTAL IMPACT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

OTHERS?
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Heather: Be specific about what program is designed for. One goal is to find holes
where programs aren’t comprehensive. Maybe a recommendation might be that there
are too many disjunct programs and they need to be aligned, for example.

The following is a summary of the discussion on federal conservation programs:
•

•

•

•

EPA 319 Program: Used by MS, LA. Land trusts. LTMCP used them for land
acquisition in 2006, but are now being told that they can only be used to improve
water quality (non-point source). Each state lead (DEQ) decides how to use funds.
Will fund if tied to green infrastructure (greenways/blueways). Decisions are made
state-by-state. EPA is looking at policy changes b/c states hold onto funds without
spending and using same regions year after year. Looking for states to do RFPs,
which is something maybe HCRT might help with. AL is in danger of losing 319
Program funds to EPA for this reason.
EPA National Estuary Programs: This supports the administrative component of
estuary. NOAA is putting money into Galveston Bay Estuary Program. Limited by
state funds. Federal funds are going without match.
o Barataria NEP does much restoration and outreach/education. Major partners
in restoration. Same for Mobile Bay NEP.
USDA Farm Services Agency: Fund temporary conservation easements.
o CRP will be under much political pressure under new Farm Bill. CRP is a
vital program, but it has strings attached for landowners. In FL, it’s a good
way to hold land for development. Tends to influence state programs. It
receives the most funding of any conservation program of any of these
agencies. Controversial but critical for many states. CRP is very important in
the Dakotas for migratory birds – needs to be maintained.
o SAFE Program – CRP-type program. Relatively new. Specific priority areas.
No one in group seems to be using this. Dollars are limited. Could be of
interest to private landowners. (Need to promote this)
NOAA programs
o Coastal Estuarine and Land Conservation Program: Allows for easements
on private lands as well as fee acquisitions. Must have state or local partner.
Land trusts can and do partner with state and local entities to make this
happen. It’s hard to find a state/local partner b/c they don’t want to increase
management budget. Sometimes there are secondary easements on property
with a LT so management aspect is taken care of. LTMCP partnered with
MDMR to purchase property and continues to have partnership with this
property. CELCP has a small budget. Need more money.
o Community Based Restoration Partnerships: About habitat restoration but
can be turned over to a LT after restoration. Is there a demonstrated need for
a companion program? Need more funds here too. States need larger amounts
to work with larger projects. All states use this program. Due to small
budget, projects are sometimes phased or layered.
o Damage Assessment Program (DARP) – Hopefully will see funds for
compensatory restoration in the Gulf. Acquisition is a viable compensation
for damage. We need to start looking at how to prioritize projects across Gulf
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•

States according to a strategy. It’s been opportunistic to this point. If you
have a list of shovel-ready projects, more likely to get these funded. This is a
one time pot.
o Ecosystem Restoration Task Force – We don’t know what will happen yet
but habitat protection is included here. This group may be charged to develop
a strategy for proposing projects.
 Prioritization list of projects is a need that came up during August
meeting at WBNERR.
 Projects don’t have to have been impacted by oil, but can help restore
something that was impacted by oil.
o Estuary Restoration Act – partnership with COE. NOAA has control over
some funds put into pot, but not much. Working with TNC to do oyster reef
restoration in Texas).
Department of Defense
o REPI: In Alabama, DOD wants LTs to do work but have no money to offer
for acquisition through the Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative.
o ACUB: Mike Murphy is working with Camp Shelby on forestry, prescribed
fire, endangered species through the Army Compatible Use Buffer program.
Also trying to acquire 12,000 acres in the buffer.
o Would like to see more cooperation and funding in this area.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
o Control land acquisition in Atchafalaya Basin. Also have mitigation dollars.
Focus more on restoration. This will be substantial in Louisiana. What about
mitigation on private land? SC uses COE money for conservation easements.
Why don’t we do this in the Gulf States?
o In lieu fee programs.
o Mitigation banks, can we use for more then wetlands (e.g.: T & E species and
stormwater?)
o New guidance requires restoration
o In SC, they buy CEs with mitigation funds. We need to know what can be
done with mitigation funds.
o Possibility for mitigation banks to provide recreation opportunities.
o Mary Pope: We as a conservation community need to talk to federal agencies
about other habitat types so that mitigation can be seen holistically.
o Hydrology would be good to get on the map, too.
o Some of this needs to get outside COE permit process. Some of this is beyond
COE authority. Maybe think about protection of other habitats in Coastal
Zone outside Clean Water Act. (Uploads)
o What about CZM programs?
o 404 permits-can protection be a component of mitigation?
o Wetland definition-we need to fix this to address isolated wetlands.
o GOMA is looking to compare/contrast CZM program priorities across states.
o Might be an opportunity to work with city/counties on green infrastructure via
stormwater grants through EPA.
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o Think about floodplain buyouts (e.g. MSCIP). FEMA buyouts must be passed
on to a local partner (not a NGO). Sometimes concerned because these are
small lots, disconnected, and states or local governments have to manage them
and don’t want to deal with disjointed parcels.
o Preventing development should be another goal of buy out programs.
o NW Florida: Some of the counties have developed policies to address isolated
wetlands. Also includes uplands for connectivity. Water management districts
use mitigation areas to treat stormwater. (water management banks)
USFWS
o Coastal Program – Texas works with this but not on acquisition (same for
FL). MS-AL coastal program seems to have more flexibility.
o Fish Passage Program – no LTS seem to participate in this program.
o Migratory Bird Conservation Fund – DU has worked with this program for
restoration but not protection. It’s used mostly for FWS acquisitions. Mary
Pope: Comes from duck stamp. A lot of these acquisitions are used in and
around FWS. No match required. We need to be more aware of this program.
o Coastal Wetlands Conservation Grants – TPL used for acquisitions in Puerto
Rico and FL. Match grant
o NAWCA: Small grants program for 75K or million dollar standard grant.
Have received oil spill recovery money in the past. Match grant. Texas has a
program that’s NAWCA funded private land restoration in partnership with
Texas Parks and Wildlife and DU. AL, TX, LA, FL have used these grants.
NOTE: In terms of enhancing these programs sometimes you are using
multiple agencies to fund a project and you have various appraisal review
requirements. Need to standardize/streamline these appraisal review
requirements if at all possible. Maybe designate one lead agency to be the
lead reviewer. NOAA has done this and is receptive to doing more of this.
o Private Land Stewardship Grant Program: currently not funded; sets up
programs for management, fire, T & E. Could be good for private landowners
if there was money. Needs to be funded. LTA should work on this.
o Landowner Incentives Program: AFRC is trying to use LIP to replace
funding for Private Land Stewardship. Needs funding
o Partners for Fish and Wildlife: Works with LIP, but it is separate? Similar
priorities. Needs funding. Land trusts don’t have much experience with this
program. Seek liaison membership across agencies that use all these
programs. Could be a role for Gulf program coordinator. LTA has a partners
group. There is talk about having a meeting in the regions.
o Southeast Aquatic Restoration Program: Won’t fund acquisition, but will
fund restoration where there are fish activities. NOAA has partnership with
SARP so does FWS. Has priority to protect existing landscapes and habitats.
We need to support the National Fish Conservation Habitat Act?
o Safe Harbor: Can provide technical assistance. LA engages in this through
CWPRA. Federal agencies partner with the states.
USDA Forest Service
o Forest Land Enhancement Service: No one is working with this.
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o Forest Legacy Program: AFRC is involved. Louisiana and Mississippi have
just started their program. Albert asked if there was any way to bypass the
state as the middle-man to get more money for projects on the ground. In FL,
biggest impediment to getting federal money is the state. Needs more money.
Supports private land conservation and should be enhanced.
o Forest Stewardship Program: AFRC participates on state stewardship
coordinating committee. Look for Southern Forest Futures….which is a
multi-year plan to look at what’s needed to save forests. Report should be
released soon. This was driven by state forest assessment and resource
strategy process. LTs needs to participate in the State Stewardship
Coordination Committee.
• USDA NRCS
o Conservation Stewardship Program: No comments
o Cooperative Conservation Partnership: No comments
o Emergency Watershed Program: Funds go to cities and counties after storms
to address areas where infrastructure is being threatened. Not sure there is
major role for LTs. Works on private lands but in urban settings.
o Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP): No comments. Have to
be a big ag producer to be competitive. If you’re a large landowner, you tend
to be more familiar with NRCS programs. Problem is that they are exclusive.
Can’t participate in multiple programs until contract expires.
o Grassland Reserve Program: Can LTs be involved in this program? Don’t
think LTs can be direct applicants (like WRP). Need to consider changing
this.
o Healthy Forest Reserve: Dan Dumont was involved with first HFRP
easement in country. Focus on acquiring CEs to protect endangered species in
area. Landowner sells CE to NRCS and protects species. They pay 100% of
restoration and value of easement. You agree to maintain property to protect
endangered species. Dan’s family did this on family land. Maybe LTs could
help spread the word about this opportunity. Mike Murphy said TNC has one
of these in Jackson County for gopher tortoise, so nonprofits can participate.
Not sure about funding level. Good program.
o Wetland Reserve Enhancement Program/Wetlands Reserve Program:
Limited scope in coastal zone. Lacking on the ground management after
lands are protected – need to address this. Bob Stokes is working with them
now.
o Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP): Small program. LTMCP has a
couple of WHIP grants for burning and longleaf restoration. Works well for
small-scale projects. Not enough $$ for large scale projects.
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Restoration and Enforcement (BOEMRE):
Added to our list because CIAP funds have come up in our discussion. Several projects
(CEs) in St. Tammany that are CIAP funded. Number of applications are pending in TX
for buying land and easements. LA apps are outright acquisitions. LTMCP in MS is also
purchasing lands using CIAP funds. Not talking about problems in this forum. But what
can we take from CIAP and recommend to HCRT? For LA it is a good program for
acquisition, but because it’s one time funding, we need to manage the property that
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acquired. Could small amount of money be included as endowment to go towards
management? This is something that’s being looked at in LA. Fixing the problems in
CIAP is something that should be articulated. Should CIAP be re-authorized?
• Coastal Acquisition Restoration Act:
Coastal states with offshore drilling want to access. Maybe LTA and TNC and bigger
players could work to get this back, since funding has gone away.
GOMESA (GOM Energy Security Act) 2006: Enabling legislation looks similar to
CIAP, but no plan is required. Seems like the details haven’t been worked out yet. Need
more information on how funds will be spent by counties, states. (What about GOMESA
2017)?
• Other Programs not on list:
o CWPPRA (Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration Act
Program) Louisiana: This is used once have we done the acquisition. All
projects are on private land, but we don’t tend to acquire land with this fund.
Restoration is a component though.
o Louisiana Coastal Program used CIAP funds to do an assessment of existing
grant programs and found that none of them offered what they need exactly so
they formed the Louisiana Coastal Forest Program.
• Other Funding Sources/Discussion
o Mary Pope: Seems apparent there will be 2 pieces of legislation in lame duck
session. One will be continuing resolution to keep government operating.
The other is a tax package that will be some form of tax cuts. Senate finance
committee has committed to Montana LT to make cuts permanent. Extending
these cuts will cost $100 million/year. Is permanence achievable in this
Congress? Most tax cuts being considered are being talked about in terms of
extension for 2 years. Bacchus is going for permanence. Finance committee
has strong land trust connections. Looks likely to get 1-2 year extension.
Hoping for permanence. Will probably begin in 2011. Need HCRT/GOMA
to encourage tax cuts and incentives.
o Leah: Oil spill fines are supposed to fund restoration work. Right now
Ecosystem Task Force is not funded. Senate needs to pass this.
o Land and Water Conservation Fund: Need to fund.
o Heather: If funding is the issue, are there other mechanisms beyond
congressional appropriations for these programs?
o Mary Pope: Need a dedicated fund for the Gulf Coast. How do we get this?
o Dan Dumont: Local county bond issues could be a good source.
o Marsha: Any funding sources for greenway development? Florida
Community Trusts have greenways/blueways funds.
o T-2 Highway Funds: Were used for scenic view sheds in the past.
o Florida uses a Document Tax.
o Alabama uses offshore oil and gas royalties for Forever Wild.
o LA Coastal Protection Restoration Act….is a trust fund for restoration and
levy upgrades. It’s a solid fund.
o MS has no dedicated sources except small funds like Tidelands Trust Fund.
o Texas Farm and Ranch Lands Initiative that’s just getting started.
o The one at Lakes Fund (model) has a congressional mandate.
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o FL Inland Waterways Program and Ports and Harbors Program.
o Conservation ballot measures in Texas are local county bond initiatives. In
Florida they are county - based.
o FL has constitutional amendment for 100% exemption for CE. Florida
doesn’t have culture of land donations, so trying to create shift is tough.
o Maybe coastal LT group could help identify efforts/ballot measures at county
level related to acquisition. Would enhance resilience.
o Bonds have become popular too.
o TNC has helped out on ballot initiatives. Local land trusts too. TPL has a
really good formula for doing this. Get a copy of report/presentation on this
for the group.
o John: Are LTs playing a role in carbon sinks? Would be good to encourage
market for these credits.
o Mary Pope: Very uneven across country. Some LTS don’t even know what it
is.
Other programs you work with that don’t have a federal origin
o Resort/hotel tax (e.g., Jackson Hole)
o Sarasota has a tourist development tax. Most of it goes to the arts.
Environment wasn’t at the table when this was originated.
o NW FL has a bed tax but don’t know where it’s going.
o State WMA’s sometimes have private land with servitude/ lease to WMA
because they don’t want to manage these lands.

BREAK FOR LUNCH
12. Gulf of Mexico Ecosystem Restoration Task Force Update
Bryon Griffith, EPA Gulf of Mexico Program
o Task force is comprised of 7 agencies including EPA and NOAA as well
as 1 representative (appointee) from each Gulf state (12 total membership
so far).
o Scope is Brownsville to Key West.
o This was created to run parallel to NRDA process (to inform to the extent
it can).
o This group actually works outside of NRDA issues…issues that have
existed here for many issues (e.g., hypoxia, fisheries, etc.)
o Charge is to be aggressive at challenging policy that impacts issue.
o Will try to take a run at CWA penalties monies. Normally these go into
general funds, but task force will attempt to have these funds reverted to
issues necessary to maintain a sustainable structure. This can only be
done through a change in legislation.
o Task force is anticipated to be short-lived. Second piece of legislation will
create a restoration council that addresses these issues over time. This is a
challenge.
o Seated with senior-most personnel, Lisa Jackson, Nancy Sutley,
Strickland, Salazar, etc. High profile body.
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o First deliverable of the task force is to have a strategy to the president by
October 2011. It must merge the collective capacity within the region.
Implementation is key. Noted that while resources are out there, we aren’t
guaranteed to get them. Also emphasizes that policy changes MUST
happen to effect positive change.
o At meeting yesterday in Pensacola, breakout sessions took place. One
question asked was how to engage NGOs and other entities. Other
questions asked what projects should be tackled first. Group said, if this is
going to work, must choose the projects that are “right,” and we must be
open and intellectually honest. True sustainability comes from a
partnership across organizations.
o This group has an opportunity to spotlight what it’s been working on now.
o Many NGOs were represented yesterday, and they recognized that as
individuals, they had no power. To take advantage of the opportunity
would require a consortium.
o Bryon supports merger of land trusts in a consortium. Thinks there is
great strength in it.
o John Hankinson, former EPA Regional Director, has been appointed
director of the task force. This is a unique time for the Gulf, the LTs and
others who are thinking of similar strategies.
Question and Answer
Q. Will this have more traction than the Everglades initiative?
o Yes. Everglades strategy always lacked financing. It’s a given that there
is CWA money. It’s large, and it’s on the table. There was an executive
order released last month and for at least the next 2 years, it will be
focused on.
Q. Oil Commission said BP wasn’t to blame. Will this impact the amount of
funds the CWA will generate?
° No. The penalties will go to a responsible party. Penalties will be
extracted.
Q. Regarding communications. This group is meeting for the 2nd time. The
group sent a letter to Secretary Mabus in August and referred to group as a
consortium. If this group decides to continue to report on progress of
coalition, would letter go to Hankinson?
o Don’t’ waste time on progress report. A letter saying that you are a
consortium would have more power
Q. GOMA, NRDA, task force are 3 entities we’re trying to figure out. How do
we move forward. With whom do we communicate?
o Don’t put lots of energy into NRDA. It’s litigious and focused on
recovery of damages.
o GOMA and task force is where you will mine the greatest benefit.
Coming together as one has much power in both arenas.
Q. Suggest a title for the coalition?
o Think it would be good to name brand. Something unique and something
you would be proud of.
Q. There will be restoration going on. Hate to discount participation in NRDA.
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o Nothing wrong with having a strong list of projects ready, but don’t let
this be your only focus. Put efforts toward major changes needed to
enable you into the future beyond your project list knowing you can still
play in NRDA arena. There are intersections along the way. Also
encourage relationship with state trustee
Q. Will primary focus of task force be ecologically based?
o Yes.
Q. Concerned about conflict. Environment is always trumped by economy.
o This is a critical component to sustainability. TF is after resources, effect.
13. Discussion on Forming a Land Trust Coalition
Chuck
Our 20 local trusts have been represented here and at the August meeting WBNERR
along with several national conservation organizations. We should compose our initial
steering committee today. LTA offers to be a coordinating body. Bob Stokes (TX) is
aboard and volunteered to be a member of the Steering Committee (SC). Bonnie Lewis
(LA), Judy Steckler (MS), Dan Dumont (AL), and Albert Joerger (FL) have volunteered
to be on the SC. National organizations probably can’t speak for their organizations but
will be polled after this meeting. TPL and Conservation Fund have said they would like
to be on coalition, but not on the SC.
Mary Pope
It’s timely that our efforts become more formalized. LTA wants to help advance this
effort to establish a LT consortium for the Gulf States. Next steps should be considered
by the SC. It’s evident that a position is needed in the region, and Chuck and I have
talked with a number of agencies who are willing to help fund a coordinator if the group
is to that point. SC needs to come together to discuss geographic scope, membership,
structure, goals, white paper, etc. Chuck and I can help take this to the next step to find
funders to support the coalition.
Albert (FL)
Can offer meeting space for next coalition meeting.
Bryon
Pressure to move will be forceful. The sooner you mobilize, the better. Think about also
how you will hold yourselves accountable for your consortium. Make sure what you put
out there is do-able.
Mary Pope
Metrics for success also include stewardship.
Heather
There’s nothing wrong with establishing yourself and getting your name out quickly.
Maybe decide on a schedule of meetings and get this into the hands of the Task Force.
Bryon
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Agree. This would provide an opportunity for the TF to come this group, and not the
other way around.
Mary Pope
Remember there are partners not in this room. Pull meeting minutes together.
Acknowledge that we have endorsed the coalition and next step is to name it. Have
Chuck be POC for SC.
Q. Is there value in government agencies aligning with NGOs around this common
theme?
Mary Pope
Coalition would have to be conservation groups, but ex-officio members might be state
agencies. Need communication on this with states and fish and wildlife agencies.
Albert
Logical next step would be to contact state DWF to run data layers and find out where
areas of opportunity are.
MPH
Building a strong infrastructure of relationships for state, federal, local, and NGOs is an
outcome of this process.
Bryon
Think of some form of correspondence to the TF to notify them that you are established.
Heather
Consider sending it to EPA with a copy to every member of the task force
MPH
Mission, logo, website, etc. are other areas of consideration.
Chris Canfield (Audubon)
Seems to be a logical next step for us and would like to be a partner in this effort.
Elaine Vaudreuil:
We hear that the need to guide federal land protection programs. We have an inventory
of our programs. I can offer to work with the group to refine it to include the info you all
want to know. Let Elaine know what it is you want included. This will help navigate
various programs.
Heather will pass along a similar document. Send to Liz.
Mary Pope
DU, TNC, Audubon, TPL – will look to you to get partnerships from your organizations.
Chuck and I are dedicated to helping find financial support.
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14. Wrap-up - Liz
1. Have we missed anything major in terms of programming?
o IRS? Mary Pope: In 2006, 1,000 audits of easements were conducted. Not
all have been settled, but IRS decided they needed to take another look at
what some call a subsidy or federal tax deduction. Only 2,000 easements
claim a tax deduction each year. There’s an issue with IRS agents not
understanding what conservation is. LTA has reached out to educate
them. Need to be aware that there will be some audits, but we should do
due diligence on record-keeping.
2. Next steps for the report to GOMF: This is not the last step in trying to gather
info for HCRT. We have the LT survey that is underway via survey monkey.
Deadline is November 30th. Please share with your LT colleagues and encourage
them to respond. Another survey of stakeholders, agencies, and conservation
partners that aren’t LTS is going out in next few weeks. Depth interviews with
key agencies will be a final step. Idea is to do a self-assessment of where we are
and where we are headed.
Please e-mail any other thoughts or recommendations to Liz Barber:
liz@barberandmann.com; 601.214.3093

Thank you for your hard work!
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Gulf Coast Conservation Coalition Registered Attendees

FIRST_NAME LAST_NAME COMPANY
Land Trust for Southeast
Louisiana
Jay
Addison
Alabama Forestry
Commission
Stanley
Anderson
Barber & Mann, Inc.
Land Trust for Southeast
Sister Shirley Bodisch, O.P. Louisiana
Elizabeth

Barber

Title

Address
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II. Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey Results and Survey Instrument
November/December 2010

Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
GULF OF MEXICO STATES LAND TRUST SURVEY 2010
On behalf of the Land Trust Alliance, thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your feedback is very
important to us. This short survey is part of larger effort by several agencies and organizations to improve private land
protection and restoration in the Gulf of Mexico region.
The Land Trust Alliance, with a grant from the Gulf of Mexico Foundation, is working on a region-wide collaboration to
address wetland and coastal conservation priorities in the five Gulf states - Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Texas. Through this and other surveys, interviews and meetings we hope gather information and opinions from leaders in
land trusts and related organizations and agencies across the Gulf of Mexico region about their successes, capacities
and ideas for improving conservation on private lands.
This survey includes 17 questions and should less than 15 minutes to complete. Please respond by DECEMBER 1,
2010.
In order to progress through this survey, use the following navigation links:
-

Click the NEXT button to continue to the next page.
Click the PREVIOUS button to return to the previous page.
Click the EXIT THE SURVEY EARLY button if you need to exit the survey.
Click the SUBMIT button to submit your survey.
Please answer all questions.

If you have questions or need assistance with this survey, please contact Elizabeth Barber (liz@barberandmann.com) at
601-957-3443 or Chuck Roe (croe@lta.org) at 919-515-0760.
Thank you again for your input. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
About your Land Trust

* 1. What year was your organization founded?
* 2. What is your organization's mission statement?
5
6

* 3. In which state or states does your organization operate?
c
d
e
f
g

Alabama

c
d
e
f
g

Florida

c
d
e
f
g

Louisiana

c
d
e
f
g

Mississippi

c
d
e
f
g

Texas

c
d
e
f
g

Nationwide

c
d
e
f
g

Other state or states (please specify)

* 4. What geographic area does your organization serve?
j
k
l
m
n

U.S. (National or international organization)

j
k
l
m
n

Multiple states (Regional organization)

j
k
l
m
n

Statewide (One state only)

j
k
l
m
n

Multiple counties/parishes within a state

j
k
l
m
n

One county/parish

j
k
l
m
n

Specific geographic area (for example, a watershed, ecoregion)

j
k
l
m
n

Other (please specify)
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
Organizational Capacity and Funding

* 5. How many paid staff members does your organization have (including full-time and
part-time employees)?
6

* 6. What is your organization's annual OPERATING budget (rounded to nearest $1000)?
6

* 7. Does your organization have an endowment?
j
k
l
m
n

Yes

j
k
l
m
n

No

8. What are the THREE main sources of funds for your organization? (Select up to
three).
c
d
e
f
g

Private Donations (including fundraisers, memberships, gifts, bequests, etc.)

c
d
e
f
g

Endowment

c
d
e
f
g

Corporate or business

c
d
e
f
g

Grants - Non-government

c
d
e
f
g

Grants - Local government

c
d
e
f
g

Grants - State government

c
d
e
f
g

Grants - Federal government

c
d
e
f
g

Mitigation Bank

c
d
e
f
g

Other funding (please specify)

* 9. What local, state, regional and/or national conservation plans or guidance documents
does your organization use to target your priorities for land conservation? Please list.
5
6
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
Successes and Partnerships
10. How many total acres has your organization permanently protected in the any of the
Gulf of Mexico states for conservation through fee acquisition, conservation easements
or conveyance to another organization or agency? Use drop down menu to answer for
state(s) where you work, if applicable.
Alabama

Florida

Louisiana

Mississippi

Texas

Fee Acquisition

6

6

6

6

6

Conservation

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Easement/Servitude
Acquisition and reconveyance to another
organization
Other or Comment

* 11. What do you consider the greatest success or accomplishment of your organization
in private lands conservation?
5
6

* 12. Besides private landowners, who are your main partners (those agencies or
organizations you regularly work with)on private land conservation projects in the Gulf
of Mexico states? (mark all that apply):
c
d
e
f
g

Other land trusts or conservancies

c
d
e
f
g

Other non-government organizations (non-land trusts)

c
d
e
f
g

Local governments

c
d
e
f
g

State agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Federal agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Businesses/Corporations

c
d
e
f
g

Other partners (please specify)
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
Challenges or Limiting Factors to Private Land Conservation in the Gulf Reg...

* 13. What do you think are the greatest challenges or limiting factors to protecting or
restoring private lands for conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region? (Please
select up to FIVE)
c
d
e
f
g

Capacity – few organizations and agencies working on private land conservation

c
d
e
f
g

Coastal zone not a priority for certain funders or agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Coordination among conservation organizations/agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

c
d
e
f
g

Funding - Government

c
d
e
f
g

Funding - Private

c
d
e
f
g

Government program restrictions

c
d
e
f
g

Information on priority conservation areas not readily available to public/decision-makers

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of awareness of existing conservation programs among landowners

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of interest by landowners

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of local support for conservation

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of planning/information on priority areas that need protection

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of zoning laws

c
d
e
f
g

Match or cost share requirements

c
d
e
f
g

Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl

c
d
e
f
g

Real estate cost prohibitive

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
Improving Programs for Conservation

* 14. Are there any EXISTING programs or services (local, state, federal or other) that
provide incentives or funding for private land conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal
region that should be IMPROVED OR ENHANCED? Please list any program(s) and
desired improvements.
5
6

* 15. Are there any NEW programs or services (local, state, federal or other) or incentives
for private land conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region that should be
CREATED? Please describe.
5
6
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
Other Comments
16. Please add any other comments or suggestions you have about private land
conservation in the Gulf of Mexico region.
5
6
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Gulf of Mexico Land Trust Survey November 2010
CONTACT INFORMATION

* 17. Thank you for taking the time to answer our survey of land trusts in the Gulf of
Mexico states. Please let us know what organization you represent and how to contact
you if we need more information.
Your name:
Organization:
Your title:
Address:
City:
State:

6

ZIP:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
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III. Gulf of Mexico Stakeholder Survey of Private Lands Conservation Results and
Survey Instrument
February/March 2010

Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
1. In which state(s) do you or your agency or organization operate? (check all that apply)
Answer Options
Alabama
Florida
Louisiana
Mississippi
Texas
Nationwide
Not applicable
Other state or states (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

15.9%
23.9%
25.7%
26.5%
33.6%
21.2%
0.0%
1.8%

18
27
29
30
38
24
0
2
113
1

answered question
skipped question
Number

Other state or states (please specify)

Response Date

USFWS works in all states and territories and in other countries. The
Feb 28, 2011 5:03 PM Program I am with works in every coastal state except Lousiana
Mar 10, 2011 8:44 PM Georgia

1
2

State or States Where You Operate
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Alabama

Florida

Louisiana

Mississippi

Page 1

Texas

Nationwide

Not applicable

Other state or
states (please
specify)

Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
2. Do you represent (check one)?
Answer Options
An academic institution
A federal government agency
A state government agency
A local government agency
A non-government organization
A for profit business
An individual
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

5.6%
31.5%
18.5%
0.9%
38.0%
1.9%
3.7%

6
34
20
1
41
2
4
6

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Response Date
Feb 25, 2011 2:30 PM
Feb 25, 2011 9:00 PM
Mar 8, 2011 4:32 AM
Mar 8, 2011 4:26 PM
Mar 8, 2011 7:21 PM
Mar 10, 2011 8:45 PM

108
6

Other (please specify)
Federal-State Partnership (i.e., National Estuarine Research Reserve)
Landowner
Non-profit Association
Texas AgriLife Extension is a state agency that also includes county
Non-profit state entity
nonprofit research station and land conservancy

Type of Organization/Agency You Represent

An academic institution
A federal government agency
A state government agency
A local government agency
A non-government organization
A for profit business
An individual
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
3. What types of programs, services or support do you or your agency/organization provide to private landowners for habitat protection,
conservation or restoration in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region? (check all that apply)
Answer Options

Response Percent

Response Count

53.6%
52.7%
61.8%
72.7%
23.6%
30.0%
40.0%
34.5%
5.5%
10.9%
61.8%
0.9%
5.5%
8.2%

59
58
68
80
26
33
44
38
6
12
68
1
6
9

Conservation easements
Cooperative agreements
Developing conservation and management
Education outreach/training
Equipment/supplies/plant material
Grants
Incentives/cost share for conservation practices
Interagency agreements
Tax credits
Tax deductions
Technical support
Not sure
Not applicable
Other (please specify)

answered question
skipped question
Number

Other (please specify)

Response Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

110
4

Feb 25, 2011 3:28 PM
Feb 25, 2011 8:13 PM
Feb 28, 2011 2:58 PM
Feb 28, 2011 5:05 PM
Mar 1, 2011 5:40 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:47 PM
Mar 7, 2011 11:52 PM
Mar 9, 2011 3:44 AM
Mar 11, 2011 9:38 PM

passive education on general importance of wetland protection and water quality.
The state provides up to $75,000 state tax credit for reforestation. Max per individual.
Purchase conservation land.
The Coastal Program provides technical and financial support to project partners including private
We provide land acquisition services for our Fed, State, and local partners
Research (e.g. to improve restoration techniques)
TPL acquires
land from willing
landowners and places
those properties
with public
agencies.
q
g private
p
p
p p
p
g
Pre-acquistion of fee simple title to conservation and park land for federal, state, and local agencies
Prescribed fire assistance

Types of Programs, Services or Support You Provide to Private Landowners
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

Other (please specify)

Not applicable

Not sure

Technical support

Tax deductions

Tax credits

Interagency agreements

Incentives/cost share for
conservation practices

Grants

Equipment/supplies/plant
material

Education
outreach/training

Developing conservation
and management plans

Cooperative agreements

Conservation easements

10.0%
0.0%

Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
4. What do you think are the most successful private land protection, restoration and/or conservation programs in the coastal region of your state or in other Gulf of Mexico
states? Please name the program(s) and explain why you think they are successful. (Examples are incentives or cost share programs through USDA such as WRP or
WHIP, Forest Legacy, Partners for Fish and Wildlife, local tax credits, conservation easements, etc.)
Answer Options

Response Count

answered question
skipped question

93
93
21

Numbe Response Date
Response Text
1
Feb 25, 2011 1:01 PM The efforts made to reduce wind and salt water intrusion in SW Louisiana by constructing duck wing terraces..
not sure which are the most successful, but I like the concept and use of conservation easements on private land through nonprofits like TNC,
2
Feb 25, 2011 1:25 PM would like to see the Forest Legacy Program become a successful tool.....it has alot of potential
WRP
CRP
EQIP
WHIP
CWPPRA
Work because they provide private landowner incentive payments or cost-share assistance. Appropriate because of the public benefits
3
Feb 25, 2011 2:08 PM provided

4

Feb 25, 2011 2:46

5

Feb 25, 2011 3:12

6

Feb 25, 2011 3:32

7
8
9
10
11
12

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

25, 2011
25, 2011
25, 2011
25, 2011
25, 2011
25, 2011

3:44
4:08
4:34
7:33
8:09
8:14

These are two programs that have the potential to be very successful for the Gulf of Mexico NERRS:
Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program: funding can be used for acquisition or conservation easements; 15% of funding goes
towards projects that benefit NERRS - there are five Reserves in the Gulf of Mexico that could potentially capitalize on this funding
opportunity
Gulf of Mexico Foundation Community-based Restoration Partnership Grants - requires significant involvement from the community; Reserves
PM work very closely with local stakeholders and operate using a place-based approach which fits very well with this program
Texas Landowner Incentive Program
Lone Star Land Steward Awards
PM USDA/NRCS EQIP
The Clean Water Act - protecting wetlands helps prevent private property from being degraded by flooding. Regulating dischargers helps
landowners by preserving their property values as it is known that land near water is worth more but only if the water is of good quality.
PM
Conservation easements
PM WHIP
PM Alternative Property Tax Valuations
PM WRP, WHIP, EQIP, Migratory Bird Habitat Initiative, Mississippi River Basin Heallthy Watersheds Initiative, Longleaf Pine Initiative
PM local regional and state wide landowner education programs
PM IRS Conservation easements, Wetlands Reserve Program, Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program, Partners for Fish and Wildlife
PM Forest Resource Development Program- A state program that pays 50-75 % cost share for reforestation

Numbe Response Date

13

14

15
16
17

18

Response Text
Parish sponosred CIAP projects were quite successful because a significant portion of the Federal bureaucracy was reduced or at least
managed by someone else.
I highlight Parish CIAP because State CIAP addressed some Parish concerns, but in many cases totally disregarded Parish input. However,
working with the State was much easier than the Federal agency folks or a program like CWPPRA where Parish input can be, and in many
cases is always, disreagrded due to the make up of the authorized voters.
Private land protection generally is best concieved by the private landowners. However, the current atmosphere is to have bureaucrats
attempt to dictate to landowners what they can and cant do on their property when the vast majority of the agency staff are inexperienced and
Feb 25, 2011 9:09 PM biased either through their respective agencies or recent professors.
Gulf Coast Joint Venture - Ability to leverage funding and focus conservation work
Texas Landowner Incentive Program - financial assistance to landowners for restoration work
Texas Prairie Wetlands Project - Wetland conservation projects on private lands
USFWS Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program - financial and technical assistance to landowners
USDA Farm Bill Programs - WRP, WHIP, EQIP; financial and technical assistance to landowners
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department private lands assistance program - technical assistance to landowners wishing to enhance or restore
Feb 25, 2011 9:11 PM habitats for native species.
WRP - restore wetland habitat
HFRP - protect T&E species
Feb 25, 2011 9:40 PM EQIP - improve water quality (reduce sediment, nitrogen and phosphorus
Feb 25, 2011 9:47 PM CWPPRA is the most successful for dealing with Louisiana's coastal wetlands loss.
F b 25
Feb
25, 2011 11:02
11 02 PM WRP
Nokuse Plantation is the most successful private land protection, restoration and conservation program as it consists of 49,000 acres of land
that is being restored to the original Longleaf Pine ecosystem. It is a 300 year project, however restoration is well underway with timbering the
Slash Pines, planting the Longleaf Pine seedling and conducting prescribed burns. The Longleaf Pine ecosystem is the 6th most biologically
diverse in the continental United States and scientist refer to it as an ecological "hot spot". In addition, this land serves as a crucial wildlife
corridor connecting Eglin Air force lands on the west-side to the Water Management District lands on the Chatawhatchee River on the eastside. AND, as a bonus serves as the grounds for both the E.O. Wilson Biophilia Center and Florida Trails.
Feb 26, 2011 8:45 PM

19

Feb 27, 2011 10:08 PM

20
21
22

Feb 28, 2011 2:32 PM
Feb 28, 2011 2:58 PM
Feb 28, 2011 5:04 PM

USDA Conservation Programs and Partners for Wildlife (Fish and Wildlife Service)
USDA programs, although bureaucratic, are well funded. Partners programs seem to reach those that do not qualify or do not want to
participate in Govt. programs. Conservation easements are good also, but are not cheap for the landowner. Private money could ease this
burden in targeted areas of high priority.
conservation easements for long-term protection
USWS Habitat Conservation Plans
WRP
any programs that provide long-term protection
The Nature Conservancy
Tax credits/deductions work if available along with conservation easements.

Numbe Response Date

Response Text
NRCS Wetland Reserve Program
NRCS Grassland Reserve Program
Partners for Fish and Widllife
Coastal Program
Land Trusts (while not programmatic are extremely important partners)
National Wetlands Conservation Act
National Coastal Wetland Grants (potentially)
PM These are not in any order.
PM CWPRA,CIAP,tax credits
PM conservation easements/ WRP/ Forest Legacy
AM CWPPRA PROGRAM
Partners for Fish and Wildlife works well with landowners. It's flexible and provides cost share. The USFWS Coastal Program is also wellequipped to work with coastal landowners. EQIP looks to be the most widely used Farm Bill program. There is some land purchase going on,
PM between county and state.
WRP. NRCS needs to have more staff to keep up with the demand and the restoration component.
FLP. Funding levels must be increased
PM FWS. Needs more planning and real estate staff, otherwise a cery successful program
PM Purchase or or conservation easements on the highest priority areas
Cost Share Programs - gain support and long term buy-in of the landowner to complete or at least initiate work on property.
T Credits
Tax
C dit - P
Proposition
iti 11 in
i Texas
T
iis a program tto allow
ll
lower
l
ttaxes on properties
ti being
b i activelly
ti ll managed
d ffor Wildlif
Wildlife
PM Technical Guidance - give us access to these lands and an opportunity to educate the owner
Programs such as CRP, WHIP, Partners, etc. are very valuable for providing financial incentives that landowners often need to conduct
PM habitat management activities.
NAWCA, for its focus on wetlands
AM CWPRA, for the way it steers federal and state restoration partnerships
PM CRP and FLP
WHIP, LIP, and Partners for Fish and Wildlfie are similarly successful b/c they provide cost-share for restoring longleaf and burning (two highpriority conservation issues that are easy to sell to landowners).
Conservation easments can be successful in many instances, but those circumstances tend to be more specific to individual landowners.
PM
Direct purchase by the Water Management Districts in Florida of both the fee and just a conservation easement with ad valorem tax funds,
PM and the Florida Forever program doing the same with bonding programs at the state level.
PM State WMA, National Wildlife Refuges, Natoinal Parks, USDA Farm Bill (e.g., WRP). COE
PM fee simple acquisition and conservation easements
Florida Florida and Gulf Coast Partnership Ecoystem Plan- each program can identity ecologically sensitive lands for conservation and
preservation. With funding, they are allowed to purchase these properties.
E.O. Biophilia Center- is part of a larger conservation area that was purchased by MC Davis. The center is an environmental education center
that serves the community and the center.
Mitigation Banks and conservation easements can address areas for restoration and preservation as an offset to impacts from development.
PM These can also addressed ecologically sensitve areas and/or wildlife corridors.

23
24
25
26

Feb 28, 2011 5:09
Feb 28, 2011 5:45
Feb 28, 2011 11:42
Mar 1, 2011 11:46

27

Mar 1, 2011 2:45

28
29

Mar 1, 2011 5:42
Mar 1, 2011 5:59

30

Mar 1, 2011 9:36

31

Mar 1, 2011 9:45

32
33

Mar 2, 2011 2:18
Mar 3, 2011 4:38

34

Mar 7, 2011 2:18

35
36
37

Mar 7, 2011 7:10
Mar 7, 2011 7:20
Mar 7, 2011 7:22

38

Mar 7, 2011 7:23

39
40

Land conservation is much less important to the health of the Gulf of Mexico than wise restoration, enhancement and management of private
Mar 7, 2011 7:29 PM lands.
Mar 7, 2011 7:40 PM Incentives and cost share programs offered through USDA, FSA, and US Fish & Wildlife Services.
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49
50
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55
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58
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Response Text
Forever Wild - Alabama - provides funding for purchase and management of critical resource lands
Mississippi Coastal Preserves Program - provides funding for purchase and management of critical coastal habitats
Mar 7, 2011 7:43 PM Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal Plan - education and outreach
EQIP and WHIP are the primary programs used for conservation on private lands. WRP and other easement programs have not done as well
due to land prices. We did partner with the Alabama Wildlife Federation to install shallow water habitat in the Gulf Coast region.
Mar 7, 2011 7:45 PM
CIAP provides resources for the state to purchase and conserve high flood risk properties.
Mar 7, 2011 7:49 PM Federal and state managed parks, reserves, and wildlife areas.
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP), Senate Bill 503 Water Quality Management
Program (State funded) These programs have been successful in protecting and conserving our natural resources because they provide
landowners technical assistance ( Engineering designs and specifications along with management assistance) as well as monetary
Mar 7, 2011 7:53 PM assistance to implement conservation practices base on site specific resource needs.
Nonprofit organizations such as Woodlands Conservancy and other regional land trusts working in partnership wtih state and federal agencies
such as Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Barataria-Terrebonne National Esturary Program, USFWS Private Land program, etc.
Mar 7, 2011 7:53 PM to protect and restore habitat.
Conservation easements on the Upper Texas Coast have been very successful due to the terrific land trusts in the region.
Mar 7, 2011 7:59 PM Federal and state funds for restoration have been a bonus for landowners, but funds are scarce.
Mar 7, 2011 8:03 PM Forest Legacy, CIAP, donated easements, FWS columbia bottomlands projects
Mar 7, 2011 8:05 PM EQIP, WHIP, WRP & CRP
M 7
Mar
7, 2011 8
8:08
08 PM Wetland
W tl d Reserve
R
Program
P
Mar 7, 2011 8:16 PM Conservation easement and cost share Programs and technical assistance.
WRP - payments for permanent easements and habitat restoration
Mar 7, 2011 8:18 PM Louisiana Waterfowl Project - replacement water control structures to minimize coastal erosion
Farm and Ranchland Protection Program (FRPP) has been very successful in other states ; however it has not been used in LA
WRP has had some success in LA.
Most programs othe than these two focused on large tracts and were beneficial to individuals/entities that are in high Tax Brackets and were
Mar 7, 2011 8:21 PM not intrested in conserving land for Agricultural purposes.
Federal and State of Florida conservation easement tax incentives; Statewide Florida Forever land conservation program and County
Mar 7, 2011 8:38 PM environmental conservation programs which acquire fee or less than fee property interests
Emergency Conservation Program - This helped alot during hurricane Ike to restore fences and clean up debris.
Mar 7, 2011 10:11 PM Livestock Indemnity Program - This program helped ranchers who lost a tremendous number of livestock during hurricane Ike
Mar 7, 2011 11:54 PM LWCF, CIAP and MBCF funded acquisition projects in TX, LA, MS and AL. LWCF, MBCF and Florida Forever projects in Florida.
Mar 8, 2011 2:03 AM Farm Bill Programs such as CRP, WHIP, and EQIP.
Mar 8, 2011 4:37 AM None all have zero over site and are academically and politically over loaded.
Conservation easements, cooperative agreements, best management practices and other mechanisms that provide assistance and incentives
Mar 8, 2011 11:42 AM for conservation aligned with economic and private interests.
There is value in all of the incentives and having several options to help meet individual interest is great. The WRP is a permanent easement
which is key. Partners for Fish and Wildlife and similar programs have value because of the interation between and agency and the landowner
Mar 8, 2011 12:45 PM building relationships to deliver conservation in partnership.
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67
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Mar 8, 2011 1:23 PM

Response Text
In Texas, we have a cooperative effort ongoing between DU, NRCS, TPWD, and USFWS. This effort is known as the Texas Prairie Wetlands
Project, and it has been in effect for over 15 years. All 4 groups provide staff time into the development of Wetland Development Agreements
with private landowners along the Texas Coast (within the GCJV operational area). NAWCA and PFW funding are the two main, consistent
funding sources with other funds utilized when available.
This past year, NRCS-Texas placed a higher priority on enrollment of coastal wetland acres into the WRP program, and this has apparently
been quite successful (several thousand acres potentially enrolled). TNC and DU have also been pretty successful in enrolling landowners in
this area into their easement programs. The PFW program, other USDA Farm Bill programs and TPWD's LIP program (no longer funded)
have all been well received and have been implemented successfully as well. Texas has more private lands than any other State - lots of
opportunities of such programs!

Conservation Plans - Through these, the land owner is educated about the needs of the land and can see the difference he/she makes when
Mar 8, 2011 1:29 PM installing planned practices.
Mar 8, 2011 3:10 PM WRP, CRP
Mar 8, 2011 3:19 PM Cost share programs
HFRP - Protection of T&E species, WHIP - restoration of Longleaf habitat, WRP- restore wetland habitat, EQIP - restore and enhance forestry
Mar 8, 2011 3:39 PM and wildlife habitat
Mar 8, 2011 4:24 PM WRP seems to work here
Texas AgriLife Extension works closely with the Farm Service Agency (FSA), Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), Texas Parks
and Wildlife, key Aquifers (ex. Edwards, Ogallala),the Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) and others, on eductional priorities and landowner
awareness. As an educational agency, we do not advocate one program over another, but do work to keep landowners aware of key
programs
M 8
Mar
8, 2011 4
4:30
30 PM programs.
Certainly the WRP and WHIP programs help landowners with habitat management. Conservation easements are important in showing
committment to long-term conservation practices. USDA invasive species control grants are also crucial to helping landowners gain control of
Mar 8, 2011 7:24 PM invasives where possible.
Mar 8, 2011 7:47 PM Wetland Preserve Program, Florida Ranchlands Environmental Services Project
USDA-EQIP, WHIP, USFW programs for the enhancement /establishment of longleaf pines, SWCD ARCP cost-share incentives program,
Mar 8, 2011 8:30 PM BEACH RESTORATION, RC&D grant funding.
EQIP program--native prairie restoration projects
Mar 8, 2011 8:57 PM Technical Guidance Program--TPWD
Florida Forever and Alabama's Forever Wild programs. Florida Forever provided substantial funding -- $300 million per year -- to acquire land
and easements for conservation and recreation. Forever Wild provided dedicated -- constitutionally protected -- funding for the same
Mar 9, 2011 3:47 AM purposes, albeit at a much lower level.
Mar 9, 2011 4:01 AM USDA programs because of their financial incentives.
EQIP - allows landowner to do more acres with this assistance
Mar 9, 2011 2:38 PM WHIP - proctection of lands
Texas Prairie Wetlands Project is similar to Partners for Fish and Wildlife and is the key mechanism to deliver wetland conservation for the
Mar 9, 2011 5:19 PM Gulf Coast Joint Venture along the Texas Gulf Coast.
USFWS Coastal Program and Partners for Fish and WIldlife Programs are quite successful here in Florida and the SE in general. We work
not only with private landowners, but strive to foster partnerships across fencelines creating larger landscape level projects. Thus protecting
Mar 10, 2011 8:02 PM more habitat and species.
federal enhanced tax incentives for conservation easements - the major incentive for donated easements
Florida Forever - pre-2009 offered $300 million per year for land conservation
Florida Ad Valorem Tax Credit Progream for conservaiton use - new incentive that is gaining in popularity
Mar 10, 2011 8:50 PM WHIP and Forest Legacy

Numbe Response Date
77

Response Text
We provide support in implementing USDA NRCS Conservation Programs, Epa 319 NPS grants and La. coastal revegetation program.

Mar 10, 2011 9:48 PM
USDA Forest Legacy - helps keep private forest lands from being developed and also ensures that these lands are porperly managed.
Conservation easements - private land owners get financial incentives to protect lands.

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

88

89

90

Mar 11, 2011 4:58 PM
Texas Prairie Prairie Wetlands which is a cooperative program lead by DU and involving USFWS, TPWD, NRCS, and private landowners.
Mar 11, 2011 5:21 PM Program has a 20 year success history with over 45,000 wetland acres conserved.
NAWCA, FRPP, WRP, donated conservation easements, and formerly, Florida Forever. TDRs seem viable in some counties, though none
Mar 11, 2011 5:23 PM (that I know of) on the coast.
probably USDA programs in the coastal region of Mississippi. However, The US Fish and Wildlife Service is working on obtaining a private
Mar 11, 2011 5:35 PM lands position to help implement conservation on private lands in coastal Mississippi.
Mar 11, 2011 5:52 PM CIAP, MS CIAP
Mar 11, 2011 6:32 PM State or local purchase of development rights programts. Old Florida Forever program. WRP, FRPP NRCS programs
Within the Suwannee River Water Management District, 85% of the coastline is either federal, state, or local gov't ownership. That is success
Mar 11, 2011 6:42 PM because it keeps developement in a fragile environment to a manageable limit.
Coastal Wetlands Planning Protection and Restoration Act - Projects are developed from the grassroots up with input from landowners, local,
Mar 11, 2011 7:05 PM state & federal agencies. Funding is available for planning, design, construction, operation & maintenance.
Mar 11, 2011 7:14 PM USDA Forest Legacy - helps protect forest land from development and ensure that these properties are properly managed.
Mar 11, 2011 7:20 PM CRP, WRP and EQIP
W need
We
d both
b h easement and
d cost-share
h
programs to meet the
h needs
d and
d objectives
bj i
off our di
diverse landownership.
l d
hi FARM Bill C
Conservation
i
programs are most successful because landowners are most familiar with them and they are designed for "working lands".
Mar 11, 2011 8:52 PM
conservation programs:
Partners for Fish and Wildlife's focus on working with individuals on a one on one basis is extemely effective but their efforts need to be
networked across the Gulf to promote habitat connectivity accordin to regionally established conservation prioirties
Ducks Unlimited is very sucessful in securing private sources of funding as is NFWF
NRCS programs are probably most extensive but focus on more inland than coastal prioirities
CELCP through NOAA is really the only lrg federal source of funds for acquisition but is so underfunded for the level of demonstrated need
that it can't make meaningful progress in Gulf region
restoration:
Most effective is CWPRRA due to lrg scale but its confinement to Louisiana (for the most part) limits its regional success
NOAA CRP is great
Mar 11, 2011 9:36 PM
Agricultural classification for forestry lands in Florida helps keep working forests working and reduces economic pressure to sell land to
developers.
Southern Pine Beetle Prevention Program provides financial assistance for landowners to improve forest health.
ARRA Longleaf Ecosystem Restoration Program provides financial assistance for landowners to improve longleaf ecosystems.
Forest Stewardship provides technical assistance to landowners wanting a comprehensive multiple-use management plan.
Florida's Rural and Family Lands Protection Program provides conservation easements to assist landowners in owning and managing rural
lands.
Tree Farm provides technical assistance to landowners wanting a comprehensive multiple-use management plan as well as recognition and
forest products sustainability certification.
NRCS's EQIP program provides financial assistance to landowners who implement conservation practices.
Mar 11, 2011 10:05 PM

Numbe Response Date
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Response Text
Agricultural classification for forestry lands in Florida helps keep working forests working and reduces economic pressure to sell land to
developers.
Southern Pine Beetle Prevention Program provides financial assistance for landowners to improve forest health.
ARRA Longleaf Ecosystem Restoration Program provides financial assistance for landowners to improve longleaf ecosystems.
Forest Stewardship provides technical assistance and recognition to landowners to prepare and implement a comprehensive multiple-use
management plan.
Tree Farm provides technical assistance and recognition to landowners to prepare and implement a comprehensive multiple-use
management plan as well as forest product sustainability certification.
EQIP provides financial assistance to landowners to implement conservation practices.

Mar 11, 2011 10:51 PM
Mar 11, 2011 11:21 PM Conservation Easements, local tax credits, F&W grants, Florida Communities Trust
The Coastal Forest Conservation Initiative started by the Louisiana Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration has been very successful in
its first year. It is being paid for with money from the Coastal Impact Assistance Plan. However, it appears the state will not continue the
program due to a lack of funding. It paid private landowners in the coastal zone to keep their forest habitats intact while still allowing access to
Mar 12, 2011 3:06 AM mineral rights and to hunting/fishing etc.

Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
5. How can partnerships between private land conservation organizations, public agencies and others be improved to be more effective at conserving, restoring and protecting habitat on
privately owned lands in the coastal region? Please be specific.
Answer Options

Response Count
83
83
31

answered question
skipped question
Number

Response Date
1
2

3
4

Response Text

Feb 25, 2011 1:30 PM good communications and a focused mission is always needed to be successful, improving on these wil improve effectiveness
Feb 25, 2011 2:10 PM Maintain incentive-based programs that are voluntary and not regulatory. Make private landowners willing partners in conservation not adversaries
Reach out to Senator Cochran to make sure the Farm Bill 2012 maintains funding for conservation compliance.
Use fines collected from environmental violations to fund restoration of priority watersheds.
Feb 25, 2011 3:39 PM Leverage Load Allocations in TMDLs to outreach to private landowners about water quality problems in their watershed.
Feb 25, 2011 3:49 PM A joint meeting once a year between the NGO's, state agencies, and federal agencies to prioritize and integrate programs.

5
6
7

Feb 25, 2011 4:11 PM
Feb 25, 2011 4:35 PM
Feb 25, 2011 7:34 PM

8

Feb 25, 2011 8:10 PM

9

Feb 25, 2011 8:17 PM

10

Feb 25, 2011 9:14 PM

11
12
13

Feb 25, 2011 9:15 PM
Feb 25, 2011 9:48 PM
Feb 25, 2011 11:03 PM

14
15

Feb 26, 2011 8:47 PM
Feb 27, 2011 10:10 PM

16
17

Feb 28, 2011 2:35 PM
Feb 28, 2011 5:04 PM

Need market-based programs that encourage landowners to participate in real on-the-ground conservation efforts over-and-above the change in
development-rights status represented by standard conservation easements.
Include new policy innovations in the tool box that NGOs and Land Trusts rely upon. Don't move away from Conservation easements, just acknowledge
through action that there are other cost-effective alternatives.
Education and outreach in a timely manner
formal agreeements that benefit landowners and users
In my opinion, we have a good relationshsip with the USFWS, but can do a better job with MDMR and NOAA. We just don't know the people and their
programs.
Better alignment on a specific initative. For example there are several Longleaf initatives going on that could be morre effective if they were under one
umbrella.
Partnerships can be improved through concerted efforts to focus conservation efforts in specific geographic areas for specific goals. More collaboration in
targeting the most critical habitats and areas using a landscape approach is needed.
Agency staff can learn the difference between the deltaic and chenier plain systems and understand that land building processess are not the same and can't
be applied across the board. Many come out with a philospohical view of the world and coast and are completly unrealistic of what can be salvaged in coastal
La. In areas where freshwater and sediment are not available, elevation is acquired via organic matter accumulation. There are a few ways for that to occur
but you can't have everything you want. Additionally, to achieve sustainability in any region, specis specific projects and/or regulations will prevent true
restoration. The best restoration technique needs to be applied in each situation regardless of the species impacts that may or may not occur. Organisms
will adapt and will all adapt by leaving when there is no marsh remaining. The best restoration technique must take into account some level of sustainability.
Creating marsh in an area, and not addressing the original issue that caused the marsh loss, is only buying time.
Greater funding and one clear coordinated plan.
Protect the land from further development
Government funding of programs such as Florida Forever or mitigation banks should not have the option of being removed from the budget, especially not in
favor of development of wetlands or conservation lands.
Better coordination between parties, so that each is well versed in what the other is doing. Periodic meetings to insure partnerships would help.
Consider people who have an interest in protecting resources, but own smaller parcels. Design a program that reaches people who are looking at protection
as much or more than the financial incentive. Consider incrmental prjects within a watershed
Working together.
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Response Date

18
19
20

Response Text
In Texas, there exists today somewhat insular groups and approaches to conservation and restoration between conservation players. Bringing these
groups/approaches under a common umbrella is not going to be a challenge but it is critically needed. In many conferences/meetings, there is a typical
situation of preaching to the converted. While this is okay, we collectively must broaden our audiences to include the people who are part of the percieved
problem (challenge). We should be engaging thos e who dissent from our views. This should be done on a small scale following the principles provided by
Ostrom 2009 and earlier (www.nobelprize.org). Plans must be translated into action relatively quickly and include a broad membership in their
implementation. Your question focuses on "....habitat on privately owned lands...". This channels the question in one direction toward private lands rather
than thoward the general societal issue which is conservation. The dynamic of the question changes when you place a period at the end of .."habitat."
Private landowners will be required to particpate in society's wish to conserve its natural resources and they can particpate at all levels.

28
29

Feb 28, 2011 5:29 PM
Feb 28, 2011 5:47 PM
Feb 28, 2011 11:43 PM Improved exchange between agencies and private entities/ more targeted support by agencies, to private NGOs
cwppra program allows private landowners the opportunity to work directly with State and Federal agencies/governement to form partnerships for restoration
Mar 1, 2011 11:47 AM of wetlands.
Mar 1, 2011 5:59 PM I wish I knew
The biggest and most simple is some sort of clearinghouse on programs available so that there is communications between agencies/organizations to
Mar 1, 2011 9:37 PM facilitate finding the right fit for the cooperator
One way we are modeling is to be a landowner yourself, then work with neighbors in a landscape level alliance for restoration work. A nonprofit can provide
access to funds and technical expertise, local landowners have political influence to help with policies to encourage innovative restoration, and the whole
Mar 2, 2011 2:19 AM enterprise can garner media attention to encourage others.
Mar 3, 2011 4:40 PM Have better funding
g to support
pp agencies
g
administering
g these p
program.
g
Greater communication between agencies is essential. A great starting place would be formal MOUs between state, federal, and non-governmental partners.
Another factor is long-term stable funding for habitat projects in high-priority areas in conjunction with partnering biologists to implement conservation
Mar 7, 2011 2:21 PM programs.
An increase in "safe harbor" type programs to protect the private land owner, and a decrease in the red tape (we sometimes call it green tape) involved in
Mar 7, 2011 7:11 PM closing agreements and transferring funds.
Define the conservation target. Protection, Restoration, and Management are the "means" to the end, not the end. What are they intending to do specificially
(beyond such nebulous metrics such as improve water quality). Explicit conservation targets leads to how much, how much more, and where. The public
Mar 7, 2011 7:23 PM needs to be a part of and OWN the process and the conservation targets.
Mar 7, 2011 7:23 PM Not sure

30

By having community "buy-in"; outreach and education to the community is important in order for people to understand the importance of CPR (conservation,
preservation, and restoration) of lands. Communities would be apt to support these efforts if they understood the science behind it.
Mar 7, 2011 7:33 PM Ideally, if there were an umbrella organization for all others to fit, whether public or private, a strong partnership could be established.

21
22
23

24
25

26
27

31
32
33

Mar 7, 2011 7:40 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:42 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:44 PM

34

Mar 7, 2011 7:50 PM

Partnerships are critcal, however, they are useless unless a diversity of stakeholders groups AND a representative group of landowners that ultimately hold
title to the lands being discussed are included in the partnership. Without access to the land...land conservation and management cannot be achieved
without regulation. To many time, partnerships between NGO's and public agencies fail because of the lack of stakeholder and landowner support when it
comes time to implement any plan or project. And when they are included, many times they are only inlcuded as a token member of the process and are not
given true ownership.
? I believe the Federal Gov is doing a great job of offering a variety of programs which should be able to suit all options for landowners.
Need to publicize programs with clear description of the benefits.
In our partnership with AWF, they provided incentive payments to landowners to get their practices installed in a timely manner. This was part of the MBHI in
Alabama last year and was very successful. We do work locally with the conservation districts and other public and private interest to get conservation on the
ground. Most of the support is for education.
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35

36
37

Response Text
Incentives usually are effective in these cases.
Developing a strong relationship between the collaborating groups is essential to build trust.
Mar 7, 2011 7:53 PM Demonstrating some small-scale successes can strengthen the partnerships and position them for larger-scale efforts.

Many state and federal program require that land ownership for their conservation programs rest with a public governmental agency, i.e., the CELCP, CIAP,
etc. These requirements stymie progress as a ngo with a mission to protect and restore land has that mission as their sole focus. State and Federal
agencies can partner to provide their expertise while the nonprofit can focus on bringing addtional funding sources to the table that would not be necessarily
Mar 7, 2011 7:58 PM given to state or federal agencies. A model that allows more partnerships, provides more opportunities to bring funding and expertise to regional projects.
Communication between the partners is a must. Often times organizations and pulic agencies are performing the same initiatitives, but doing so separately.
Mar 7, 2011 8:00 PM It would be of great benefit to the public if some of those initiatives were promoted and developed in tandem.

38
39
40

Mar 7, 2011 8:01 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:06 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:09 PM

41
42

Mar 7, 2011 8:19 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:22 PM

43
44
45
46
47

Mar 7, 2011 8:25 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:41 PM
Mar 7, 2011 10:12 PM
Mar 7, 2011 11:55 PM
Mar 8, 2011 4:39 AM

48
49

Mar 8, 2011 11:46 AM
Mar 8, 2011 12:47 PM

50

Mar 8, 2011 1:27 PM

51

Mar 8, 2011 2:02 PM

52
53

Mar 8, 2011 3:14 PM
Mar 8, 2011 3:20 PM

54
55

Mar 8, 2011 3:42 PM
Mar 8, 2011 4:31 PM

56

Mar 8, 2011 7:26 PM

Allow an incentive payment for management after the practice has been installed and managed properly two years following the installation of the practice.
This will encourage landowner management for two years following the installation of the practice at their own expense. Then create a three year incentive
practice following the two year landowner management. If they manage something for a total of five years, chances are that they will continue to manage it
properly after that.
Keep a n open line of communications
More outreach and advertisments. We have the best kept secrets of all Goverment Agencies.
Leveraging federal and non-federal funds.
Developing and implementing outreach and educational Programs.
More funds needed for easements, aquisition, and restoration programs (CFCI, WRP, PfW, etc.)
At this stage of the game what is needed is more flexability in the utilization of the tax benefits associated with conservations easements. We need "Smart
Growth" initiatives to come to the table and help
pp
provide funding
g for conserving
g lands for Agricultutal
g
use so as to develope
p the sense of a local or regional
g
self-sufficiency in the production of food and energy sources.
Federall grants to statwide non-profits to educate landowners about the financial benefits of less than fee conservation
During a time of crises like a hurricane it can benefit the landowners and ranchers.
Extension of the Conservation Tax Credit for easements and full funding for LWCF.
By applying common sense along with the KISS principal
Greater landscape approaches where there is participating among numerous land owners (private and public) in an area to leverage and maximize benefits
across the landscape.
Targetting of federal assistance can help in this, but there needs to be active and willing landowers.
Funding is key. Having skilled staff that are effective at communication and developing partnerships is critical.
A more targeted approach, where all (almost) agencies/NGOs concentrate their efforts in a specific area for a period of time. After shared conservations
goals are met, then a new Focus area is selected...
They must open the door for public resources to be shared on private lands; e.g., fire crews conducting prescribed fires on adjacent public lands should be
able to coordinate with a neighboring private landowner to incorporate the private lands into the prescribed fire, or into efforts to control invasive species. It
would require some measure of liabilty protection. Cooperation is critically important to expanding the use of prescribed fire. A good model is provided by the
Strike Teams developed in Florida that work arcross agencies and collaborate in the field and share equipment. More lands need to be burned, especially to
make coastal systems more resilient to climate change impacts.
Create a plan that identifies the most at-risk resources/habitat, identify strategies (conservation easements, fee-simple acquisitions etc) to protect the habitat
(in blocks that make sense) and implement the strategy. Funds could possibly come from a regional program modeled after the one in TX (SEP) where
polluters are fined and the money goes into a fund used to acquire easements (and land).
A more cooperative effort between agencies, non-profits, etc. Less duplication of efforts.
Look for ways to partner on very specific projects in small geographic areas and utilize the strengths of each organization. These need to be of short duration
(3 - 5 years) where we would "flood" the area with technical and financial assistance.
Minimize confusion about programs where possible.
Landowners need to be aware of all possible resources at their disposal, including expert advice and counsel, funding opportunities, and collaborative
programs that link public and private lands, especially those at watershed levels.
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Mar 8, 2011 7:48 PM Tax incentives, financial incentives, regulatory relief
I think we're doing a pretty good job. We all strive to improve our natural resource concerns. We all have strong programs that sometimes overlap each
Mar 8, 2011 8:40 PM other. Sometimes we don't know what all each other's doing and therefore, can't collerabate as much as we could.
Mar 8, 2011 8:58 PM Provide more "hands on" guidance--which means more people or "boots on the ground".
Mar 8, 2011 9:33 PM Agencies and NGOs need to engage in more information sharing and open communication.
With federal, state, and local land conservation programs that are more partner friendly. The Florida Communities Trust is an excellent model of a state
Mar 9, 2011 3:49 AM program that provide grants for land conservation to local governments and nonprofit organizations.
Organizations and agencies come together to form conservation plans within certain watersheds/regions that incorporate USDA incentive programs to fund
Mar 9, 2011 4:03 AM private land stewardship based on specific watershed needs.
Mar 9, 2011 2:39 PM not sure
The largest limitation currently is finding match that can be leveraged for grant programs where dollars can then be applied to conservation programs like the
Texas Prairie Wetlands Project. Also, if agency or partner dollars to these initiatives could be increased on a yearly basis, more work could be possibly
Mar 9, 2011 5:21 PM accomplished each year.
By supporting these partnerships at the highest level as well as on the ground. We need to move away from individual missions to larger visions of the
Mar 10, 2011 8:05 PM landscape. In the end we all have the same vision of restoration on a larger scale.
1. Greater coordination and focusing on shared conservaiton objectives and goals
Mar 10, 2011 8:52 PM 2. Ensuring that viable grant and tax incentive programs are maintained
Mar 10, 2011 9:49 PM Increased funding for project implementation and for technical assistance.
Mar 11, 2011 5:03 PM work as group to lobby for more state and federal support for conservation and restoration programs .
Mar 11, 2011 5:22 PM We need to better the current and long term financial needs and conservation intent of landowners.
Appropriations
pp p
to enable p
partnerships
p to offset due diligence
g
costs, more and better workshops,
p and some oversight
g for carbon credits/banking
g so that we
Mar 11, 2011 5:25 PM can use that tool and have the confidence that it is not a big scam, or unworthy of our trust.
Mar 11, 2011 5:37 PM We need to work together better and secure substantial funding for on-the-ground habitat management and outreach.
Mar 11, 2011 5:55 PM The development and agreement of shared priorities and goals with each entity focusing on their core strengths to avoid overlap would be helpful.
Mar 11, 2011 6:33 PM make funding federal and state funding sources for conservation real estate deals more flexible.
Mar 11, 2011 6:43 PM more $ to the private land owners to remain as is.
Mar 11, 2011 7:07 PM Employ a clear communication strategy as to the benefits the landowner will realize.
Mar 11, 2011 7:15 PM develop guidance on how each partner can contribute to this effort
Mar 11, 2011 7:21 PM Must maintain voluntary, incentive based Best Management Practice programs.
The partnership must first agree upon a clearly defined conservation objective and associated geographic area. Then each partner can identify resources
they will contribute toward achivement of the objective. The partners should also agree on how accomplishment of the objective will be evaluated. This
Mar 11, 2011 9:12 PM would help minimize the duplication of effort that is resulting from less than coordinated efforts.

79

There are insufficent large scale coastal programs focusing on protection of existing productive habitats on private lands. Focus ends up being on restoration
Mar 11, 2011 9:43 PM of lost/degraded instead of on protection of natural areas. This is backwards. Protection should always be prioiritized before restoration.

80

All organizations need to recognize the wide variety of benefits derived from working forests and insure programs truly assist private landowners without
undue burdens on economic productivity and forest management. Resource managers of both public and private lands must work together to keep forests as
forests and increase ecosystem services at the landscape scale. Without profitable forests, private landowners will seek income from less beneficial crops or
Mar 11, 2011 10:08 PM land conversion.

81

All organizations need to recognize the wide variety of benefits derived from working forests and insure programs truly assist private landowners without
undue burdens on economic productivity and forest management. Resource managers of both public and private lands must work together to keep forests as
forests and increase ecosystem services at the landscape scale. Without profitable forests, private landowners will seek income from less beneficial crops or
Mar 11, 2011 10:54 PM land uses.

82

Mar 11, 2011 11:22 PM Thinking regionally instead of just within our own boundaries. Connecting corridors, partnerships in marketing, larger cooperative acquisition programs.

57
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59
60
61
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67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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83

Response Text

Private landowners often complain that the state foes not engage them enough concerning engineering and design and construction of coastal restoration
projects. They also complain about some of the unintended consequences of restoration projects like invasive aquatic species etc... I think a simple effort to
bring more landowners to the table to discuss restoration frankly would do some good. And, the frankness needs to address the fact that coastal restoration is
Mar 12, 2011 3:11 AM not a perfect science and sacrifices and adjustments will have to be made in order for restoration to be successful.
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
6. In addition to private landowners, who are your main partners (types of agencies or organizations you regularly work with) on private
land protection, conservation or restoration projects in the Gulf of Mexico states (select yes or no in the drop down menu)? Also, for those
partner types where you answered "Yes", please specify if your partnership is based on funding support, technical support or both (second
drop down menu).
Main Partner? (Drop down menu)
Answer Options
Academic institutions
Private land trusts
Other non-government organizations (non-land trusts)
Local governments
State agencies
Federal agencies
Businesses/Corporations
Not sure
Not applicable

Yes

No

Response Count

59
45
66
62
80
84
50
1
3

16
29
12
11
7
5
19
6
5

75
74
78
73
87
89
69
7
8

Partnership Basis (Drop down menu)
Answer Options

Funding

Academic institutions
Private land trusts
Other non-government organizations (non-land trusts)
Local governments
State agencies
Federal agencies
Businesses/Corporations
Not sure
Not applicable

1
6
7
10
6
9
27
0
0

Technical
Support
41
20
22
17
21
19
9
0
0

Both
16
19
39
33
52
52
15
1
1

Other partners (please specify)

answered question
skipped question
Number

Response Date
1
2
3
4

Feb 25, 2011 2:12 PM
Mar 2, 2011 2:23 AM
Mar 7, 2011 7:52 PM
Mar 10, 2011 8:54 PM

Other partners
Categories
(please specify)
Farm Commodity Organizations
might be included already, but foundations
conservation districts
foundations
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Response
Count
58
45
68
60
79
80
51
1
1
Question
Totals
5
94
20

5

Mar 11, 2011 9:47 PM national estuary programs (both funding and technical)
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
7. What local, state, regional and/or national conservation plans or guidance documents or methods (data, aerial imagery, GIS, etc.) do you use to target your priorities for
private land conservation in your service area? (If possible, please help us locate the plans or guidance by listing the full title, agency and/or a weblink or location).
Answer Options

Response Count
74
74
40

answered question
skipped question
Number

Response Date

Response Text
GIS technology planning
For farmers & landowners
Master Farmer RMS plans for certification
Animal waste plans
State's watershed basin plans.
GIS and remote sensing data.
Primarily initiatives - MRBI, MBHI, and LLPI
State action plans and joint venture plans
Southern Wildfire Risk Assessment
MS State Assement ans d Strategy

1
2
3
4
5

Feb 25, 2011 2:14 PM
Feb 25, 2011 3:41 PM
Feb 25, 2011 4:12 PM
Feb 25, 2011 4:36 PM
Feb 25
25, 2011 8:13 PM

6

Feb 25, 2011 8:20 PM

7

Marsh loss data is important but for planning aerial imagery is the most important. Using that imagery you can look at locations that
Feb 25, 2011 9:17 PM are critical junctions to ensure sustainability. Sustainability can only be achieved when viewed at a large spatial scale.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

Feb 25, 2011 9:23
Feb 25, 2011 9:50
Feb 25, 2011 11:05
Feb 26, 2011 8:54
Feb 27, 2011 10:12
Feb 28, 2011 2:37
Feb 28, 2011 2:59

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Texas Conservation Action Plan
TPWD 2010 Land and Water Resources Conservation and Recreation Plan
NatureServe
Texas Land Trust Council Protected Lands Inventory
National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative
Lesser Prairie Chicken Conservation Initiative
State and federal coastal restoration plans and the CWPPRA project nomination, planning, and selection process.
Advertise ,GPS .Aerial Imagery
http://www.hsa.cc/home.html, DEP DOQQs, google earth, http://www.eowilsoncenter.org/mapanddirections.html
Fish and Wildlife Service Plans
DEQ Basin approach
GIS, property appraiser websites

I don't target private land conservation. I target conservation of resources. I try to use all the tools in the toolbox to accomplish this.
Conservation plans, conservation guidance documents, Arc GIS, Google Earth, NWI, data, photographs, observations, etc. Sources
typically include databases for fisheries and birds, community planning documents, park plans, status and trends reports, etc. I really
don't have the time to tabulate all the plans with their full citation. I might review a list if provided. If you really want this information
please send a formal request to John Huffman, Coastal Program Coordinator, USFWS, 17629 El Camino Real #211, Houston Texas
Feb 28, 2011 5:39 PM 77058. john_huffman@fws.gov
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Number Response Date
Response Text
16
Feb 28, 2011 5:49 PM State Master Plan for Coastal Protection & Restoration
17
Feb 28, 2011 11:45 PM State level plans
18
Mar 1, 2011 11:50 AM use various pland and mostly serial imagery and aerial recon flights.
Open Pine Decision Support Tool, created by the East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture; Endangered species and Critical Habitat
19
Mar 1, 2011 2:58 PM locations
20
Mar 1, 2011 6:01 PM Our plans are created for very specific small areas.
21
Mar 2, 2011 2:24 AM State plans, such as LA restoration plan ... sorry, I'm not the technical expert on staff to be able to cite all these.
In the Coastal area we primarily use the Open-pine decision suppoert tool created by the East Gulf Coast Joint Venture. We also use
the Northern Bobwhite Conservation Initiative (the MDWFP has a step down version that is not publicly distributed). Of course we
22
Mar 7, 2011 2:37 PM also use our Comprehensive Wildlife Consevation Strategy although it is not very spatially explicit.
We primarily concentrate on coastal wetlands. To our knowledge, there are no local, state, regional or national conservation plans
23
Mar 7, 2011 7:14 PM specifically prepared to provide priorities for either mangrove forests or seagrass meadows, which are our focus.
24
Mar 7, 2011 7:24 PM GIS
25
Mar 7, 2011 7:26 PM National Wetland Inventory,
26
Mar 7, 2011 7:35 PM All of the above: Data, aerial imagery, GIS, maps of existing conservation/preservation lands,etc.
We use many tools, many of which are well known. However, the most important tool we use is the input of private landowners to set
27
Mar 7, 2011 7:44 PM priorities.
28
Mar 7, 2011 7:45 PM GIS, lidar imagery
29
Mar 7, 2011 7:55 PM NOAA Restoration Center/Gulf of Mexico Sea Grant hydrological restoration and prioritization criteria
The State Soil and Water Conservation Committee conducts a survey approximately every 5 years documenting resource concerns
statewide. The survey is on their website I believe. We also use EPA's 303d list and USFWS T&E list.
30
Mar 7, 2011 7:57 PM Workgroup meetings led by the local Soil and Water Conservation Districts are a primary source of local concerns.
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department State Wildlife Action Plan
General Land Office
31
Mar 7, 2011 8:04 PM U.S. Fish & Wildlife Department

32
33
34

Mar 7, 2011 8:04 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:09 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:10 PM

35
36
37
38

Mar 7, 2011
Mar 7, 2011
Mar 7, 2011
Mar 7, 2011

8:11
8:24
8:27
8:27

PM
PM
PM
PM

Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries - birding surveys
National Wetlands Research Center - Radar Imagery
Regional Planning Commission, Army Corp of Engineers, NOAA GIS & aerial imagery
California State University Channel Islands - wildlife imagery from motion camera data
Louisiana State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
City of New Orleans Master Plans, Recovery Plans, etc.
Plaquemines Parish Master Plans
Bike Pathway Plans
State of Louisiana's America's Wetland Birding Trail plans
Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary's Management Plan
N/A We don't target any group we work with any group
aerial imagery ArcGIS
Natural Resources Conservation Service - Web Soil Survey http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov, personally servicing land owners
needs,
All that are available through NRCS.
GIS - http://www.fws.gov/southeast/es/partners/strategicPlan.html
N/A
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Number

Response Date

Response Text
We utilize the Florida Natural Areas Inventory Survey and Florida Forever mapping, targeting willing landowners/sellers/donors, that
complete already protected lands
Rely on states
USDA-Farm Service Agency aerial imagery
TPL partners with DOI and the USFS on their landscape priorities. Additionally, TPL works with local and state agencies to produce
greenprints, which guide acquisition priorities.

39
40
41

Mar 7, 2011 8:44 PM
Mar 7, 2011 10:02 PM
Mar 7, 2011 10:16 PM

42

Mar 7, 2011 11:58 PM

43

Mar 8, 2011 4:44 AM I find over these many years of involvement, far too many hidden agendas which are rarely for the good of the resource or mankind.
State wildlife action plans
North American Waterfowl Management PLan
Joint Venture plans
Mar 8, 2011 12:50 PM DOI/FWS guidance documents

44
45

46

Mar 8, 2011 1:33 PM Participants come to us requesting assistance. Then we use all available tools (GIS, imagery, worksheets, etc... ) to assist them.
PFW program Strategic Plan and Focus Areas
TPWD's Wildlife Conservation Planning efforts...
Mar 8, 2011 1:38 PM Gulf Coast JV's guidance

47
48
49

Mar 8, 2011 2:08 PM
Mar 8, 2011 3:15 PM
Mar 8, 2011 3:22 PM

50
51
52
53
54

Mar 8, 2011
Mar 8, 2011
Mar 8, 2011
Mar 8, 2011
Mar 8, 2011

55

Mar 9, 2011 3:52 AM

56

Mar 9, 2011 4:07 AM

57
58

3:46
4:35
7:29
9:00
9:15

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

We conduct ecoregional assessments to identify "ecoregional portfolios" of lands important for conservation. Data that supports
develop
p of the EAs comes from manyy sources, including
g species
p
and communityy occurrence data collected by
y Natural Heritage
g
organizations (e.g., Florida Natural Areas Inventory and NatureServe) and detailed GIS analyses using the best imagery and land
cover data available. EAs can be downloaded via the Conserveonline website. FNAI and NatureServe also distribute spatial data
via the web (e.g., fnai.org).
North American Waterfowl Plan, local plans
Surveys, aerial imagery
National Resource Inventory - NRCS, Nutrient Reduction Basin Plans - MDEQ, Declining Mississippi Alluvial Aquifer - Yazoo Water
Management District
Data bases, aerial mapping, GIS
State level strategic plans and local watershed-specific plans, where available.
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department--Texas Wildlife Action Plan
Watershed Assessment, 303(s) List of Impaired Streams, ArcGIS, soil survey (hard copy and online version)
TPL's Conservation Almanac. www.conservationalmanac.org. Unfortunately, it not yet complete for all Gulf Coast states. We are
currently seeking funding to build it out in the region.
MDWFP regional plans
GIS

Mar 9, 2011 5:24 PM Our efforts are based on Ducks Unlimited National Plan, Gulf Coast Joint Venture Initiatives, National Bird Plans, NAWCA, etc.
GIS from the FLorida Natural Areas Inventory, USFWS mult-species recovery plan, Institutue for Regional Conservation guidance on
Mar 10, 2011 8:09 PM Pine Rocklands.
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Number

Response Date

59
60

Mar 10, 2011 9:04 PM
Mar 11, 2011 5:25 PM

61

Mar 11, 2011 5:30 PM

62
63
64
65

Mar 11, 2011 5:43 PM
Mar 11, 2011 5:58 PM
Mar 11, 2011 6:44 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:10 PM

66
67
68

Mar 11, 2011 7:18 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:24 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:50 PM

69

Mar 11, 2011 9:18 PM

70

Mar 11, 2011 9:49 PM

71

Mar 11, 2011 10:11 PM

72
73

Mar 11, 2011 10:55 PM
Mar 11, 2011 11:24 PM

74

Mar 12, 2011 3:13 AM

Response Text
1. Florida State Wildlife Action Plan
2. St. Marks Wildlife Management Plan
3. Red Hills Strategic Plan
4. Florida Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Plan
5. Apalachicola Naitonal Forest Plan
Our conservation efforts primarily target wetland habitat needs outlined in the Gulf Coast Joint venture plans.
Water Management District mapping and GIS analysis. University (GeoPlan, Tom Hoctor) GIS and priority area identification and
analysis expertise, the state's Division of Forestry (DOF) management plans, IFAS (UF's institute of food and agricultural sciences),
Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) datasets, Office of Greenways and Trails (OGT) project areas and mapping, Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) project areas and priorities.
State wildlife plan, T&E Recovery Plans, North American Waterfowl Management Plan, Migratory bird plans, Stategic Habitat
Conservation Plan
TNC's Ecoregional Plans, MS State Wildlife Action Plan,
don't know, you would have to ask our land managers.
Individual conservation plans at the various Soil and Water Conservation District offices in the coastal area.
State of Mississippi Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program Plan
DMR GIS data layers & imagery
We have Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plans in our State Operating Permit that contains all the data listed above.
Galveston Bay Plan
Florida's Wildlife Action Plan, Northern Bobwhite Conservation Initiative, GIS applications including Florida's Integrated wildlife
habitat ranking system, Closing the Gaps, species potential habitat models, priority habitats and wetlands data layers
National Estuary Program in Gulf through their comprehensive managagement plans.
GOMA action plan
Florida's Forest Action Plan
Regional Longleaf Conservation Plan
Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act
2008 Farm Bill
Florida's Forest Action Plan
Regional Longleaf Conservation Plan
Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act
2008 Farm Bill
GIS mapping, aerial imagery, data management systems.
The State of Louisiana's Master Pland and Annual Plans. Any documents regarding plans or draft plans for ecosystem restoration
projects such as LCA, CWPPRA, CIAP etc.
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
8. What do you think are the greatest challenges or limiting factors to protecting or restoring habitat on privately owned lands for conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal region? (Please select all that apply)
Answer Options

Response Percent

Response Count

management as a top priority for certain funders or agencies
organizations/agencies

31.1%
44.4%

28
40

Extensive development pressure and rapid land use changes in the
coastal zone
Fragmented land ownership/small parcels
Inadequate state funding
Inadequate federal funding
Lack of private resources
Government programmatic restrictions/limitations/requirements
private landowners
Lack of interest by private landowners
conservation initiatives
information/tool transfer to local governments
Lack of trust in the government
habitat protection
to wetlands or the legislated coastal zone
conservation practices
Match or cost share requirements

57.8%

52

44.4%
63.3%
60.0%
30.0%
36.7%
41.1%
17.8%
42.2%
27.8%
42.2%
26.7%
27.8%
33.3%
46.7%

40
57
54
27
33
37
16
38
25
38
24
25
30
42

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills in conservation
practices

50.0%

45

54.4%

Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl
Other (please specify)

49

15.6%

14
90
24

answered question
skipped question
Number

Response Date

Other (please specify)

1

Lack of funding
Lack of prioritization realizing money is limited
Feb 25, 2011 2:20 PM Lack of public awareness of what is at risk if coastal wetlands continue to be lost

2
3

The mindset that environmental protection is at odds with economic development goals. Most of the Gulf Coast would be considered an eco-tourism site but local and state governments are committed to eliminating environmental
Feb 25, 2011 3:54 PM protections to be more "pro-business".
Feb 25, 2011 8:22 PM I only selected five

4

Mar 1, 2011 3:06 PM Getting fire on the ground. Programmatically, procedurally, politically, financially, it's extremely difficult. But a huge need.

5
6

Mar 7, 2011 2:42 PM Public perceptions a fear of prescibed fire
Mar 7, 2011 7:26 PM All of the above

7

Mar 7, 2011 7:47 PM Economics = Land use will be dicated by the highest and best use of the land

8

Mar 7, 2011 7:58 PM More funds are always needed, however greater coordination and common messages/strategies would increase effectiveness and efficiency.

9

Mar 7, 2011 8:09 PM Lack of public and government understanding and support for pro-active planning; Lack of comprehensive, smart growth planning

10

Mar 7, 2011 8:16 PM Need more regional easements, especially permanent easements to discourage selling of the private land for development and habitat distruction.

11

Mar 7, 2011 8:33 PM coastal erosion, subsidence, sea level rise

12

Inadequate local resources. Between 1998 and 2005, 67% of the land conservation funding in the U.S. -- $16 billion -- was generated by local goverements. Few if any local governments in the Gulf of Mexico region have established
Mar 9, 2011 3:58 AM local land conservation funding programs.

13

Lack of economically viable alternatives to implement conservation practices.
Mar 11, 2011 10:15 PM Lack of private forestry practice service providers or vendors.
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14

Lack of economically viable alternatives to implement conservation practices.
Mar 11, 2011 10:57 PM Lack of private forestry practice service providers or vendors.
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Challenges or Limiting Factors

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico Region
9. Of those challenges/limiting factors you marked in Question 8 above, list up to five (5) you think are the most important to address now in the Gulf region.
Answer Options
1
2
3
4
5

Respons
e Percent

Response Count

100.0%
90.9%
78.8%
65.2%
60.6%

66
60
52
43
40

answered question
skipped question
Numbe
Response Date
r

1

66
48
1

2

3

4

Lack of trust in the government

Private landowners lack knowledge and
skills in conservation practices

Lack of funding

Lack of prioritaztion of needs

5

Lack of organized public and political support for land protection and
Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl conservation initiatives

2

Feb 25, 2011 1:39 PM Inadequate state funding
Lack of public awareness of what is at
Feb 25, 2011 2:20 PM risk

3

Pro-business mentality that sees
environmental protection as a deterent States never deny permits for destruction of
Feb 25, 2011 3:54 PM to economic growth
property in priority watersheds

4

Feb 25, 2011 4:13 PM Fragmentation

Habitat Loss

5

Feb 25, 2011 4:39 PM Lack of funding

Lack of awareness

Lack of public and political support

Lack of federal, state, private coordination

6
7

Feb 25, 2011 8:26 PM Development pressure
Feb 25, 2011 9:20 PM Federal bureaucracy

Lack of matching funds
permitting

species specific regulations

Federal agency bias

funding

8

Extensive development pressure and
Feb 25, 2011 9:28 PM land use changes

Inadequate state and federal funding

Lack of awareness or access to existing
programs by landowners

Rapid land use changes due to population growth

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills to implement conservation
practices

9

Feb 25, 2011 9:53 PM Inadequate Federal Funding

Match requirements

Governement programmatic

Lack of zoning

less gov.on their land

rapid changes

agenceys not cooperating

want less public on their land

Lack of zoning laws

Rapid land use due to population sprawl
Lack of regional comprehensive
conservation planning and
information/tool transfer to local
governments

Lack of regional comprehensive conservation planning
and information/tool transfer to local governments

Lack of federal and state funding

10
11

12

Feb 25, 2011 11:08 PM land sales are up

Federal Flood Insurance subsidizes bad
coastal development projects

Failure of most Gulf States to create coastal land
conservation plans and then implement them. (MSCIP is Not enough 319 funds. 2012 Farm Bill conservation compliance may likely
a great plan but not fully funded).
get gutted.

Lack of knowledge - baseline data

Feb 26, 2011 8:57 PM Inadequate state funding

Feb 27, 2011 10:17 PM Extensive development pressure

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone habitat protection
and management as a top priority for certain funders or
agencies
Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

13

Lack of zoning laws that include
specific provisions for coastal habitat
Feb 28, 2011 2:43 PM protection

Lack of organized public and political support for
land protection and conservation initiatives

14

Feb 28, 2011 5:09 PM funding

cooperation

education

real estate market conditions

trust

Extensive development/Rapid Land use change

Lack of politcial support (survey after
survey demonstrates public support for
conservation)

Texas has no land conservation fund and what does
come to the state for conservation is used for other
things

Philosophical dichotomy between Private and Public approaches rather
than recognition of multicentric solutions.

15

Feb 28, 2011 5:45 PM coordination and cooperation

16

Feb 28, 2011 5:52 PM Lack of Funding

17

Feb 28, 2011 11:47 PM funding/ incentives

18

Mar 1, 2011 3:06 PM Inadequate federal funding

Inadequate state funding

Mar 1, 2011 9:42 PM lack of trust in the government

rapid land use changes

inadequate state funding

20

Awareness of opportunities and
Mar 2, 2011 2:25 AM benefits for landowners

Match/cost share requirements
Fire
lack knowledge and skills in conservation
lack of interest
practices
Cooperation of gov agencies to allow for
innovative conservation in speedy
Availability of consistent funding sources and levels manner

Development pressure

19

21

Development = inability to use
Mar 7, 2011 2:42 PM prescribed fire

Fragmented ownership patterns

Lack of coordiation among conservation
organizations

Lack of funding

22

Mar 7, 2011 7:19 PM Lack of emphasis

Lack of coordination

lack of regional comprehensive planning
for coastal wetlands

Govt programmatic restrictions

Match of cost share requirements

23

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone
habitat protection and management as
a top priority for certain funders or
Extensive development pressure and rapid land use Lack of zoning laws that include specific
Mar 7, 2011 7:38 PM agencies
changes in the coastal zone
provisions for coastal habitat protection

Lack of legal protection for coastal habitats beyond
limited protection to wetlands or the legislated coastal
zone

Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl

24

Mar 7, 2011 7:47 PM Other

25

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone
habitat protection and management as
a top priority for certain funders or
Mar 7, 2011 7:49 PM agencies
Inadequate federal funding

Lack of legal protection for coastal habitats beyond
limited protection to wetlands or the legislated coastal
zone

Landowners more interested in selling than in implementing conservation
practices

Extensive development pressure and
rapid land use changes in the coastal
zone
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Numbe
Response Date
r

1

2

3

4

5

26

Mar 7, 2011 7:58 PM Coordination

Funding/cost share

Lack of trust in the government

27

Rapid Land Use Changes due to
Mar 7, 2011 8:09 PM Population Growth and Urban Sprawl

Lack of Organized Public and Politcial Support for
Land Protection and Conservation Initiatives

Lack of Legal Protection for Coastal
Habitats.....

Lack of State and Federal Funding

28

Lack of organized public and political support for
Mar 7, 2011 8:09 PM Comprehensive, smart growth planning land protection and conservation initiatives

Coordination and cooperation among
conservation organizations/agencies

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone habitat protection
and management as a top priority for certain funders or
agencies
Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

29

Mar 7, 2011 8:11 PM Rapid land use changes

Lack of resources

30

Landowners more interested in selling
than in implementing conservation
Mar 7, 2011 8:13 PM practices

Rapid land use changes due to population
growth/sprawl

Match or cost share requirements

Lack of interest by private landowners

31

Mar 7, 2011 8:16 PM Easements

Rapid Land Use Changes due to urban sprawl

Federal Funding

State Funding

32

Private landowners lack knowledge and
Mar 7, 2011 8:30 PM skills in conservation practices
Match or cost share requirements

Lack of private resources

Inadequate federal funding

Inadequate state funding

33

Mar 7, 2011 8:33 PM state funds

federal funds

trust in govt

landowner dependence on income/profit

cost share requirements

34

Mar 7, 2011 8:33 PM Lack of organized political support

Lack of regional comprehensive planning and
information/tool transfer to local governments

35

Private landowners lack knowledge an
Mar 7, 2011 8:47 PM skills in conservation practices

Lack of trust in government

Lack of private resources
Lack of state funding
Lack of awareness of or access to
existing conservation programs by private
landowners
Inadequate state funding

36

Extensive development pressure and
rapid land use changes in coastal
Mar 7, 2011 10:22 PM regions

Rapid land use changes due to population
growth/sprawl

37

Mar 8, 2011 12:00 AM Inadequate
federal funding
q
g

Inadequate
state funding
q
g

Match or cost share requirement
q

38

Mar 8, 2011 4:46 AM The one I marked said it all
Lack of funding

Lack of regional comprehensive
conservation planning

39

Mar 8, 2011 12:53 PM RApid land use changes

Coordination and Cooperation among Conservation
Organizations/Agencies

Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

Lack of federal funding

Inadequate federal funding

Extensive development
pressure.
p
p

Fragmented
land ownership
g
p

40

Wetlands laws are strict on paper, but
when we try to enforce them, we meet
road blocks even within the agency in
some effort to appease the landowners.
If Wetland laws are to be taken
seriously, we need to encourage and
support the Field Staff when these
violations occur, rather than try to
Mar 8, 2011 1:39 PM sweep the problems under the rug.

41

Mar 8, 2011 1:53 PM Human population growth!

Water demands - little water available in the future
for conservation purposes (water from wells/water
districts, etc.)

42

Mar 8, 2011 2:20 PM Extensive development pressure

Lack of organized public and political support

Government programmatic
restrictions/limitations/requirements

Lack of regional comprehensive conservation planning

Lack of legal protection for coastal habitats beyond limited protection to
wetlands and legislated coastal zone

43

Mar 8, 2011 3:16 PM Lack of coordination

Lack of support

Rapid change due to growth

Lack of interest by landowners

Inadequate State Funding

44

Mar 8, 2011 3:23 PM Rapid land use change

Coordiantion between organizations/agencies

45

Coordination and cooperation among
Mar 8, 2011 3:49 PM conservation organizations

46

Rapid land use changes, including the
Mar 8, 2011 4:37 PM urban/rural intersect

Inadequate state funding
Educational funding must continue that makes it
possible for education and training for landowners
to continue

47

Coordination and cooperation among
Mar 8, 2011 7:32 PM conservation organizations/agencies.

Lack of regional comprehensive conservation
planning and information/tool transfer to local
governments.

Fragmented land ownership/small parcels Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone habitat protection Rapid land use changes due to rapid population growth.

48

Fragmented land ownership/small
Mar 8, 2011 9:03 PM parcels

Rapid land use changes due to population growth

Government programmatic restrictions

Lack of trust in government

Lack of zoning laws

49

Inadequate funding (both state and
Mar 8, 2011 9:37 PM federal)

Landowners more interested in selling than
implementing conservation practices

Extensive development pressure

Lack of zoning laws that include specific provisions for
coastal habitat protection

Lack of organized public and political support for land protection and
conservation initiatives

Lack of organized public and political
support for land protection and
conservation initiatives
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Numbe
Response Date
r
50

1

Mar 9, 2011 3:58 AM Inadequate local funding

2

3

4

5

Inadequate state funding

Inadequate federal funding

Lack of organize public and political support

Lack of trust in government

Lack of interest by landowners

Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

51

coordination cooperation among
Mar 9, 2011 4:11 AM conservation organizations/agencies

Private landowners lack of knowledge and skills in
conservation practices

Lack organized public and political
support for land protection and
conservation initiatives

52

Landowners more interested in selling
than implementing conservation
Mar 9, 2011 2:44 PM practices.

Rapid land use changes due to population
growth/sprawl.

Grovernment programmatic
restrictions/limitations/requirements.

Inadequate federal funding.

Inadequate state funding.

Coordination and copoperation among
conservaiton organizations/agencies

Inadequate federal funding

Inadequate state funding

lack of trust in government in general

private landowners lack of conservaiton knowledge

53

Mar 10, 2011 9:10 PM Lack of trust in government

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills in
conservation practices

54

Mar 11, 2011 5:27 PM Population growth

Population growth

Population growth

55

Mar 11, 2011 5:33 PM Inadequate state funding

lack of coordination among the land trusts and
government agencies

lack of interest among private land
owners

56

Mar 11, 2011 5:46 PM funding

match

knowledge of programs

57

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone
Mar 11, 2011 6:07 PM habitat protection
Lack of organized public and political support

58

Mar 11, 2011 6:46 PM funding

mistrust of gov't at any level

59

Mar 11, 2011 7:23 PM fragmented land ownership

extensive development pressure and rapid land use inadequate funding on both state and
changes in coastal zone
federal levels

60

Mar 11, 2011 7:53 PM Urban sprawl and inflated land values

inadequate funding

inadequate zoning laws

low levels of trust in government agencies

rapid land use changes in coastal zone

lack of awareness or access to existing
programs

coordination and cooperation among conservation
organizations and agencies

rapid land use change

Lack of regional comphrensive
conservation planning
Inadequate state and federal funding
mis information about why it needs to be
protected

Coordination and cooperation among conservation organizations/ agencies

61

Mar 11, 2011 9:23 PM Lack of trust in the government

62

Lack of legal protection for upland
11 2011 9
56 PM habitats
Mar 11,
9:56
h bit t and
d fw
f wetlands
tl d

government programmatic restrictions and
requirements
All Gulf states should have dedicated funding for
acquisition and mgmt of private lands for
ti
conservation

L k off zoning
i llaws ffor conservation
ti
Lack

E t
i coastal
t l development
d
l
t and
d land
l d use pressure
Extensive

i d
t ffederal
d l funding
f di ffor land
l d protection
t ti
inadequate

63

Government programmatic
Mar 11, 2011 10:15 PM restrictions/limitations/requirements.

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills in
conservation practices.

Lack of private forestry practice service
providers or vendors.

Extensive development pressure and rapid land use
changes in the coastal zone.

Fragmented land ownerships/small parcels.

64

Government programmatic
Mar 11, 2011 10:57 PM restrictions/limitations/requirements.

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills in
conservation practices.

Lack of private forestry practice service
providers or vendors.

Extensive development pressure and rapid land use
changes in the coastal zone.

Fragmented land ownerships/small parcels.

65

Mar 11, 2011 11:27 PM Education of conservation options

Resources/Funding
Lack of organized public and political
support

Lack of empahsis on Gulf habitat protection and
management

Match or cost share requirements

66

Mar 12, 2011 3:17 AM Inadequate federal and state funding

Lack of trust in government
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10. Are there any EXISTING programs, services or policies/laws (local, state, federal or other) that provide incentives or funding for protection, restoration or conservation of coastal
land/habitats on privately owned land in the region that should be IMPROVED OR ENHANCED? Please list programs, services or policies and specific desired improvements.
Answer Options

Response Count
50
50
64

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2
3
4

Response Date
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

25,
25,
25,
25,

2011
2011
2011
2011

1:40
2:23
3:58
8:23

PM
PM
PM
PM

5

Feb 25, 2011 8:30 PM

6
7
8

F b 25
Feb
25, 2011 9
9:21
21 PM
Feb 25, 2011 11:09 PM
Feb 27, 2011 10:18 PM

9

Feb 28, 2011 5:53 PM

10

Feb 28, 2011 6:08 PM

11
12
13

Feb 28, 2011 11:52 PM
Mar 1, 2011 11:52 AM
Mar 1, 2011 6:04 PM

14
15
16

Mar 7, 2011 2:49 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:29 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:45 PM

17

Mar 7, 2011 7:55 PM

Response Text
Forest Legacy
More cost share funding that leverages impact with private funds
319 funds, MRBI, conservation compliance
Legacy Increased funding
Most Farm Bill programs. A great emphasis is place on row crops/pasture and less of an emphasis on forests/coastal habitats. 60 percent of MS $
go to the Delta.
Funding directed by the Parish with oversight by the State of La.
CWPPRA if you can get the Federal agency voting bias addressed
CIAP
yes
Partners for Wildlife needs additional funding
NRCS, USFWS programs should be maintained at a minimum or enhanced. Programs that recognize natural resources as assets rather than
liabilities should be supported with funding that is significant to private landowners rather than to solely rely on regulation as an answer. Landowner
commitments should also be significant.
CWPRA needs to be better funded
Oil Disaster Recovery money should go to the states asap
US Army COE needs to redefine mitigation and work with states to allow for common sense mitigation measures to restore coastal habitats.
NAWCA/ Forest Legacy could be enhanced to provide significant increased benefits through higher funding levels
Coastal Impact Assistance Program Funding could be administered through NOAA and expanded to include private lands opportunities/ easements the same could occur with CELPF
CWPPRA/CIAP/LCA
I do not have enough information to answer
Several:
1) Need better follow up/compliance checking system following all conservation program implementation (if folks aren't keeping up with their
burning/cogon control the programs are basically useless)
2) Cropping history requirements for CRP (CP-36) should be relaxed to include marginal pasture on longleaf sites
3) Bring back the Landowner Incentive Program
4) Better region wide ranking for WHIP and other habitat projects
No
Florida Forever, doesn't really need to be improved or enhanced, just needs more funding.
Conservation Title of the Farm Bill must continue to provide critical resources and programs to help address natural resource issues on private lands.
However, AGI, payment limitations, and other policies can significantly limit the participation by many landowners and ultimately provides major
obsticles to accrue environmental benefits.
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Number Response Date
Response Text
18
Mar 7, 2011 8:00 PM Easement rates for WRP.
I do not think it is as important to select a couple programs that should be enhanced as first identifying all of the programs that currently exist and
19
Mar 7, 2011 8:02 PM then conduct an analysis of who is doing what where. then you can identify where overlap and gaps exist.
CELCP and CIAP should allow land trust ownership of converved lands, ACOE mitigation for leveee setbacks, etc., should allow ownership by ngo
20
Mar 7, 2011 8:11 PM land trust
21
Mar 7, 2011 8:12 PM none
22
Mar 7, 2011 8:13 PM WRP
23
Mar 7, 2011 8:36 PM FRPP
WRP - more payment to landowners in coastal areas
24
Mar 7, 2011 8:37 PM CFCI - more funds for easements and acquisition
25
Mar 7, 2011 8:37 PM Current farm bill Programs.
26
Mar 7, 2011 8:50 PM Florida Forever Program- historically funded at $300 million per year, now totally de-funded
27
Mar 7, 2011 10:23 PM None that I know of
Permanent extension of the Conservation Tax Credit.
28
Mar 8, 2011 12:02 AM Guaranteed full funding of LWCF.
29
Mar 8, 2011 4:48 AM Migratory Bird Habitat through NRCS
WRP,GRP, and other conservation easement programs such as the USFWS' Refuge lands acquisition program, have the potential to conserve into
30
Mar 8, 2011 1:57 PM perpetuity these highly threatened landscapes, and need full funding...

31
32
33
34

Mar 8,
Mar 8,
Mar 8,
Mar 8,

35
36
37

Mar 8, 2011 9:20 PM
Mar 9, 2011 3:59 AM
Mar 9, 2011 4:13 AM

38

Mar 10, 2011 8:15 PM

39

Mar 10, 2011 9:13 PM

Yes
Texas Farm and Ranch Lands Conservation Program, operated by the General Land Office -This program needs to more effectively engage with
other funding
g sources. This p
program
g
was p
put together
g
to enhance federal funding
g for Texas.
CEAP -Distribution system for funds takes a long time.
Need stronger incentives for conservation easements that focus on tax credits to make this option more appealing.
WRP
EQIP program--make it easier to use native grasses
Mobile Co. SWCD Beach Restoration (funded by Gulf Coast RC&D and US Fish & Wildlife), Grasses in the Classes (via AUMERC & US Fish &
Wildlife)
SEE ABOVE.
USDA conservation programs - land owners are not serviced adequately
All counties would benefit from policies against invasive species plantings and policies/finanacial support to require removal of these species from
private lands.
Florida Forever zeroed out in proposed 2011 budget.
Make federal enhanced tax incentives permanent.

40
41
42
43
44

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

Florida Forever, Florida Forever, and did I mention, Florida Forever. The current choke hold on this program has also taken the water management
districts out of the equation, and the groups focused on the coast have no money to spend. The Federal Government too, could augment coastal
protection programs, and deepen the WRP program to include eligibility for lands that have not been impacted by agriculture.
MS CIAP
Again, land managers will know.
CWPPRA - Increase funding
not sure

45

Mar 11, 2011 7:30 PM Improved allocation of funds through EQIP. Focusing EQIP funds from practices that aren't effective to those that produce the greatest benefit.
Our existing programs such as FARM Bill Conservations programs would be enhanced by requiring conservation plans as eligibility requirement and
Mar 11, 2011 9:29 PM by incorporating effective monitoring and evaluation into the program administration.

46

11,
11,
11,
11,
11,

2011 4:53 PM
2011 7:35 PM
2011 7:51 PM
2011 9:05 PM

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

5:36
6:08
6:47
7:14
7:25

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
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Number

47

Response Text
CELCP should be funding at greater levels on par with demonstrated need with specific resources directed to Gulf regiom to match level of threat due
to highest projected coastal population growth statistics and SLR threats
Gulf state CZMPs are very inadequate to provide any level of protection to existing nonwetland habitats and should all require regional sediment
Mar 11, 2011 10:05 PM mgmt and beneficial use for restoration and conservation for any dredging project on state lands

48

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) would benefit from less emphasis on soil erosion and more emphasis on water quality. Also, base rental rates
on opportunity costs and comprehensive environmental benefits. In the southeast, cropping history requirements are also problematic for
landowners wanting to enter CRP.
Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP) should place greater emphasis on ecosystem services other than habitat improvements such as
clean air, water quality, carbon sequestration, etc. as well as emphasis on contributions to rural quality of life such as economic activity, recreation,
Mar 11, 2011 10:30 PM aesthetics, sustainability, etc.

49
50

Response Date

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) would benefit from less emphasis on soil erosion and more emphasis on water quality. Also, base rental rates
on opportunity costs and comprehensive environmental benefits. In the southeast, cropping history requirements are also problematic for
landowners wanting to enter CRP.
Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP) should place greater emphasis on ecosystem services (other than habitat improvements) such as
clean air, water quality, carbon sequestration, and rural quality of life benefits such as economic activity, sustainability, recreation and aesthetics
Mar 11, 2011 11:05 PM enhancements.
Coastal Forest Conservation Initiative
Mar 12, 2011 3:19 AM programs that allow private landowners to donate surface rights but retain subsurface mineral rights
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11. Is there a need for any NEW program, service, policy/law (local, state, federal or other) or incentive to increase protection, restoration or conservation of coastal lands/habitat on privately
owned land in the Gulf region? If so, please describe.
Answer Options

Response Count
48
48
66

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Response Date
Response Text
Feb 25, 2011 1:40 PM can not think of any
WRP type program for coastal zone landowners
Feb 25, 2011 2:23 PM More multi-parish, regional project development at all levels of agency/ policy
Rolling easements (Texas) are an excellent policy to deal with sea level rise/eroding coasts and private vs. state property.
Feb 25, 2011 3:58 PM State policy to deny 401 certification for vulnerable coastal lands and watersheds
Feb 25, 2011 8:23 PM Not sure
Maybe, at least a modification of exisitng Farm Bill programs to make them more coastal friendly. One idea is to dedicate 5% of the conservation
Feb 25, 2011 8:30 PM funding in the 2012 Farm Bill to protection, restoration and enhancement of Gulf Coast resources.
Feb 25, 2011 9:21 PM Funding directed by the Parish with oversight by the State of La.
Feb 25
25, 2011 11:09 PM no
Feb 26, 2011 8:57 PM Florida Forever and mitigation banks need to be reinstated
Feb 28, 2011 2:44 PM Look for programs that get small landwowners involved

10
11
12

Feb 28, 2011 5:53 PM
Feb 28, 2011 6:08 PM
Feb 28, 2011 11:52 PM

13
14
15

Mar 1, 2011 11:52 AM
Mar 1, 2011 3:18 PM
Mar 1, 2011 6:04 PM

16

17
18
19
20
21

See above - Programs that recognize natural resources as assets rather than liabilities should be supported with funding that is significant to private
landowners rather than to solely rely on regulation as an answer. Landowner commitments should also be significant. Program should not target
private landowners but target natural resources of interest and be resource driven. For example ranch and farm programs are good but they are a
habitat driven program. They can help. Wintering waterfowl programs (moist soil units) are helpful but do not conserve habitats at an ecological level
and really are population management tools rather than a habitat conservation tool. These help buit are not an sole answer.
Increased percentage of offshore oil revenue needs to go to states.
NA
COOPERATION BETWEEN AGENCIES VS. COMPETITION AND LIMIT THE INTERATION OF THE CORP(THEY ARE AN IMPEDIMENT TO THE
PROCESS)
Living shorelines need to be encouraged with policy, as does fire.
I don't know

Mar 7, 2011 2:49 PM A new program focussed entirely on burning in pine-grasslands would be nice. The key is implementation. Need more vendors who can burn.
Yes. For the State of Florida, the lead organization for these activities is the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Its primary written
guidance documents do not priortize mangroves as important at all for wildlife (!), and while seagrass meadows are rated high, their management and
Mar 7, 2011 7:29 PM protection on or near private lands is not emphasized.
A land trust in NW Florida. There are no existing land trust in NW Florida except for in Bay County. We need something for Escambia, Santa Rosa,
Mar 7, 2011 7:45 PM Okaloosa and Walton Counties.
Mar 7, 2011 7:55 PM There are always needs. Needs don't cost money....programs do. Document needs first...then find the money. Then develop the program.
Mar 7, 2011 8:00 PM not sure
A new program is not needed. There is enough confusion about all of the programs that are currently available. There needs to be more coordination
Mar 7, 2011 8:02 PM amongst those that are already in place.
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Answer Options

Response Count

22
23

Mar 7, 2011 8:11 PM Any changes that would address the issues above
Mar 7, 2011 8:12 PM No

24

Federal/state buy-out of coastal properties lying in sensitive coastal areas. Ex: Post Hurricane Ike, now is the time to purchase properties along the
Upper Texas Coast - Galveston, Bolivar Peninsula -while owners are still willing to divest themselves of these properties and others are leery of
purchasing/building. Coastal property buy-out is not only good for conservation, but also for future potential FEMA funds expenditures (saving tax
payer dollars).
Mar 7, 2011 8:15 PM Conservation easements are still good, if landowners felt like they could afford to place one on their property.

25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Mar 7, 2011 8:36 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:37 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:50 PM
Mar 7, 2011 10:23 PM
Mar 8, 2011 12:02 AM
Mar 8, 2011 1:57 PM

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
9,

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

2:23
3:24
4:53
7:35
9:05
9:20
3:59

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM

38

Mar 10, 2011 8:15 PM

39

Mar 10, 2011 9:13 PM

40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Mar 11, 2011 5:36 PM
Mar 11, 2011 6:08 PM
Mar 11, 2011 6:47 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:25 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:30 PM
Mar 11, 2011 9:29 PM
Mar 11, 2011 10:05 PM

CIAP Team (Coastal Impact Assistance Program)
450 Laurel St., 12th Fl.
Baton Rouge, LA 70801
225-342-4592
State program or NGO funds to leverage existing federal funds.
Florida now has the incentives in place. We need to educate landowners and fund existing programs.
None that I know of
n/a
Under USDA, an expansion of FSA's CRP program to include a permanent easement option for specific "high priority wildlife lands."
Insurance reform is critical; the public subsidizes insurance costs for too much ill-conceived coastal development that wouldn't otherwise take place.
As sea level rises,what will happen to newly submerged lands? Federal and state laws must establish and enforce sovereignty over those lands to
preclude actions that would impede adaptation of coastal wetlands and other habitats to sea level rise, e.g. shoreline hardening and dike
construction..
Need more education for landowners
Probably not.
Perhaps a program that rewards land owners for participating in a recognized watershed stewardship progam.
Programs focusing specifically on Bobwhite Quail habitat enhancement/creation.
Continued funding for Mobile Co. SWCD Beach Restoration and Grasses in the Classes
SEE ABOVE.
Again, providing financial assistance with required removal (county ordinances) of extremely invasive plants in all Florida counties. Invasive species
pose one of the largest threats to all habitats in FLorida, especially within coastal communities.
1. Coastal zone management laws need to be strengthened at the state level.
2. Federal insurance flooding policies need reform.
This could take along while to elaborate on... In short, yes, and local governments should have to come up with these programs by themselves or wait
for the state to prioritize them and fund them. The Feds could be doing a better job with this.
80% of CWA funds resulting from DWH oil spill should be directed to Gulf restoration.
Get the small communities onto centralize wastewater and stormwater to keep it out of the coastal lands.
not sure
Better programs to control invasive and nuisance species, such as cogongrass and feral hogs.
Payment for ecosystem services holds promise.
Texas needs a dedicated source of state funding for habitat protection and restoration of habitat on privately owned lands
Assistance programs that can offset or mitigate long-term investments in productive forestry practices that increase environmental benefits as well as
benefit rural economies and insure sustainability.

47

Mar 11, 2011 10:30 PM Tax policies that encourage conservation practices and the long-term investment in growing timber.
Assistance programs that can offset or mitigate long-term investments in productive forestry practices that increase environmental benefits as well as
benefit rural economies and insure sustainability.

48

Mar 11, 2011 11:05 PM Tax policies that encourage conservation practices and the long term investment in growing trees.
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12. Please add any other comments or recommendations regarding improving habitat and land protection, restoration and conservation on privately owned lands in the Gulf of Mexico coastal
region
Answer Options
Response Count
30
30
84

answered question
skipped question
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Response Date
Feb 25, 2011
Feb 25, 2011
Feb 25, 2011
Feb 25, 2011

2:24
3:59
8:24
8:31

PM
PM
PM
PM

Feb 25, 2011 9:44
Feb 25, 2011 11:09
Feb 26, 2011 8:59
Feb 27, 2011 10:19

PM
PM
PM
PM

Response Text
Work very closely with private landowners and parish governmental officials on long term solutions and conservation. This is essential to success.
Connect the importance of environmental protection to eco-system services and economic goals.
We need to expand market availability to keep working forests as f and not converted to another use.
NA
In Texas our biggest challenge is having enough "boots on the ground" from all agencies and organizations to assist the growing number of landowners who
want to learn and implement conservation but need help to do so.
none
Thank you for providing this survey. Please share the results, as together we can make a difference.
Easements for forest lands are greatly needed for migratory bird and hurricane protection as well as carbon mitigation for climatemagt.

Feb 28, 2011 5:59 PM
Feb 28, 2011 11:52 PM
Mar 1, 2011 11:53 AM
Mar 1, 2011 6:05 PM

Your survey focuses on private landowners as a target. While this may be a semantic perspective, the questions should be aimed at how can landowners
particpate
p
p
in meeting
g conservation g
goals. The questions
q
should be aimed at p
private landowners. Or... maybe
y do both and see where the bridges
g need to be
built. Ignorance is blind.
Good luck and please feel free to contact me at any time. I presume you know the respondents but in case this is an anonymous survey:
Jarrett (Woody) Woodrow
USFWS Coastal Program
17629 El Camino Real #211
Houston, Texas 77058
woody_woodrow@fws.gov
NA
EXPEDITE THE PROCESS. ACT STUDY LATER!
This survey corncerns matters that are very peripheral to our focus.

While contined restoration is important, folks are really getting caught up in putting up big numbers (acres of longleaf planted, cogon sprayed, etc). We can't
Mar 7, 2011 2:51 PM forget that none of these practices are one-time treatments. Need to focus on continued management rather than continually going after more acres.
Mar 7, 2011 7:56 PM N/A
Mar 7, 2011 8:02 PM Thanks for initiating this effort.
State and Federal agencies should work more in partnership with land trusts and ngo's. State and National Parks are not sustainable as they currently
operate. Working in partnerships with nonprofit and land trusts would bring more resources together to address are local, regional and national habitat
Mar 7, 2011 8:13 PM enhancement, restoration, and conservation priorities.
There is currently an initiative underway to have a portion of the Upper Texas Coast designated a National Recreation Area. This would help marketing land
Mar 7, 2011 8:17 PM conservation to the masses.
Areas of concern should be those where urban sprawl is possible. Areas that are naturally non inhabited because of topography, wetness, sand dunes, etc
Mar 7, 2011 8:22 PM should not waste tax payers dollars to enroll in programs to keep them in its native state.
Mar 7, 2011 8:40 PM Need to address the Federal Tax Code and how it's stifles the use of conservation due to it's lack of portability" of the conservation easement tax benefits.
Most of the costal lands on the gulf side of FL publicly owned (state and federal). These agencies could/should start addressing these resource concerns
Mar 7, 2011 8:42 PM within their budget requests
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Answer Options
21
22

Response Count

29

Mar 7, 2011 10:23 PM None
Mar 8, 2011 4:49 AM Proceed carefully and put yourself in the other guy’s position before you act.
Wetlands laws are strict on paper, but when we try to enforce them, we meet road blocks even within the agency in some effort to appease the landowners. If
Wetland Conservation laws (Code of Federal Regualtions and the Food Security Act) are to be taken seriously, we need to encourage and support the Field
Mar 8, 2011 1:40 PM Staff when these violations occur, rather than try to sweep the problems under the rug.
Mar 8, 2011 1:57 PM Good luck!
Mar 8, 2011 3:52 PM Partners must find a way to share data and other information in order to prioritize and collaborate better.
Mar 10, 2011 9:14 PM Greater incentives to private landowners goes a long way in enhancing habitat stewardship.
To be more successful than we currently are with private lands conservation efforts, we will need to do a better job with involving the private landowners in
Mar 11, 2011 9:31 PM program design and evaluation.
Conservation on private lands must be profitable or private lands will be converted to other "profitable" uses.
Mar 11, 2011 10:40 PM Sound forest management practices will yield healthy forests, healthy ecosystems and economic stability.
Conservation on private lands must be profitable or private lands will be converted to other "profitable" uses.
Mar 11, 2011 11:06 PM Sound forest management practices will yield healthy forests, healthy ecosystems, and economic stability.

30

it's unfortunate, but it seems the only way to get some landowners to cooperate with state or federal officials on coastal restoration projects is to enact "quick
take" regulations allowing the state, through a local conservation or levee district, to expropriate land in order to build a project or access a project site. Some
landowners simply do not want the government on their property or want to charge absorbitant prices for the land. It would be helpful if therer were private
Mar 12, 2011 3:23 AM trusts or NGOs that could step in to help defray costs or settle disputes between states and private landowners.

23
24
25
26
27
28
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Thank you again for taking the time to answer our survey. Please add your contact information below.
Response
Percent
90.5%
90.5%
98.4%
90.5%
79.4%

Answer Options
Your name:
Organization or Agency
State:
Email Address:
Phone Number:

answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25,
Feb 25
25,

2011 1:41 PM
2011 2:25 PM
2011 3:58 PM
2011 3:59 PM
2011 4:14 PM
2011 8:25 PM
2011 8:31 PM
2011 9:22 PM

Response
Count
57
57
62
57
50
63
51

Your name:

Organization or Agency

Don Neal
Paul Coreil
John Lloyd-Reilley
Casey DeMoss Roberts
Neal Wilkins
Charlie Morgan
james cummins
Chad Courville

USFS
LSU AgCenter
NRCS-Plant Materials Program
Gulf Restoration Network
Texas A&M Univ
MS Forestry Commission
wildlife mississippi

State: Email Address:
rdneal@fs.fed.us
Pcoreil@AgCenter.LSU.edu
John.Reilley@tx.usda.gov
casey@healthygulf.org
nwilkins@tamu.edu
cmorgan@mfc.state.ms.us
jcummins@wildlifemiss.org
cjcourville1@bellsouth net
cjcourville1@bellsouth.net

601-209-4764
225-281-6443
361-595-1313
504-525-1528 ext 205
979-218-8721
601-359-2801
6628205703

9
10
11

Feb 25, 2011 9:45 PM Linda Campbell
Feb 25, 2011 9:54 PM Kevin Norton
Feb 25, 2011 11:10 PM

TX
LA
TX

linda.campbell@tpwd.state.tx.us
kevin.norton@la.usda.gov

512-389-4395
318-473-7751

12
13
14
15
16
17

Feb 26, 2011 8:59 PM
Feb 27, 2011 10:21 PM
Feb 28, 2011 2:46 PM
Feb 28, 2011 5:11 PM
Feb 28, 2011 6:00 PM
Feb 28, 2011 6:09 PM

FL
MS
MS
AL
TX
LA

crscally@eowilsoncenter.org
Ray_aycock@att.net
cshropshire@mswf.org
njohnston@handarendall.com
woody_woodrow@fws.gov
frenchfrey@bellsouth.net

850-835-1824
601-879-9588
601-605-1790

18

Feb 28, 2011 11:53 PM Ray Herndon

LA

rherndon@conservationfund.org

985/ 674-3332

phil.r.precht@conocophillips.com
sergio_pierluissi@fws.gov
johnawhittle@aol.com

337-540-8804
251-441-5872

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Mar 1, 2011 11:54 AM
Mar 1, 2011 3:18 PM
Mar 1, 2011 6:06 PM
Mar 3, 2011 5:12 PM
Mar 7, 2011 2:52 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:30 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:46 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:51 PM
Mar 7, 2011 7:57 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:03 PM

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
USDA-NRCS
fsa
Nokuse Education, Inc. (dba The E.O. Wilson Biophilia
Center)
Christina Scally
Private Consultant and retired Service employee
Ray Aycock
Mississippi Wildlife Federation
Cathy Shropshire
Hand Arendall/ Ala Coastal Foundation
Neil Johnston
Jarrett (Woody) Woodrow USFWS Coastal Program
Louisiana Landowners Assoc.
Paul Frey

MS
LA
TX
LA
TX
MS
MS
LA

Phone Number:

The Conservation Fund

PHIL PRECHT
Sergio Pierluissi
John Whittle

LLE,LLC/CONOCOPHILLIPS
USFWS
Golden Triangle Audubon

John Gruchy
Robin Lewis
Mary Gutierrez
Susan Rees
Trey Cooke

MS Department of Wildlife Fisheries and Parks
Coastal Resources Group, Inc.
West Florida Regional Planning Council
USACE, Mobile
Delta Wildlife/Delta F.A.R.M.
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AL
TX
LA
MS
FL
FL
AL
MS
MS

john.gruchy@gmail.com
lesrrl3@aol.com
mary.gutierrez@wfrpc.org
susan.i.rees@usace.army.mil
trey@deltawildlife.org

281 286 8282 X235

662-274-1050
352-546-4842
1-800-226-8914 x 226
251-694-4141
(662) 686-3370

Number Response Date

Your name:

Organization or Agency

Mark Steinbach
Katie Brasted
Andy Dolan
Arthur Landry
Jeffrey woods
Preston Robertson
Darrell Guidry
Don Morrow
Stephen Minvielle

Texas Land Conservancy
Woodlands Conservancy
USFWS

State: Email Address:

Suwannee River Water Management District
MS Dept of Marine Resources
Mississippi Farm Bureau Federation
Galveston Bay Foundation
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission

TX
LA
LA
LA
FL
FL
TX
FL
LA
TX
TX
FL
AL
TX
MS
FL
TX
AL
TX
FL
MS
TX
FL
LA
TX
FL
MS
FL
MS
MS
TX
FL

Mar 11, 2011 11:06 PM James R. Karels

Florida Division of Forestry

Mar 11, 2011 11:27 PM Bonnie Barnes
Mar 12, 2011 3:24 AM Chris Macaluso

North Florida Land Trust
Louisiana Wildlife Federation

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Mar 7, 2011 8:06 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:14 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:38 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:41 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:44 PM
Mar 7, 2011 8:51 PM
Mar 7, 2011 10:24 PM
Mar 8, 2011 12:04 AM
Mar 8, 2011 4:50 AM
Mar 8, 2011 1:41 PM
Mar 8, 2011 1:58 PM
Mar 8, 2011 2:24 PM
Mar 8, 2011 3:24 PM
Mar 8, 2011 4:54 PM
Mar 8, 2011 7:36 PM
Mar 8, 2011 7:52 PM
Mar 8, 2011 9:05 PM
Mar 8, 2011 9:21 PM
Mar 8, 2011 9:38 PM
Mar 9, 2011 4:00 AM
Mar 9, 2011 4:14 AM
Mar 9, 2011 5:26 PM
Mar 10, 2011 9:15 PM
Mar 10, 2011 10:04 PM
Mar 11, 2011 5:29 PM
Mar 11, 2011 5:37 PM
Mar 11, 2011 6:09 PM
Mar 11, 2011 6:48 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:25 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:31 PM
Mar 11, 2011 7:54 PM
Mar 11, 2011 9:32 PM

61
62
63

Don Wilhelm
Eugene Kelly
Amy Bell
Pete G. Gibbs
Mark LaSalle
Deena Reppen
David Forrester
April Griffin
Grant Ellis
Will Abberger
Walter Hubbard
Matt Kaminski
Kevin McGorty
brad spicer
Todd merendino
Brian Block
David
Jeff Clark
matt singer
Scott Sanders

NRCS
Florida Wildlife Federation
USDA - Farm Service Agency
The Trust for Public Land
USDA-NRCS
USFWS
The Nature Conservancy
USDA/NRCS Gulf Coast RC&D
Texas AgriLife Extension Service
Audubon Mississippi
South Florida Water Management District
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Mobile Co. Soil & Water Conservation District
Valley Land Fund
The Trust for Public Land
Audubon MS
Ducks Unlimited
Tall Timbers Research Station & Land Conservancy
LDAF OSWC
Ducks unlimited
Conservation Trust for Florida
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mark@texaslandconservancy.org
wconservancy@aol.com
andrew_dolan@fws.gov
llandry13@cox.net
Jeffrey.woods@FL.USDA.gov
preston@fwfonline.org
darrell.guidry@tx.usda.gov
don.morrow@tpl.org

don_wilhelm@fws.gov
ekelly@tnc.org
amy.bell@al.usda.gov
p-gibbs@tamu.edu
mlasalle@audubon.org
dreppen@sfwmd.gov
dforr@cmaaccess.com
april.griffin@al.nacdnet.net
grant@valleylandfund.com
will.abberger@tpl.org
whubbard@audubon.org
mkaminski@ducks.org
kmcgorty@ttrs.org
brad_s@ldaf.state.la.us
tmerendino@ducks.org
brian@conserveflorida.org

Phone Number:
512-301-6363
504.433.4000
337-291-3119
225-356-3171
352-538-2397
(850) 656-7113
409-860-7293
850.591.7645

817-277-1100
407-389-4827
251-580-2574
979-862-3932
228-475-0825
561.682.6232
979-968-6591
251-441-6505
956-686-6429
850-222-7911, ext. 23
832-595-0663
850.893.4153 x 238
225 - 922 -1269
352-466-1178

FL

das@srwmd.org
jeff.clark@dmr.ms.gov
awhittington@msfb.org
msinger@galvbay.org
scott.sanders@myfwc.com
James.Karels@freshfromflorida.co
m

3863621001
228-523-4103

(850) 922-0135

FL
LA

bbarnes@northfloridalandtrust.org
chris@lawildlifefed.org

904-285-7020
225-344-6707

2813323381
850 488-3831

Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Share your ideas and opinions - Please respond by March 11, 2011
On behalf of the Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) and Gulf of Mexico Foundation (GOMF) thank you for taking the time to
complete this survey. Your feedback is very important to us. This short survey is part of a larger effort by several agencies
and organizations to increase the effectiveness and extent of coastal habitat protection, conservation, and restoration on
privately owned coastal lands in the Gulf of Mexico region.
The Land Trust Alliance, with a NOAA-funded subgrant awarded through the GOMF, is working on a collaborative effort to
identify and make recommendations to more effectively address coastal habitat conservation needs in the five Gulf states
- Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas. Through this and other surveys, interviews and meetings we are
gathering information and opinions from leaders in natural resource agencies and organizations, private landowners and
other interested individuals across the region to synthesize their ideas for improving conservation of privately owned
lands. This information will be used to develop recommendations to help shape and guide next steps by federal and state
leaders active in the GOMA Habitat Conservation and Restoration Team.
The survey should take less than 20 minutes to complete. Please help us by submitting your responses by Friday,
March 11, 2011.
If you have questions or need assistance with this survey, contact Elizabeth Barber (liz@barberandmann.com) or 601957-3443.
Feel free to share this survey link with others who can provide input on private land conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
states. Thanks so much for your help.
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
State or area of operation
1. In which state(s) do you or your agency or organization operate? (check all that
apply)
c
d
e
f
g

Alabama

c
d
e
f
g

Florida

c
d
e
f
g

Louisiana

c
d
e
f
g

Mississippi

c
d
e
f
g

Texas

c
d
e
f
g

Nationwide

c
d
e
f
g

Not applicable

c
d
e
f
g

Other state or states (please specify)
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Agency or Organization
2. Do you represent (check one)?
j
k
l
m
n

An academic institution

j
k
l
m
n

A federal government agency

j
k
l
m
n

A state government agency

j
k
l
m
n

A local government agency

j
k
l
m
n

A non-government organization

j
k
l
m
n

A for profit business

j
k
l
m
n

An individual

Other (please specify)
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Conservation programs or services you provide to private landowners
3. What types of programs, services or support do you or your agency/organization
provide to private landowners for habitat protection, conservation or restoration in the
Gulf of Mexico coastal region? (check all that apply)
c
d
e
f
g

Conservation easements

c
d
e
f
g

Cooperative agreements

c
d
e
f
g

Developing conservation and management plans

c
d
e
f
g

Education outreach/training

c
d
e
f
g

Equipment/supplies/plant material

c
d
e
f
g

Grants

c
d
e
f
g

Incentives/cost share for conservation practices

c
d
e
f
g

Interagency agreements

c
d
e
f
g

Tax credits

c
d
e
f
g

Tax deductions

c
d
e
f
g

Technical support

c
d
e
f
g

Not sure

c
d
e
f
g

Not applicable

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

5
6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Successful programs in the Gulf coast region
4. What do you think are the most successful private land protection, restoration and/or
conservation programs in the coastal region of your state or in other Gulf of Mexico
states? Please name the program(s) and explain why you think they are successful.
(Examples are incentives or cost share programs through USDA such as WRP or WHIP,
Forest Legacy, Partners for Fish and Wildlife, local tax credits, conservation easements,
etc.)
5

6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Improving partnerships
5. How can partnerships between private land conservation organizations, public
agencies and others be improved to be more effective at conserving, restoring and
protecting habitat on privately owned lands in the coastal region? Please be specific.
5

6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Your partners
6. In addition to private landowners, who are your main partners (types of agencies or
organizations you regularly work with) on private land protection, conservation or
restoration projects in the Gulf of Mexico states (select yes or no in the drop down
menu)? Also, for those partner types where you answered "Yes", please specify if your
partnership is based on funding support, technical support or both (second drop down
menu).
Main Partner? (Drop down menu)

Partnership Basis (Drop down menu)

Academic institutions

6

6

Private land trusts

6

6

Other non-government

6

6

Local governments

6

6

State agencies

6

6

Federal agencies

6

6

Businesses/Corporations

6

6

Not sure

6

6

Not applicable

6

6

organizations (non-land
trusts)

Other partners (please specify)
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Plans and guidance documents
7. What local, state, regional and/or national conservation plans or guidance documents
or methods (data, aerial imagery, GIS, etc.) do you use to target your priorities for private
land conservation in your service area? (If possible, please help us locate the plans or
guidance by listing the full title, agency and/or a weblink or location).
5

6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Challenges or limitations to protecting, conserving or restoring private la...
8. What do you think are the greatest challenges or limiting factors to protecting or
restoring habitat on privately owned lands for conservation in the Gulf of Mexico coastal
region? (Please select all that apply)
c
d
e
f
g

Lack of emphasis on Gulf coastal zone habitat protection and management as a top priority for certain funders or agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Coordination and cooperation among conservation organizations/agencies

c
d
e
f
g

Extensive development pressure and rapid land use changes in the coastal zone

c
d
e
f
g

Fragmented land ownership/small parcels

c
d
e
f
g

Inadequate state funding

c
d
e
f
g

Inadequate federal funding

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of private resources

c
d
e
f
g

Government programmatic restrictions/limitations/requirements

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of awareness of or access to existing conservation programs by private landowners

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of interest by private landowners

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of organized public and political support for land protection and conservation initiatives

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of regional comprehensive conservation planning and information/tool transfer to local governments

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of trust in the government

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of zoning laws that include specific provisions for coastal habitat protection

c
d
e
f
g

Lack of legal protection for coastal habitats beyond limited protection to wetlands or the legislated coastal zone

c
d
e
f
g

Landowners more interested in selling than in implementing conservation practices

c
d
e
f
g

Match or cost share requirements

c
d
e
f
g

Private landowners lack knowledge and skills in conservation practices

c
d
e
f
g

Rapid land use changes due to population growth/sprawl

c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

5
6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
9. Of those challenges/limiting factors you marked in Question 8 above, list up to five (5)
you think are the most important to address now in the Gulf region.
1
2
3
4
5
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Improving private land programs, services and policies for conservation
10. Are there any EXISTING programs, services or policies/laws (local, state, federal or
other) that provide incentives or funding for protection, restoration or conservation of
coastal land/habitats on privately owned land in the region that should be IMPROVED
OR ENHANCED? Please list programs, services or policies and specific desired
improvements.
5

6

11. Is there a need for any NEW program, service, policy/law (local, state, federal or
other) or incentive to increase protection, restoration or conservation of coastal
lands/habitat on privately owned land in the Gulf region? If so, please describe.
5

6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Other Comments
12. Please add any other comments or recommendations regarding improving habitat
and land protection, restoration and conservation on privately owned lands in the Gulf
of Mexico coastal region.
5

6
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Stakeholder Survey on Private Land Conservation in the Gulf of Mexico
Contact Information (Optional)
13. Thank you again for taking the time to answer our survey. Please add your contact
information below.
Your name:
Organization or Agency
State:

6

Email Address:
Phone Number:
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IV. Gulf of Mexico Foundation Request for Proposals

™

Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team (HCRT), Gulf of Mexico Alliance
(GOMA)
Request for Proposals

(Submittal Due Date: May 31, 2010)

OVERVIEW INFORMATION
Granting Organization: Gulf of Mexico Foundation (GMF)
Request for Proposals Title: Recommendations Development in Support of the Gulf of Mexico
Alliance, Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team
Closing Date and Time: The deadline for submissions is May 31, 2010, 11:59 pm CST. Proposals
must be submitted electronically to info@gulfmex.org. All proposals received after the closing
date and time will not be considered for funding. For more information, see Section IV.

I. General Description and Available Funds
An estimated amount of up to $210,000 total for up to four grant agreements may be awarded
under this announcement to eligible applicants. Projects must serve the objectives of the
Habitat Conservation and Restoration Team (HCRT) of the Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) and
fit within the scope of each Topic Area as prescribed in Section II. Eligible applicants may apply
for awards in one or more Topic Area for which they are qualified and able to comply with all
requirements.

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Background:
The Gulf of Mexico Foundation (GMF) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose mission “is to
promote and facilitate conservation of the health and productivity of the Gulf of Mexico and its
resources through education, public awareness, research, and leadership programs”. As part of
its activities, GMF coordinates planning and implementation efforts of the Habitat Conservation
and Restoration Team (HCRT). Led by the Gulf States and supported by federal and nongovernmental partners, the Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) is a collaborative partnership that
has tasked six Priority Issue Teams (PITs) with specific priority areas. The HCRT is one of the
PITs under GOMA whose mission is outlined in the Governors’ Action Plan II and more
specifically outlined in the HCRT’s Synthesis Report (October 28, 2008, available at
www.gulfmex.org) which contains issues listed by state that have been identified. The HCRT
has identified the four projects outlined under Topic Areas in Section II of this funding
opportunity as important next steps toward fulfilling the goals of several action items. GMF
offers the awards to fund these projects under a grant from the NOAA Coastal Services Center.
Project Summary:
GMF serves as Principal Investigator and Contract Administrator on the NOAA grant in support
of the GOMA, a partnership formed by the five Gulf State Governors. As Contract
Administrator, GMF is issuing this Request for Proposals. HCRT State Leads, who lead the HCRT
Priority Issue Team, serve as Co-Principal Investigators and will be directly involved in the
review of proposals, reports, and drafts submitted under this funding opportunity. During this
process the GMF will make reports available to the HCRT State and Federal Leads.
The Alliance released the Governors' Action Plan for Healthy and Resilient Coasts on March 28,
2006. The Governors’ Action Plan II (GAP II) took effect in 2009. For more information on the
Governors' Action Plan go to http://gulfofmexicoalliance.org/actionplan/welcome.html. This
Action Plan addresses specific issues and projects which will result in a healthier Gulf of Mexico
ecosystem and economy with a vision toward healthy and resilient coasts and communities in
the Gulf of Mexico. This Request for Proposals addresses the GAP II priority issue of Habitat
Conservation and Restoration which the HCRT was formed to serve. Issues, actions, and goals
of the HCRT are identified in the HCRT Synthesis Report, which should be reviewed and
referenced in preparing proposals and in performance of the grant agreements. The area of
interest for projects is the Gulf of Mexico and its Coastal Zone (GoM-CZ).
The information listed under each of the Topic Areas below describes some of the expected
outputs and outcomes of projects addressing that Topic Area.

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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#

TOPIC AREA

1

Conservation and Restoration in the Gulf of Mexico: Comparison of Mexico and U.S. Policy, Law
and Management

2

Analysis of Local, State and Federal Policy & Regulatory Programs That Provide Protection to
Coastal Habitats

3

Analysis and Recommendations for Increasing Restoration and Conservation on Private Lands

4

Analysis and Recommendations of Cross-PIT Sea Level Rise Efforts, Data Needs and Science

II. Topic Areas
Project Actions and expected outcomes from the projects funded under this announcement are
listed under each of the four Topic Areas found in this section, along with the amount of funds
available, timelines, and other guidance. While Applicants may submit multiple proposals
under this announcement, each proposal must be for only one Topic Area. Proposals addressing
more than one Topic Area will be rejected.

Outputs and Reporting Expectations
The final reports to be delivered under these grant agreements will provide vital information to
the HCRT. They must be authoritative and address the issues pertinent to the topics outlined in
this Request for Proposals. They should reflect a thorough investigation and reveal the process,
the stakeholders, and the sources of information utilized. The HCRT expects high-value support
from these projects as an important aid to formulating recommendations and making decisions
in furtherance of HCRT Actions and goals.
Within the context of the Topic Areas, reports should also include:
• A careful analysis that entails critical thinking;
• Challenges and strategies;
• Recommendations that would address the challenges and facilitate HCRT goals;
• Explanations of how each recommendation facilitates and furthers HCRT goals, which goals
or Actions it serves, and the likelihood of success of each recommendation;
• Document stakeholders and organizations engaged, sources employed, any relevant
programs;
• All other elements and information described under each Topic Area in this Request for
Proposals;
• Other information the Principal Investigators find to be relevant.

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Topic Area 1: Conservation and Restoration in the Gulf of Mexico: Comparison of Mexico and
U.S. Policy, Law and Management
Short Title: Mexico/US Policy Analysis
Project Action: Investigate, analyze, and outline the environmental policy, law and
management differences between Mexico and the U.S. and develop a strategy for enhanced
collaboration and partnership toward achieving HCRT goals and Actions. Identify the structure
of the Mexican government in the context of stewardship of the Gulf of Mexico and its Coastal
Zone (GoM-CZ) and give the U.S. equivalents. Include the legal framework, management plans,
and activities relevant to coastal and marine ecosystems, natural resources, and the primary
economic activities that impact upon habitat conservation and restoration in the GoM-CZ.
Incorporate regional development goals as well as funding and grant programs into the
analysis. Reveal which programs, funding streams, legal issues, and economic activities are
relevant, which of the pertinent activities they affect, and how. Identify the main challenges to
facilitating HCRT goals (as noted in the GAP II and the HCRT Synthesis Report (provided at
www.gulfmex.org) and propose actions and strategies that could resolve them efficiently.
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Examine the appropriate political and social agreements between the two countries. Assess
their effectiveness and shortcomings with regard to habitat restoration and conservation in
the GoM-CZ.
Identify commonalities/similarities as these may give the best opportunities for success, but
also identify differences between the legal frameworks of the two countries.
Explain how these policy, law, and management differences impede habitat conservation
and restoration in the GoM-CZ along with any deficiencies in capacity to carry out HCRT
goals.
Explain what actions could be considered to address/resolve any identified conflicting
policies, laws, and management schemes that impede habitat conservation and restoration
success in the GoM-CZ.
Evaluate the applicability of strategies employed in other regional efforts for the protection
of the coast and oceans, e.g., the Mediterranean;
Make recommendations that will improve, augment, or replace the existing policies,
binational agreements, and structure.
Suggest what a Mexican Gulf Alliance may look like. Propose a model to improve the
collaboration between agencies and stakeholders.
Outline an agenda of the key issues to be undertaken toward developing a conceptual
model for GOM governance.

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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•

Identify specific key opportunities and corresponding strategies where Mexico and the U.S.
could partner to improve the scale and effectiveness of habitat conservation and
restoration programs/activities to further management of the Gulf of Mexico using a more
comprehensive ecosystem-based approach.

As an appendix, identify, catalog and characterize Mexican and U. S. entities which participate
in regulatory and nonregulatory-based restoration and conservation activities, development
and management of aquatic and coastal natural resources, and/or development/maintenance
of navigation infrastructure in the GoM-CZ. This should encompass agencies, industries,
academia, and non-profits and explain their capacities. Provide key contacts for these entities
at the state, federal, and local levels and their contact information. Identify the laws that
authorize and govern their activities. This list should include Pemex and all the coastal states of
both countries in the GoM-CZ. Include supporting information that may be helpful to the HCRT
such as whether the officials of each agency are elected or appointed, the length of terms, etc.
Qualifications: The HCRT will be most interested in proposals from binational teams comprised
of Principal Investigators with specific expertise and credentials in environmental and coastal
law and policy. Expertise in pertinent economic, social, and business matters will also be of
interest.
Maximum Funds Available for this Award: $75,000
Outputs: A detailed report and appropriate supporting documents as outlined in this Request
for Proposal and that incorporates any input and guidance from GMF/HCRT.
Desired Outcome: The environmental outcome to be accomplished from this action is to
improve habitat conservation and restoration in Mexico, the US, and the Gulf of Mexico
through understanding the respective policy, law, and management differences and key
opportunities for collaborative partnerships.
Additional Information: Provided at www.gulfmex.org is the HCRT Synthesis Report dated
October 24, 2008. This document summarizes the HCRT’s efforts under the Gulf of Mexico
Alliance’s first Action Plan. The Synthesis Report includes an issues list for each Gulf state and is
intended to provide background and starting point information for this project on HCRT goals
and issues, but should not be considered a comprehensive list.
Timeline: The Principal Investigator(s) will complete this Project Action within a nine-month
timeframe after execution of the grant agreement. During that time, progress reports and
drafts will be due and reviewed by the appropriate HCRT members who will provide comments
Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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and guidance. A schedule of all due dates can be found in Section IV of this funding
opportunity.
Topic Area 2: Analysis of Local, State and Federal Policy & Regulatory Programs That Provide
Protection to Coastal Habitats
Short Title: Regulatory Analysis
Project Action: Outline existing Local, State and Federal policy and regulatory programs that
are relevant to the protection of coastal habitats in the Gulf of Mexico and its Coastal Zone
(GoM-CZ). Identify, by state, major regulatory programs and policies; respective program and
policy limitations, shortcomings as well as their strengths, loopholes, gaps and issues of concern
in regulatory policies and program coverage/implementation with regard to habitat
conservation and restoration in the GoM-CZ. Develop recommendations and strategies to
increase the effectiveness of regulatory protection of vital coastal habitats and to promote
restoration.
•

•
•

Consult key state and federal resource agency personnel, local and national non-profit
conservation and restoration advocacy organizations and private business/industry partners
in each state that have experience and relevant knowledge to address policy and regulatory
limitations and to make recommendations on how to change existing policy and regulatory
programs in order to increase protection and restoration of coastal habitat.
Research and analyze the programs, policies, and processes involved.
Incorporate the acquired input into a detailed report which includes comprehensive results,
recommendations, and strategies for moving forward (see also Outputs, below).

The Principal Investigator(s) should avoid duplicating the efforts of the newly-formed LouisianaMississippi Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Working Group operating under the U.S. Council
for Environmental Quality Roadmap for Restoring Ecosystem Resiliency and Sustainability.
However, information that results from that effort and is available should be included as a vital
component of this project’s outputs and outcomes. The HCRT and GOMA wish to complement
and augment efforts arising from this CEQ initiative.
Maximum Funds Available for this Award: $45,000
Outputs: A detailed report and appropriate supporting documents as outlined in this Request
for Proposal and that incorporates any input and guidance from GMF/HCRT.
Desired Outcome: Recommendations that will change existing policy and regulatory programs
in order to increase protection and restoration of coastal habitat within the Gulf states.
Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Additional Information: Provided at www.gulfmex.org is the HCRT Synthesis Report dated
October 24, 2008. This document summarizes the HCRT’s efforts under the Gulf of Mexico
Alliance’s first Action Plan. The Synthesis Report includes an issues list for each Gulf state and is
intended to provide background and starting point information for this project on HCRT goals
and issues, but should not be considered a comprehensive list.
The Principal Investigator(s) should anticipate interviewing or meeting with a number of
entities from each of the five Gulf States – Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.
The entities (e.g., agencies, organizations) to be engaged will be provided by the HCRT’s state
representative when an award is made, but will likely not exceed ten for each of the five states.
Contact with multiple individuals within a particular entity may be necessary to acquire the
needed information. It is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator(s) to coordinate with
the prescribed entities and allow an appropriate amount of time for them to make the
appropriate and best-qualified staff members available. Work closely with the HCRT state and
federal leads during the grant agreement to keep representatives aware of progress and to
incorporate their guidance.
Timeline: The Principal Investigator(s) will complete this Project Action within a six-month
timeframe after execution of the grant agreement. During that time, progress reports and
drafts will be due and reviewed by the appropriate HCRT members who will provide comments
and guidance. A schedule of all due dates can be found in Section IV of this funding
opportunity.
Topic Area 3: Analysis and Recommendations for Increasing Restoration and Conservation on
Private Lands
Short Title: Private Lands Analysis
Project Action: Identify policy and economic, geographic, and other limitations that currently
limit the extent and success of initiatives designed to promote private landowner and industry
participation in coastal habitat conservation and restoration activities. In addition, outline
differences between respective state laws regarding private land ownership in the context of
habitat conservation and restoration on private lands. Develop recommendations and
corresponding implementation strategies for improvements. Include all five of the U.S. Gulf
States.
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Identify, research, and categorize programs, services, and information resources available in the
five U.S. Gulf States that protect habitat in the GOM-CZ by providing funding, incentives, or
assistance to landowners to facilitate conservation and restoration of private lands. A few
examples are: Texas Farm & Ranch Hands Conservation Program, Alabama's Landowner
Incentive Program, Florida Landowner Assistance Program, Texas Landowner Incentive
Program, TPWD Conservation Tools, TPWD Private Lands page, NRCS Conservation Reserve
Program, Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program.
The Principal Investigator(s) should avoid duplicating the efforts of the newly-formed LouisianaMississippi Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Working Group operating under the U.S. Council
for Environmental Quality Roadmap for Restoring Ecosystem Resiliency and Sustainability.
However, information that results from that effort and is available should be included as a vital
component of this project’s outputs and outcomes. The HCRT and GOMA wish to complement
and augment efforts arising from this CEQ initiative.
Maximum Funds Available for this Award: $45,000
Outputs: A detailed report and appropriate supporting documents as outlined in this Request
for Proposal and that incorporates any input and guidance from GMF/HCRT.
Desired Outcome: Recommendations which if implemented would improve existing policy and
regulatory programs in order to increase protection to coastal habitat on privately owned lands
in partnership with landowners through policy improvements and potential expansion of
supporting economic assistance or incentives within the Gulf states.
Additional Information: Provided at www.gulfmex.org is the HCRT Synthesis Report dated
October 24, 2008. This document summarizes the HCRT’s efforts under the Gulf of Mexico
Alliance’s first Action Plan. The Synthesis Report includes an issues list for each Gulf state and is
intended to provide background and starting point information for this project on HCRT goals
and issues, but should not be considered a comprehensive list.
The Principal Investigator(s) should anticipate interviewing or meeting with a number of
entities from each of the five Gulf States – Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.
The entities (e.g., agencies, organizations) to be engaged will be provided by the HCRT’s state
representative when an award is made, but will likely not exceed ten for each of the five states.
Contact with multiple individuals within a particular entity may be necessary to acquire the
needed information. It is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator(s) to coordinate with
the prescribed entities and allow an appropriate amount of time for them to make the
Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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appropriate and best-qualified staff members available. Work closely with the HCRT state and
federal leads during the grant agreement to keep representatives aware of progress and to
incorporate their guidance.
Timeline: The Principal Investigator(s) will complete this Project Action within a six-month
timeframe after execution of the grant agreement. During that time, progress reports and
drafts will be due and reviewed by the appropriate HCRT members who will provide comments
and guidance. A schedule of all due dates can be found in Section IV of this funding
opportunity.
Topic Area 4: Analysis and Recommendations of Cross-PIT Sea Level Rise Efforts, Data
Needs and Science
Short Title: Cross-PIT SLR Analysis
Project Action: Research modeling of sea level rise (SLR) in the Gulf of Mexico and its Coastal
Zone (GoM-CZ) and report on what is being done, where it is being done, and by whom. Focus
on SLR modeling as it applies to habitat conservation and restoration in the GoM-CZ and
develop recommendations to further the goals of the HCRT.
This report should:
1) List and explain models being used for SLR projections including the strengths and
deficiencies of each;
2) Identify where good data exists and where additional or improved data is needed; and
3) Consult end users of SLR models as well as all GOMA PITs regarding their use of and
requirements for SLR modeling and projections.
The analysis in this report should examine how SLR efforts across the six GOMA Priority Issue
Teams (PITs), the five Gulf States, and Federal Agencies can be coordinated to develop a
comprehensive partnership-based approach to proactively address ongoing and anticipated SLR
effects on the resiliency of Gulf coast habitats, supporting ecosystems, and coastal
communities. Finally, this report should outline an approach to convey this information to the
public and elected officials and engage them in crafting adaptation solutions.
NOAA Workshop: Ecological Effects of Sea Level Rise in the Florida Panhandle and Coastal
Alabama: Research and Modeling Needs is a report that may be relevant to this analysis.
Maximum Funds Available for this Award: $45,000
Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Outputs: A detailed report and appropriate supporting documents as outlined in this Request
for Proposal and that incorporates any input and guidance from GMF/HCRT.
Desired Outcome: The environmental outcome to be accomplished from this action is to
facilitate coordination of PIT activities and better planning for habitat conservation and
restoration through a greater understanding of the impacts of SLR on coastal habitats and to
develop potential regional strategies to adapt and respond.
Additional Information: Provided at www.gulfmex.org is the HCRT Synthesis Report dated
October 24, 2008. This document summarizes the HCRT’s efforts under the Gulf of Mexico
Alliance’s first Action Plan. The Synthesis Report includes an issues list for each Gulf state and is
intended to provide background and starting point information for this project on HCRT goals
and issues, but should not be considered a comprehensive list.
Timeline: The Principal Investigator(s) will complete this Project Action within a six-month
timeframe after execution of the grant agreement. During that time, progress reports and
drafts will be due and reviewed by the appropriate HCRT members who will provide comments
and guidance. A schedule of all due dates can be found in Section IV of this funding
opportunity.

III. Submission Requirements
Award Information
Funding Amounts and Number of Awards
Under this funding opportunity, GMF expects to award an estimated $210,000 in total, a
portion of which is to be allocated to each of the four Topic Areas described in this
announcement. The maximum award amounts for each Topic Area are listed individually in
Section II and are repeated in the chart below.
TOPIC AREA NUMBER

TOPIC AREA (Short Title)

MAXIMUM AWARD AMOUNT

1

Mexico/US Policy Analysis

$75,000

2

Regulatory Analysis

$45,000

3

Private Lands Analysis

$45,000

4

Cross-PIT SLR Analysis

$45,000
TOTAL

$210,000

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Actual awards depend on availability of funds and the evaluation and quality of proposals. Up
to four Grant Agreements are expected to be awarded. The period of performance for awards
under this announcement ranges from 6 to 9 months and varies according to Topic Area. See
Section IV below for specific deadlines.
Type of Award
Successful applicants will be issued a grant agreement for each proposal selected to receive
funding. Grant agreements and performance thereof require substantial GMF involvement
with the recipient in the form of programmatic oversight and review and comment on all
contracted activities and products. When an award is offered, GMF’s involvement in carrying
out the work with the applicant will be described in a selection letter and identified in the terms
and conditions of the grant agreement. In general, awards will be made on a one-time basis
and recipients should use the funds within the period of performance to be outlined in the
Grant Agreement executed for each award.
Threshold Eligibility Criteria
Proposals from eligible applicants* must meet all of the following threshold eligibility criteria by
the time of proposal submission. Proposals that fail to meet all of these criteria will not be
considered for funding. Applicants deemed ineligible for funding consideration as a result of the
threshold eligibility review will be notified within 15 calendar days of the ineligibility
determination.
1. While Applicants may submit multiple proposals under this announcement, each
proposal must be for a separate Topic Area. Proposals addressing more than one Topic
Area will be rejected.
2. Proposals must identify the Principal Investigator and all Co-Principal Investigators who
will carry out the Project Actions and produce Outputs requested in this Request for
Proposals.
3. Proposals must substantially comply with the instructions and requirements set forth in
Section IV of this announcement.
4. Proposals received after the submission deadline will be considered late and rejected
without further consideration. Applicants should receive confirmation through email
that the proposal has been received. If not, please contact Mike Smith at 361-882-3939.
*

All applicants may be subject to eligibility requirements.

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Matching Requirements
No matching funds are required for this funding opportunity. However, the extent of
partnerships and leveraged funding will be considered by reviewers during the evaluation
process.

IV. Application and Submission Information
Proposal Submission
Proposal packages must be submitted by email to info@gulfmex.org and received no later than
11:59 pm CST on May 31, 2010, which is the submission deadline. An e-mail acknowledging
receipt of your package will be sent via return e-mail.
The HCRT members who will review proposal packages are located in several states and all
information sharing occurs via electronic means; therefore, applicants must submit application
materials in an electronic format. Applications must be sent as an Adobe PDF file or as a MS
Word compatible file and according to the instructions found under “Proposal Packages” below.
Adherence to these standards makes electronic file sharing much more efficient and we
appreciate your cooperation.
Additional information is available at:
Gulf of Mexico Foundation
http://www.gulfmex.org
Gulf of Mexico Alliance
http://gulfofmexicoalliance.org
For questions about the application process, please contact:
Mike Smith
-ORRyan Fikes
Project Coordinator
Deputy Director
Gulf of Mexico Foundation
Gulf of Mexico Foundation
PMB 51, 5403 Everhart Rd.
PMB 51, 5403 Everhart Rd.
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
(361) 882-3939
(361) 882-3939
mike@gulfmex.org
ryan@gulfmex.org

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Application, Selection, Reporting, and Completion Schedule: Topic Area 1*
DATE

ITEMS DUE

COMMENTS

May 31, 2010

Proposal Packet

Due by 11:59 pm CST

July 23, 2010

Final decision on
proposals

HCRT Review Panels finalize selection of Applicant
proposals for awards

August 2, 2010

Grant Agreement

Execute and begin agreements by this date

August 31, 2010

Project Outline

Outline elements of the Outputs and of the research plan.
Include a timeline where relevant.

October 29, 2010

Progress Report
Draft 1

Provide a report that indicates significant progress and a
partial draft of the content for the Outputs.

January 28, 2011

Progress Report
Draft 2

This draft should be substantially complete.

April 30, 2011

Output (Analysis
Report)

This should be complete and is subject to approval by
GMF, who will first forward it for review to HCRT Leads.
*Mexico/US Policy Policy Analysis

Application, Selection, Reporting, and Completion Schedule: Topic Areas 2 – 4*
DATE

ITEMS DUE

COMMENTS

May 31, 2010

Proposal Packet

due by 11:59 pm CST

July 23, 2010

Final decision on
proposals

HCRT Review Panels finalize selection of Applicant
proposals for awards

August 2, 2010

Grant Agreements

Execute and begin agreements by this date

August 31, 2010

Project Outline

Outline elements of the Outputs and of the research plan.
Include a timeline where relevant.

October 29, 2010

Progress Report
Draft 1

Provide a report that indicates significant progress and a
partial draft of the content for the Outputs.

January 31, 2011

Outputs (Analysis
Reports)

This should be complete and is subject to approval by
GMF, who will first forward it for review to HCRT Leads
* Regulatory Analysis, Private Lands Analysis, Cross-PIT SLR Analysis

Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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Proposal Packages
Please submit the following information for each proposal submitted. Different HCRT Review
Panels will review proposals according to Topic Area, so separate and complete proposal
packages are required for each Topic Area.
Please use this format and these headings (in italics), adding the required information after
each heading (items 1-25).
Applicant Information
1. Organization
2. Type of Organization (State or local government, interstate agency, tribe, college or
university, other public or nonprofit organization.)
3. Brief description of the organization
4. Address of Organization
5. Organization Web Page Address
Project Contact(s)
6. Principal Investigator(s) and title(s)
7. Address of Contact (if different from above)
8. Phone number(s)
9. Fax number
10. E-mail address(es)
11. Contact web page address(es
Principal Investigator Qualifications (include Co-Principal Investigators, if any)
Note: Brief resume should be included in item A above, under Proposal Packages.
12. Summarize expertise and resources relevant to the Topic Area.
13. Examples of prior and relevant work of Principal Investigator(s) (research, technical
documents, projects, etc.)
14. Other factors that could contribute to the success of the project
15. Professional references
Project Description
16. Topic Area number and title (from Section II of the funding opportunity
announcement)
17. Concise project summary/abstract
18. Methods and intended approach
19. Outline tasks, activities, and milestones
Support for the Habitat Conservation & Restoration Team, Gulf of Mexico Alliance
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20. Objectives and anticipated benefits of the project
21. Describe project partners or stakeholders and their contributions.
Budget
22. Amount of funds requested
23. Matching funds and source (if applicable, not required)
24. Budget narrative describing proposed use of funds
25. Budgeted line item expenditures (please use the following budget format)
Budget
ITEM

FUNDS REQUESTED

Personnel
Principal Investigator(s)
Staff
Fringe Benefits
Travel
Equipment
Supplies
Contractual
Other (specify)
Total Direct Charges
Total Indirect Charges *
TOTAL BUDGET
* Applicant must provide documentation for negotiated indirect cost rate
for any indirect charges budgeted.

Other Information
Communications with Applicants
Prior to submission of proposals, applicants may contact GMF for clarification of information
presented in this funding opportunity announcement, but GMF will not provide preliminary
review of or assess the merits of individual proposals.
Sub-awards
Sub-awards are not allowed under this funding opportunity, but some funds may be used to
acquire third-party contract services if clearly stated in the proposal, agreed to by the Review
Panel, and incorporated into the Grant Agreement. GMF will hold the Applicants fully
responsible for the conduct and content of the projects funded through this funding
opportunity, regardless of the use of third-party contract services.
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V. Application Review Information
Review Panels
Review Panels will be formed of HCRT members to review and evaluate proposals which have
met the threshold requirements listed in this announcement. Each of the Review Panels will
specialize according to Topic Area; proposals will be routed to them based on the Topic Area
addressed.
Subsequent to the submission of proposals and while they are under review, members of the
review panels may elect to contact applicants for additional information that may aid the
selection process. Such contact shall not constitute approval of the application nor should an
applicant begin work on a project until the proposal has been expressly accepted, a Grant
Agreement fully executed, and the performance period begins.
All timely submitted proposals will first be screened by GMF staff against the threshold criteria
in Section III of the announcement. Proposals that do not pass the threshold review will not be
evaluated further or considered for funding.
Proposals which pass the threshold review will be evaluated according to the merits of the
proposals and the qualifications of the Applicants. HCRT Review Panels will use their best
judgment in making final selections that will best serve HCRT goals.
Anticipated Announcement Award Date
GMF will notify all applicants whether they were selected to receive an award within 15 days
after the final selections are made.

VI. Award Administration Information
Following the GMF and HCRT evaluation of proposals, all applicants will be notified of their
status via email. A Grant Agreement will be executed for each proposal selected and awards
may be distributed once that is done. Failure to execute and return the Grant Agreement as
requested by GMF/HCRT may result in selecting a different applicant for the award and at the
sole discretion of GMF/HCRT.
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V. Partnership for Gulf Coast Conservation
(Draft Purpose Statement)

PURPOSE OF THE COALITION OF PRIVATE/NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION OF
ECOSYSTEMS, NATURAL HABITATS AND WATERS OF THE GULF OF
MEXICO COAST
(2nd draft, Nov. 23, 2010 CR)
[tentative name: Partnership for Gulf Coast Land Conservation]
¾ Convene and unite the private/non-governmental organizations dedicated to Gulf
Coast land and water resource conservation and restoration.
¾ Establish and monitor the progress of common/coordinated goals, strategies, and
action steps intended to maximize efforts to conserve and restore the Gulf Coast’s
natural ecosystems and environmental resources.
¾ Coordinate and exchange information among the coalition member groups so as
to be better informed about conservation opportunities and to access and influence
public agency programs for the advancement of Gulf Coast environmental
conservation and restoration.
¾ Represent the goals and objectives of private Gulf Coast coalition member groups
to partner organizations, public agencies, and other potential allies.
¾ Convey and advocate the interests of private, non-governmental conservation
interests to public agencies on the Gulf Coast (including the Gulf of Mexico
Ecosystems Restoration Task Force and Council, the Gulf Coast Restoration
Network, the Gulf of Mexico Alliance and its relevant teams, and other state and
federal agencies including EPA, NOAA, FWS, CoE).
¾ Facilitate and assemble a combined Gulf Coast Conservation Vision (a unified
and coordinated conservation plan) that identifies the highest priority “focus”
areas and places determined by the coalition’s member organizations as their top
interests for protection and restoration of Gulf Coast ecosystems, habitats, waters,
and other important environmental and community resources, and as part of future
adaptation strategies in response to expected sea level rise, and other natural and
man-caused environmental disasters and changes.
¾ Advocate for and help access increased public and private funding for
achievement of coalition goals and action programs.
¾ Advance the capacities of coalition members to increase the pace, quality, and
permanence of land and water conservation on the Gulf Coast.
¾ Increase the amount and quality of conservation and restoration of coastal natural
lands, and waterways directly affecting the Gulf Coast and its natural heritage.

